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Samenvatting
– Summary in Dutch –
Mobiel en breedbandige internettoegang is realiteit: de internetgeneratie vindt
het immers normaal om breedbandige internettoegang te hebben waar zij zich
ook bevinden: thuis, op het werk of elders. Vandaag zijn er al 5,9 miljard mo-
biele abonnees (dit is 87% van de wereldbevolking) en bijna 20% daarvan hebben
toegang tot een mobiele breedbandige internetverbinding. Dit wordt aangebo-
den door 3G (derde generatie) technologiee¨n zoals HSPA (High Speed Packet
Access) en 4G (vierde generatie) technologien zoals LTE (Long Term Evolu-
tion). Vandaag kan een gebruiker reeds surfen op het internet of e-mails versturen
vanop zijn HSPA-notebook. Hij kan hierbij zijn vaste DSL-modem vervangen
door een HSPA-modem of USB-dongle. Hij kan verder videobeelden of muziek
verzenden of ontvangen met zijn 3G-telefoon. Door de invoering van de LTE-
technologie zal de gebruikerservaring nog verder verbeteren. Men verwacht dat
hierdoor veeleisende toepassingen zoals interactieve tv, mobiele video blogs, gea-
vanceerde online spellen en professionele toepassingen sterk zullen toenemen.
De vraag naar hoogkwalitatieve diensten stelt de mobiele netwerkoperatoren
en de verkopers van telecommunicatieapparatuur voor nieuwe uitdagingen: zij
moeten nieuwe oplossingen vinden om hun diensten steeds sneller en met een
hogere kwaliteit aan te bieden. De nieuwe LTE-standaard brengt niet alleen hogere
pieksnelheden en kleinere vertragingen. Het heeft daarnaast ook nieuwe function-
aliteiten in petto die zeer aantrekkelijk zijn voor de mobiele netwerkoperator: de
integratie van zelfregelende functies die kunnen ingezet worden bij de planning
van het netwerk, het uitrollen van een netwerk en het controleren van allerhande
netwerkmechanismen (o.a. handover, spreiding van de belasting over de cellen,
en toegangscontrole). Dankzij deze zelfregelende functies kan de optimalisatie
van een mobiel netwerk snel en automatisch gebeuren. Hierdoor verwacht men
lagere kosten voor de mobiele operator en een hogere kwaliteit van de aangebo-
den diensten (QoS of Quality of Service). Zelforganiserende eigenschappen van
toekomstige draadloze toegangsnetwerken zijn vandaag een hot topic in de onder-
zoekswereld en is ook de focus van dit doctoraatsonderzoek.
Dit proefschrift start met een gedetailleerde beschrijving van de LTE-
standaard. Dit omhelst de drijfveren achter deze standaard, de architectuur en
de interne werking. Uitgaande van initile ontwerpdoelen die door de LTE-
standaard werden vooropgesteld, worden de LTE-systeemarchitectuur en bi-
jhorende netwerkelementen met hun functies toegelicht. Het volledige proefschrift
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zal verder bouwen op deze beschrijving van de LTE-standaard.
Ee´n van de voornaamste eigenschappen van de LTE-standaard is het concept
van zelforganiserend netwerk (Self-Organization Network of SON). Door de in-
troductie van nieuwe zelfconfigurerende, zelfoptimaliserende en zelfherstellende
functies, wordt de planning en het beheer van LTE-netwerken veel eenvoudiger
en is er minder nood aan manuele tussenkomsten door netwerkoperatoren, het-
geen op zijn beurt zal leiden tot betere netwerkprestaties. We zullen de verschil-
lende zelforganiserende functies uitleggen, meer bepaald de doelstellingen ervan,
waarom deze functies nodig zijn, de eisen waaraan ze moeten voldoen en de rol
van de operator bij de implementatie ervan. Deze concepten zullen in dit proef-
schrift verder toegepast worden bij de ontwikkeling en validatie van een algoritme
voor de zelfoptimalisatie van handover.
Alhoewel zelfoptimaliserende functies kunnen toegepast worden op talrijke
procedures en mechanismen, zal dit proefschrift zich enkel focussen op hand-
over. Zoals bij elke mobiele en draadloze technologie, verstaat men onder hand-
over het vitale proces dat toelaat dat mobiele gebruikers vrij kunnen bewegen
zonder verlies van connectiviteit. Dit proefschrift beschrijft de voornaamste as-
pecten van de LTE-handoverprocedure. Het tijdig starten en de correcte uitvo-
ering van de handoverprocedure zullen een onmiddellijke impact hebben op de
gebruikerservaring, waardoor handover een uitermate geschikte kandidaat is voor
de ontwikkeling van een zelforganisatiealgoritme. Dit proefschrift licht een aan-
tal vereenvoudigingen in het handoverproces toe en geeft verder de definitie van
prestatiemetrieken en controleparameters. Er werd een simulator ontwikkeld om
de ontwikkelde algoritmes te testen en te analyseren. Dit proefschrift beschrijft de
verschillende netwerkelementen en bijhorende functionaliteiten. Verder wordt in
detail beschreven hoe de LTE-technologie werd gemodelleerd.
Uitgaande van het vereenvoudigde handoverproces en gebruikmakend van
de zelforganiserende concepten die eerder werden toegelicht, werden een aantal
oplossingen voor zelfoptimalisatie van handover ontwikkeld.
Een eerste basisalgoritme werd ontwikkeld, nl. Weighted Performance Hand-
over Parameter Optimization (WPHPO). Aan de hand van een gedetailleerde sen-
sitiviteitsanalyse, proberen we te begrijpen hoe verschillende parameterwaarden
de prestatie van het algoritme benvloeden. De analyse van het basisalgoritme leert
ons dat de prestatie van het handoverproces inderdaad verbetert dankzij zelfopti-
maliserende technieken.
Daar we te maken hebben met een dynamisch systeem, is de convergenti-
etijd een belangrijk aspect. Er wordt daarom een uitbreiding voorgesteld voor
het basisalgoritme om de convergentietijd te reduceren en bijgevolg ook de
netwerkprestatie te verbeteren. Het Enhanced Weighted Performance Handover
Parameter Optimization (EWPHPO) algoritme lijkt het best te presteren voor ex-
treme initile parameters en slaagt erin om sneller te convergeren naar een parame-
tergebied met een goede handoverprestatie.
Een volgend aandachtspunt in dit proefschrift is de minimalisatie van het
aantal signalisatieboodschappen die door het zelfoptimalisatiealgoritme worden
gegenereerd. Telkens een nieuwe controleparameter wordt berekend door het al-
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goritme, moet deze parameter zo snel mogelijk worden gebruikt in het netwerk om
de impact ervan te kunnen observeren en te analyseren. Ook al is het aantal signal-
isatieboodschappen niet onmiddellijk een knelpunt voor het netwerk, ze kan wel
een directe impact hebben op de netwerkstabiliteit. Wanneer men binnen een cel
voor een langere periode met de dezelfde parameterinstellingen kan werken, zal dit
een gunstige invloed hebben op andere zelforganiserende algoritmen in dezelfde
cel. Het beperken van parameterwijzigingen binnen de cel zal ook een gunstige in-
vloed hebben op naburige cellen, aangezien het wijzigen van handoverparameters
binnen e´e´n cel een impact heeft op de werking van naburige cellen. We tonen aan
dat de uitbreiding van het EWPHPO algoritme met een mechanisme om de signal-
isatie te minimaliseren, leidt tot nog betere handoverprestaties, terwijl er heel wat
minder signalisatieboodschappen worden verzonden.
Een belangrijke eis voor elk zelfoptimalisatiealgoritme is dat het even-
goed moet presteren ongeacht de startcondities. We sturen daarom het reeds
ontwikkelde algoritme bij, zodat alle instellingen van de controleparameters
toegelaten worden. Deze nieuwe aanpak noemen we het Balanced Hand-
over Performance Optimization (BHPO) algoritme. BHPO behoudt dezelfde
netwerkprestaties, biedt meer flexibiliteit en beperkt bovendien de signalisatie in
het netwerk in vergelijking met EWPHPO.
Alhoewel de voorgestelde oplossingen werden ontwikkeld en getest voor LTE,
zijn de principes en het ontwerp ervan meer algemeen bruikbaar voor andere tech-
nologien mits een paar kleine aanpassingen. Het beleid van de operator, dat wordt
vertaald in specifieke parameters zoals gewichten en drempelwaarden, is onderdeel
van het algoritme. Elke operator kan de waarden voor de gewichten en drempel-
waarden aanpassen in het algoritme, rekening houdend met het prestatiegedrag in
het verleden en met eigen voorkeuren en doelstellingen.

Summary
4G is here and it’s taking no prisoners!
Mobile broadband is becoming a reality, as the Internet generation grows ac-
customed to having broadband access wherever they go, and not just at home or
in the office. Currently, there are 5.9 billion mobile subscribers (that’s 87% of
the world’s population) and almost 20% of them have access to fast mobile Inter-
net. The majority are served third generation (3 G) technologies, such as HSPA
(High Speed Packet Access) and fourth generation (4 G) technologies, such as
LTE (Long Term Evolution) networks. People can already browse the Internet
or send e-mails using HSPA-enabled notebooks, replace their fixed DSL modems
with HSPA modems or USB dongles, and send and receive video or music using
3 G phones. With LTE, the user experience will be even better. It will further
boost more demanding applications like interactive TV, mobile video blogging,
advanced games or professional services.
The demand for high quality services poses new challenges for mobile network
operators and equipment vendors that have to look for new solutions for providing
their services faster and better than ever before. Besides providing high peak data
rates and low latency levels, the new LTE standard brings something new to the
table. The integration of auto-tuneable functions that control network planning,
deployment and different network mechanisms, (e.g. handover, load balancing, or
admission control) is slowly becoming a very tempting reality for mobile network
operators, as this will help them to reduce costs. As a direct result of optimization
being carried out in an automated but also timely fashion, higher Quality of Service
(QoS) for users is expected. This accounts for self-organization features for future
radio access networks to be one of the main topics of today’s research and of this
PhD work.
We start with a detailed description of the LTE standard. The investigated as-
pects span from the drivers behind this standard to its architecture and its inner
workings. From the early days of LTE and the design targets envisioned for it to
the LTE system architecture and network elements and their functions, this infor-
mation will serve as a background for the entire PhD work.
One main feature of the LTE standard is the Self-Organization Network (SON)
concept. Newly added self-configuration, - optimization or - healing functions
make the planning and management of LTE networks much easier and minimize
the needed human involvement. This will also translate into better network per-
formance offered to the end user. We will explain what the goals of each of these
groups of functions are and why they are needed. The requirements they have to
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fulfil as well as the operator’s role in this process will also be addressed. These
principals will be further used in the development and testing of a handover self-
optimization algorithm.
Although many procedures and mechanisms may be the subject of self-
optimization functions, we further focused on the handover procedure. As with
any mobile wireless technology, handover is a vital procedure that allows users to
move within the network while maintaining a connection. The main aspects related
to the standard LTE handover procedure are described next. Due to the specific na-
ture of the LTE handover, the timely triggering and the correct completion of this
procedure is directly linked to user satisfaction. This makes handover an ideal
candidate for self-optimization algorithms. Some simplifications in the handover
flow of events and the definition of performance metrics and control parameters
are also given.
The simulator that was developed in order to test and asses the designed algo-
rithms is described next. We elaborate on the various network elements and their
functionality and details are given on how different aspects of the LTE technology
are modelled.
Starting from the simplified basic handover procedure and using the principles
previously described, we then provide a series of solutions for handover optimiza-
tion.
We start by designing a basic algorithm, the Weighted Performance Handover
Parameter Optimization (WPHPO). A detailed sensitivity analysis which will as-
sist us in understanding how different values of different parameters will impact
the algorithm’s performance is also carried out. A first assessment of the algo-
rithm is made and we conclude that performance is indeed improved by applying
self-optimization techniques.
Convergence time, given the dynamic nature of the system we are dealing with,
is an important issue. In order to improve the algorithm’s convergence time and
consequently the achieved network performance, an enhancement is proposed.
The Enhanced Weighted Performance Handover Parameter Optimization (EW-
PHPO) algorithm proves most efficient for extreme initial settings and manages
to lead the algorithm into an area of better performance faster.
We then focused our attention on minimizing the signalling load this algorithm
introduces in the network. Once a new control parameter value is computed by the
self-optimization algorithm, it must be immediately applied in the network in or-
der for its impact to be observed and measured. This may cause a large number
of control signalling messages to be transmitted. While these messages might not
create a bottleneck, they will have a direct impact on network stability. At cell
level, operating with the same settings for longer periods of time will reduce in-
terference with other self-optimization algorithms running in the same cell while,
on a bigger scale, ripple effects brought on by these repeated changes in the sur-
rounding cells may be avoided. The signalling minimization mechanism to the
EWPHPO algorithm manages to achieve the same of even better performance than
the previous version of the algorithm while sending a lot less signalling messages.
One more important requirement of any self-optimization algorithm is to be
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able to work equally well no matter what the start conditions are. We tackle this
issue by redesigning the algorithm in order to have access to all the allowed combi-
nations of control parameter settings. This new approach the Balanced Handover
Performance Optimization (BHPO) algorithm, maintains performance levels and
provides some signalling reduction if compared to the EWPHPO version while
being more flexible.
While the proposed solutions are designed and tested with LTE in mind, the
principles they use and their design make them flexible enough to be used for other
technologies as well with just minor adjustments. The operator policy input that
the algorithms use (in the form of various weights and thresholds) also contributes
to its adaptability. Each operator can modify the values given to various weights
and thresholds within the algorithm based on their performance history and as best
to reflect their preferences and goals.

1
Introduction
“Work it harder, make it better
Do it faster, makes us stronger
More than ever, hour after hour
Work is never over”
– ’Harder, Better, Faster, Stronger’ - Daft Punk
1.1 Context
In a world moving ever faster, the demand for mobile wireless services that can
keep up with the needs of the client is increasing. High peak data rates, low la-
tency, seamless mobility are just a few of the ingredients for delivering high quality
multimedia services to the end user. The increasing diversity and complexity of the
offered services raises the requirements on the used technology, keep the industry
constantly searching for newer and better ways of delivering these services.
By the end of 2011, the number of internet users reached 2.4 billion [1] while
the number of fixed broadband subscribers was estimated at 591 million [2]. This
number pales in comparison with the 1.2 billion mobile web users worldwide [2].
Mobile broadband subscriptions have grown 45% annually over the last four years,
currently outnumbering the fixed subscribers 2:1. This is all the more impressive
since many of these users (between 19% and 70%) never use a computer or tablet
to access the Web. From checking news and weather, retrieving useful information
like maps, restaurant info to social networking and figuring out what that song
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playing in that bar was, portable internet access has become an essential part of
our lives [3]. And we’ve only just begun!
1.1.1 We want it! But how do we get it?
To better understand where we are today, we must first look back at where we
started from. In 1901, Marconi...ok, ok, not that far back!
It all started in 1977 with the First Generation networks referred to as 1G. And
what distinguished this generation of mobile phones from the previous one was
the use of multiple cell sites, and the ability to transfer calls from one site to the
next as the user travelled between cells during a conversation. This procedure is
referred to as a handover.
The Second Generation (2G) emerged in the 90’s when mobile operators de-
ployed two competing digital voice standards. In North America, some operators
adopted IS-95, which used Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) to multiplex
up to 64 calls per channel in the 800 MHz band. Across the world, many operators
adopted the Global System for Mobile communication (GSM) standard, which used
Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) to multiplex up to 8 calls per channel in
the 900 and 1800 MHz bands.
The rise in mobile phone usage as a result of 2G was explosive and this era also
saw the advent of prepaid mobile phones. Devices also became smaller as shown
in Figure 1.1. This change was possible not only through technological improve-
ments such as more advanced batteries and more energy-efficient electronics, but
also because of the higher density of cell sites to accommodate increasing usage.
The latter meant that the average distance transmission from phone to the base
station shortened, leading to increased battery life whilst on the move. 2G also in-
troduced a new way of communication: the SMS or text messaging. It was initially
available only on GSM networks but spread eventually on all digital networks and
became the communication method of choice amongst the young, a trend that later
spread across all ages.
As the use of 2G phones increased and people began to use mobile phones in
their day to day lives, it became clear that demand for data services (such as ac-
cess to the internet) was growing. Furthermore, experience from fixed broadband
services showed there would also be an ever increasing demand for higher data
speeds. As the 2G technology was not up to the job, the industry began to work on
the next generation of technology known as 3G. The main technological difference
that distinguishes 3G technology from 2G technology is the use of packet switch-
ing rather than circuit switching for data transmission. This led to many competing
standards with different contenders pushing their own technologies. The one thing
everybody could agree on were the requirements for such systems, which would
support services like wide-area wireless voice telephone, mobile Internet access,
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Figure 1.1 Evolution in mobile cell phone size [4]
video calls and mobile TV, all in a mobile environment. Also, the system would
be required to provide peak data rates of at least 200 kbps.
The 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) was formed in 1998 to fos-
ter deployment of 3G networks that descended from GSM. 3GPP technologies
evolved as follows.
• General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) offered speeds up to 13.4 kbps.
• Enhanced Data Rates for Global Evolution (EDGE) reached up to 384 kbps.
• UMTS Wideband CDMA (WCDMA) offered downlink speeds up to
1.92 Mbps.
• High Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) boosted the downlink to
14 Mbps.
The average data consumption exceeds hundreds of Megabytes per subscriber
per month and the end users expect data performance similar to the fixed lines.
The operators again request high data capacity with low cost of data delivery.
LTE (Long Term Evolution or E-UTRAN ) rises to the challenge, promising
benefits for both consumers and network operators. LTE users will be offered
services with peak rates up 100 Mbps in downlink and 50 Mbps in uplink, latencies
under 10 ms and accommodating users with high speeds (up to 350 km/h). All of
this with a new simplified all IP architecture. This means pocket-sized multimedia
delivered faster and better than ever before.
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High-speed data over cellular networks will enable a rich suite of multimedia
services. Cell phones and handheld devices are the new media centers, with ac-
cess to music, photos, games, video and a host of connectivity options. Previous
cellular standards such as High Speed Packet Access (HSPA) have already been
enabling multi-call capabilities on handsets and IP multimedia.
LTE will push things further providing several technical enhancements that
will improve the market for services such as voice-over-IP (VoIP) and videocon-
ferencing. High downlink rates will be important for two-way bandwidth-intensive
communications such as videoconferencing. Low latency is a key network metric
for enabling services that involve voice, which is very sensitive to transmission
delays. Being able to connect users from exiting standards (GSM, UMTS, HSPA,
etc) LTE is now being marketed as 4G technology.
A brief history of LTE is presented in Figure 1.2. LTE was first proposed by
NTT DoCoMO from Japan in 2004. Work on the standard was stated by 3GPP
in 2005 (Release 7) and the first Release 8 specifications were published in March
2009. During the same year, several companies (NSN, Ericsson, Huawei, Samsung
and others) have run different tests and demos proving LTE’s data rates and the
interoperability between LTE and other standards. The first commercial network
was deployed in 2009 in Stockholm and Oslo by Ericsson and TeliaSonera. Since
then the LTE coverage has extended to several countries all over the globe and it
is expected to keep on growing.
Figure 1.2 Timeline of the LTE evolution
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The current LTE coverage includes 57 commercial networks in 32 countries as
can be seen in Figure 1.3. The forecast is that this number will rise to 128 networks
by the end of 2012. The introduction of this new technology has also offered new
opportunities for mobile equipment vendors: 269 LTE devices have been launched
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so far by 57 different manufacturers [5].
Figure 1.3 LTE coverage worldwide [5]
When it comes to migrating to LTE, Europe seems to be driving in the slow
lane [6]. Dario Talmesio, principal analyst with the market research firm Informa
Media & Telecoms, said he thinks there are three primary reasons slowing the
move to deploy LTE within Europe: a lack of LTE handsets, a poorly co-ordinated
approach to licensing appropriate LTE spectrum and operator lethargy.
In Belgium for example, initial tests on LTE were conducted by Telenet during
May - September 2010 in the region of Mechelen. It was only in November 2011
that the Belgian Institute for Post and Telecommunications auctioned off the 4G
licenses. As a result, the spectrum is to be shared between Belgacom, Mobistar,
KPN and a mystery company, BUCD. These licenses will be valid for a duration
of 15 years, starting with July this year.
1.1.2 How do we manage such a system?
As any system, LTE as well will need to be managed. System performance also
needs to be monitored. Even if a network and its initial parameter settings are care-
fully planned, changing conditions may degrade the network’s performance. Thus
optimizations need to be applied. This is done currently offline, during scheduled
maintenance windows.
Offline optimization, as done today in most networks, can be described using
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the Figure 1.4 below:
Figure 1.4 Manual optimization loop
Measurements are collected on a periodical basis from the network and stored
in a data base. These measurements may be generated by user reports or by drive
tests carried out by the operator. An offline performance analysis is carried out on
these measurements and new optimal settings for control parameters are derived.
This is done manually, by employees using different pieces of software. Once
new parameter values have been computed, they have to be implemented in the
network. This is done manually (site visit) or remotely.
Based on how often the measurements are collected and how long it takes
to gather enough information and process it, this whole chain of events can take
between days to weeks or even months. Different parts of the process are time
and or money consuming and prone to human error. This results in suboptimal
performance as the changes are delivered to the system after a long period of time
since the initial information was gathered. By then, the situation may have already
changed.
LTE provides the solution itself by making use of Self-Organizing Networks
(SON).
Self-x functionalities (-configuration, -optimisation, -healing) assure a flexible
system and at the same time help to reduce the OPEX (operational expenditure)
and the overall cost. Self-configuration will provide initial settings for the net-
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work elements upon deployment, depending of the specifics of the site. Constant
measurements of key parameters (e.g. handover thresholds and timers, schedul-
ing parameters, power settings, antenna tilt and so on ) will be extracted from the
live network and fed to a series of self-optimizing algorithms that will allow the
network to react to traffic and environment changes. These self-optimization al-
gorithms will constitute a separate layer, placed on top of the algorithm running
in the network. With self-optimization, the same chain of events will be followed
but the human element will be taken out of the equation. Also, the entire loop
will happen on a much smaller time scale. Thus the reaction to changing network
condition will be more rapid and ensure better performance. Self-healing can be
triggered by incidental events (such as a site failure) and will minimize its negative
effects.
1.1.3 What do we optimize first then?
From the multitude of procedures and mechanism that may be the subject of self-
optimization algorithms, we chose to focus on the handover procedure. As men-
tioned in the previous section, handover is the procedure that allows a user to
switch between base stations as it is travelling form cell to cell while in a ses-
sion. Obviously, this procedure is the core of any mobile wireless technology and
user satisfaction is directly linked to its success rate and seemliness. This makes
handover an ideal candidate for self-optimization algorithms.
1.2 Challenges
As with every emerging standard, its biggest improvements pose challenges for
developers. The self-x functionalities need to take into account a large variety
of interconnected tuneable parameters and find a balance between several mech-
anisms running simultaneously in the network (such as handover, load balancing,
call admission control, etc). Also, the coexistence with other wireless technologies
and the promise of interoperability with them, call for finding more innovative so-
lutions to address these problems.
Added the operator’s initial scepticism towards letting their network be run au-
tomatically, puts even more pressure on the equipment vendors to provide quality
solutions that can be easily integrated and debugged if necessary.
A few requirements come to mind when thinking about the design of self-
optimization functions and we will briefly describe them below.
Improved network performance is the ultimate and underlining goal of any
self-optimization function. The improvement should be noticeable from both the
operator’s and the user’s perspective as compared with the traditional offline opti-
mization techniques. Of course, in some situations it may prove hard to improve
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performance: either because an optimal setting is already in use or because of fac-
tors that cannot be directly controlled by the algorithm or operator such as path
loss conditions or the failure of a site. Expectations need to be maintained realistic
and some imperfections need to be tolerated.
In an effort to improve network performance, most self-optimization algo-
rithms will continuously retrieve input information. This information will be pro-
cessed and analyzed and new control parameters settings will be derived. Once
these new settings are applied in the network, their impact will be observed and
the cycle will be repeated. One problem that may arise is with finding the best
observation interval duration which offers enough relevant information to the al-
gorithm. This interval should also be adapted to the nature of the problem that is
being optimized. If a problem occurs and persists in the system for a short amount
of time and the self-optimization algorithm is operating with a large observation
interval, the problem may come and go unnoticed or a solution will be provided
too late. So, the optimization decisions should be designed in such a way that they
lead to convergence and a good control parameter setting in a given time frame as
to ensure the desired outcome.
Because of the multiple interactions that can appear between SON functions
operating within the same node, extreme settings or simply odd ones for one func-
tion’s control parameters can be reached. A well designed self-optimization algo-
rithm should remain immune to such conditions and still manage to work. In other
words, it should work equally well no matter what its initial settings are. Also,
as a ramification of the previously mentioned SON function interactions, multiple
functions may try to modify the same parameter at the same time, in different ways
(direction and granularity) or on different time scales. This interference may be
minimized if less control parameter changes are operated, especially if they don’t
significantly improve performance. If one function changes its control parameter
values less often then less interference will be caused for the other SON functions
running in the same node and also neighbouring nodes. This will translate into
increased network stability.
Last but definitely not least, while the network is being run by SON functions,
the operators input should be included as part of the process. Vendors may sell
their equipment with build-in algorithms, but it is the operator’s duty to fine tune
them based on their goals, preference, policy and network history. This way the
operator regains control and also takes responsibility for the provided results of
the self-optimization.
In particular, handover is a central procedure in any mobile network as it allows
users to move freely from cell to cell while still maintaining their current connec-
tion. Handover is unavoidable and should not be a bad thing. Thus, it should work
as smoothly as possible as its success is directly linked to user QoS and satisfac-
tion. The challenge for self-optimization algorithms for handover is to be able to
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derive a good set of HO settings that best apply to the current network state. This
translates into determining what this status is (in terms of performance, user speed,
load variations, etc) and then converging in a short time to a solution.
1.3 Outline
This dissertation is composed of a number of chapters that detail every step in the
process of completion of this PhD. The contents of some of these chapters have
been published as journal papers. The different research contributions are detailed
in Section 1.4 and the complete list of publications that resulted from this work is
presented in Section 1.5.
Some of the research leading to these results has received funding from the Eu-
ropean Union’s Seventh Framework Programme ([FP7/2007-2013] ) under grant
agreement n◦ [216284] [7]. A close collaboration with the PATS (Performance
Analysis of Telecommunication Systems) research group from the University of
Antwerp and the Institute for Communications Technology group from the Tech-
nische Universita¨t Braunschweig has lead to the development of an LTE simula-
tion tool (Chapter 5) and a first version of a handover self-optimization algorithm
(Chapter 6).
Within this section we give an overview of the remainder of this disserta-
tion and explain how the different chapters are linked together. Fig. 1.5 positions
the different contributions that are presented in each chapter (Ch.) and appendix
(App.).
We start with a detailed description of the LTE standard in Chapter 2. This
chapter includes details about the design targets envisioned for LTE, the system’s
architecture, basic network elements and their functions. The chapter concludes
with some radio access aspects. The information presented in this chapter will
serve as a background for the entire PhD work, as we need to understand the
technology we are designing solutions for (see Section 1.1.1).
One main feature of the LTE standard, as mentioned in Section 1.1.2, the Self-
Organization Network (SON) concept will be detailed in Chapter 3. This chapter
will explain what the goals of each of these groups of functions are and why they
are needed. A set of requirements will be imposed and the operator’s role in this
process will also be defined. Principals discussed in this chapter will be further
used in the development and testing of a handover self-optimization algorithm as
presented in Chapters 6 to 9.
Section 1.1.3 isolated one procedure, the handover procedure, which would
make a perfect candidate for self-optimization algorithm design. The main aspects
related to the standard LTE handover procedure will be described in Chapter 4.
Some simplifications in the handover flow of events and the definition of input
metrics and control parameters are also included in this chapter.
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Figure 1.5 Overview of the different chapters in this dissertation
A description of this simulator developed for testing the proposed solutions is
included in Chapter 5. The modelled elements and their functionality are described
and details are given on how different aspects of the LTE technology are modelled.
A series of scenarios that will be used for testing are also described.
Based on the standard handover procedure discussed in Chapter 4 and keeping
in mind the requirements presented in Chapter 3, the next four chapters present a
series of solutions for handover optimization. These solutions address the chal-
lenges and design requirements presented in Section 1.2.
We start with a simple algorithm as presented in Chapter 6. The operator’s
preferences are taken into account in the design of the self-optimization algorithm
by means of weights given to the input metrics. An in-depth sensitivity analysis
was carried out and detailed in this chapter. This will assist us in understanding
how different values for different parameters will impact the algorithm’s perfor-
mance.
In order to improve the algorithm’s convergence time and consequently the
achieved network performance, an enhancement is included in Chapter 7.
In Chapter 8 we focused our attention on minimizing the signalling load this
algorithm introduces in the network. Control parameter settings computed by the
handover self-optimization algorithm must be applied in the network in order for
its impact to be assessed. This may cause a large number of control signalling mes-
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sages to be transmitted and can have a direct impact on network stability, which is
an important aspect of SON. Thus this chapter introduces a signalling minimiza-
tion mechanism that will provide at least the same level of performance but by
sending less signalling messages.
In Chapter 9 we tackle this issue of performance versus initial settings. As
the algorithm should work no matter what the initial settings are, the algorithm is
re-designed in order to allow complete movement freedom though the control pa-
rameter space. This new approach would maintain performance levels previously
achieved and provide some signalling reduction while being more flexible.
We wrap up with Chapter 10 which includes the conclusions and some ideas
for future work.
The appendix contain some details on LTE channels (see App A) and some
extensive results of testing linked to Chapter 8 (see App B).
1.4 Research contributions
In Section 1.2, the challenges for the design of self-optimization algorithms are
formulated. They are tackled in the remainder of this PhD dissertation for which
the outline is given in Section 1.3. To conclude, we present an elaborated list of
the research contributions within this dissertation:
• Design of a OPNET based simulator
– Implementation of the handover simplified flow of events
– Implementation of different versions of the handover self-optimization
algorithm
– Extensive testing of the handover procedure and algorithms
• Development of several handover self-optimization algorithms
– Design of handover self-optimization algorithm
– Sensitivity analysis for different parameter settings
– Design of enhancement to improve convergence time
– Design of signalling minimization mechanism
– Design of a new version of the algorithm that offers control parameter
freedom
– Design of different testing scenarios
– Testing of the different versions of the handover self-optimization al-
gorithm in order to determine the best settings and performance gains
– In-depth analysis of the results
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1.5 Publications
The research results obtained during this PhD research have been published in
scientific journals and presented at a series of international conferences. The fol-
lowing list provides an overview of the publications during my PhD research.
1.5.1 Publications in international journals
(listed in the Science Citation Index 1 )
1. I. Balan, B. Sas, T. Jansen, I. Moerman, K. Spaey, and P. De-
meester. An enhanced weighted performance-based handover parameter
optimization algorithm for LTE networks. EURASIP Journal on Wire-
less Communications and Networking, 2011(1):98, 2011. Available from:
http://jwcn.eurasipjournals. com/content/2011/1/98, doi:10.1186/1687-
1499-2011-98.
2. I. Balan, I. Moerman, B. Sas, and P. Demeester. Signalling minimizing
handover parameter optimization algorithm for LTE networks. Wireless
Networks,2012, pages 1-12. 10.1007/s11276-011-0400-5. Available from:
http: //dx.doi.org/10.1007/s11276-011-0400-5.
3. I. Balan, I. Moerman, B. Sas, and P. Demeester. Balanced network perfor-
mance for LTE handover optimization. Submitted to EURASIP Journal on
Wireless Communications and Networking on 15 January 2012.
1.5.2 Publications in international conferences
(listed in the Science Citation Index 2 )
1. T. Jansen, M. Amirijoo, U. Turke, L. Jorguseski, K. Zetterberg, R. Nasci-
mento, L. Schmelz, J. Turk, and I. Balan. Embedding Multiple Self-
Organisation Functionalities in Future Radio Access Networks. In Vehic-
ular Technology Conference, 2009. VTC Spring 2009. IEEE 69th, pages 1
-5, april 2009. doi:10.1109/VETECS.2009.5073530.
2. A. Lobinger, S. Stefanski, T. Jansen, and I. Balan. Load Balancing in
Downlink LTE Self-Optimizing Networks. In Vehicular Technology Con-
1The publications listed are recognized as ‘A1 publications’, according to the following definition
used by Ghent University: A1 publications are articles listed in the Science Citation Index, the Social
Science Citation Index or the Arts and Humanities Citation Index of the ISI Web of Science, restricted
to contributions listed as article, review, letter, note or proceedings paper.
2The publications listed are recognized as ‘P1 publications’, according to the following definition
used by Ghent University: P1 publications are proceedings listed in the Conference Proceedings Ci-
tation Index - Science or Conference Proceedings Citation Index - Social Science and Humanities of
the ISI Web of Science, restricted to contributions listed as article, review, letter, note or proceedings
paper, except for publications that are classified as A1.
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ference (VTC 2010-Spring), 2010 IEEE 71st, pages 1 -5, May 2010.
doi:10.1109/VETECS.2010.5493656.
3. T. Jansen, I. Balan, J. Turk, I. Moerman, and T. Ku¨rner. Handover Parame-
ter Optimization in LTE Self-Organizing Networks. In Vehicular Technology
Conference Fall (VTC 2010-Fall), 2010 IEEE 72nd, pages 1 -5, September
2010. doi:10.1109/VETECF.2010.5594245.
4. B. Sas, K. Spaey, I. Balan, K. Zetterberg, and R. Litjens. Self-Optimisation
of Admission Control and Handover Parameters in LTE. In Vehicular Tech-
nology Conference (VTC Spring), 2011 IEEE 73rd, pages 1 -6, May 2011.
doi:10.1109/VETECS.2011.5956153.
1.5.3 Publications in other international conferences
1. L.C. Schmelz.; J.L. van den Berg, R. Litjens, K. Zetterberg, M. Amirijoo,
K. Spaey, I.Balan, N. Scully and S. Stefanski. Self-organisation in wireless
networks-use cases and their interrelation,Wireless World Research Forum
Meeting, Pages: 1-5, Vol. nr 22,May 2009
2. T. Jansen, I. Balan, J. Turk, I. Moerman, and T. Ku¨rner. Handover Param-
eter Optimization in LTE Self-Organizing Networks. Joint workshop COST
2100 SWG 3.1 and FP7-ICT-SOCRATES, 2010.
3. T. Jansen, I. Balan, S. Stefanski, I. Moerman, and T. Ku¨rner. Weighted
Performance Based Handover Parameter Optimization in LTE. In Vehicular
Technology Conference (VTC Spring), 2011 IEEE 73rd, pages 1 -5, May
2011. doi:10.1109/VETECS.2011.5956572.
4. A. Lobinger, S. Stefanski, T. Jansen, and I. Balan. Coordinating Hand-
over Parameter Optimization and Load Balancing in LTE Self-Optimizing
Networks. In Vehicular Technology Conference (VTC Spring), 2011 IEEE
73rd, pages 1-5, May 2011. doi:10.1109/VETECS.2011.5956561.
5. I. Balan, T. Jansen, B. Sas, I. Moerman, and T. Ku¨rner. Enhanced weighted
performance based handover optimization in LTE. In Future Network Mo-
bile Summit (FutureNetw), 2011, pages 1 -8, June 2011.
1.5.4 Publications in national conferences
1. I. Balan; Self-optimization in 3GPP LTE networks. In the 10th UGent-FirW
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2
An LTE primer
“It’s a kind of magic,
It’s a kind of magic,
A kind of magic”
– ’A kind of magic’- Queen
This chapter offers a general introduction on main aspects of LTE (Long Term
Evolution). Spanning from the drivers behind this standard to its architecture and
its inner workings, the information presented here will serve as a background for
the next chapter which will focus on self-optimization. First we will take a look at
the early days of LTE and at the design targets envisioned for it. The LTE system
architecture will be presented next and then we will take a closer look at some of
the network elements and their functions. The chapter will conclude with details
on radio interface basics.
2.1 LTE design targets
2.1.1 Deployment related issues
The deployment-related requirements include deployment scenarios, spectrum flex-
ibility, spectrum deployment, and coexistence and interworking with other 3GPP
radio access technologies such as GSM and UMTS/HSPA. The coexistence and
interworking with other 3GPP systems and their respective requirements set the
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Table 2.1 LTE and 3G/3.5G Specification
3G-
UMTS(R99)
3.5G-HSPA 4G-LTE
Frequency Common frequency assigned for 3G/4G
Bandwidth 5MHz 5/10/20MHz
Radio Access DS-CDMA DL:OFDMA,
UL:SC-FDMA
Uplink Peak Rate 384kbps 5.7 Mbps 50 Mbps
Downlink Peak Rate 384kbps 14 Mbps 100 Mbps
requirement on mobility between LTE and GSM, and between LTE and UMT-
S/HSPA for mobile terminals supporting those technologies. The deployment sce-
nario includes both the case when the LTE system is deployed as a stand-alone
system and the case when it is deployed together with UMTS/HSPA and/or GSM.
LTE promotes simplicity. First, LTE supports flexible carrier bandwidths, from
below 5MHz up to 20MHz. LTE also supports both FDD and TDD. Ten paired
and four unpaired spectrum bands have so far been identified by 3GPP for LTE.
An operator may also introduce LTE in ’new’ bands where it is easiest to deploy
10MHz or 20MHz carriers, and eventually deploy LTE in all bands. Second, LTE
radio network products will have a number of features that simplify the building
and management of next-generation networks. For example, features like plug-
and-play, self-configuration and self-optimization will simplify and reduce the cost
of network roll-out and management. Third, LTE will be deployed in parallel with
simplified, IP-based core and transport networks that are easier to build, maintain
and introduce services on.
A brief comparison between LTE and its predecessors, in terms of their main
characteristics and performance parameters in given in Table 2.1.
2.1.2 Capabilities
In terms of performance and capacity, one of the main requirements on LTE is
to provide downlink peak rates of at least 100 Mbps and 50 Mbps in uplink,
when operating in 20 MHz spectrum allocation. The technology allows for speeds
over 200 Mbps and Ericsson has already demonstrated LTE peak rates of about
150 Mbps. For narrower spectrum allocations, the peak data rates are scaled ac-
cordingly.
Obviously, for the case of TDD (Time Division Duplex), uplink and down-
link transmission cannot, by definition, occur simultaneously. Thus the peak data
rate requirement cannot be met simultaneously. For FDD (Frequency Division
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Duplex), on the other hand, the LTE specifications should allow for simultaneous
reception and transmission at the peak data rates specified above.
Due to its simplified architecture, the RAN (Radio Access Network) round-
trip times should be less than 10 ms. In effect, this means that LTE - more than
any other technology - meets key 4G requirements, as defined in IMT-Advanced
(International Mobile Telecommunications Advanced) by ITU-R (ITU Radiocom-
munication Sector) [1].
A wide range of terminals shall be supported. In addition to mobile phones,
many computer and consumer electronic devices, such as notebooks, ultra-
portables, gaming devices and cameras, will incorporate LTE embedded modules.
Since LTE supports handover and roaming to existing mobile networks, all these
devices can have ubiquitous mobile broadband coverage from day one.
2.1.3 System performance
The LTE system performance design targets address user throughput, spectrum ef-
ficiency, mobility, coverage, and the use of further enhanced MBMS (Multimedia
Broadcast Multicast Service).
The LTE user throughput requirement is specified at two points: at the average
and at the fifth percentile of the user distribution (where 95% of the users have
better performance). A spectrum efficiency target has also been specified, where
in this context, spectrum efficiency is defined as the system throughput per cell
in bps/MHz /cell. Thus, the requirements can be expressed as 5 bps/Hz for the
downlink and 2.5 bps/Hz for the uplink when working with 20 MHz spectrum
allocation.
In terms of mobility LTE should be able to provide good rates even when the
user is moving at 350km/h. LTE should support at least 200 mobile terminals
in the active state when operating in 5 MHz band and, in wider allocations than
5 MHz, at least 400 terminals.
Throughput, spectrum efficiency and mobility targets above should be met for
5 km cells, and with a slight degradation for 30 km cells. Cells range up to 100 km
should not be precluded.
The use of the Further Enhanced MBMS will enable broadcast and multicast
services over the LTE network; i.e., multiple subscribers can get the chance to re-
ceive the same data at the same time, sent only once on each downlink. Though it
was initially defined in 3GPP Release 6 for UMTS, the OFDM-based LTE struc-
ture now offers a characteristic better suited to these services. Some more advan-
tages of using MBMS are:
• The use of the same infrastructure
• No need for additional spectrum
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• Interaction with user is possible due to available uplink.
The Broadcast service can be received by any subscriber located in the area in
which the service is offered and multicast services can only be received by users
having subscribed to the service and having joined the multicast group associated
with the service. Both these services are unidirectional point-to-multipoint trans-
missions of multimedia data and can be highly applied to broadcast text, audio,
picture, video from the Broadcast Multicast Service Centre to any user located in
the service area.
2.2 LTE architecture
In parallel with the LTE radio access, the packet core network is also evolving
to the flat System Architecture Evolution (SAE) architecture [2]. In order that
requirements for increased data capacity and reduced latency can be met, along
with the move to an all-IP network, it is necessary to adopt a new approach to the
network structure. This new architecture is designed to optimize network perfor-
mance, improve cost-efficiency and facilitate the uptake of mass-market IP based
services. Thus the SAE architecture is also referred to as the Evolved Packet Core
(EPC).
There are only two nodes in the SAE architecture user plane: the LTE base
station (eNodeB) and the SAE Gateway (S-GW), as shown in Figure 2.1. The
LTE base stations are connected to the Core Network (CN) using the Core Net-
work - RAN interface, S1. This flat architecture reduces the number of in-
volved nodes in the connections. Existing 3GPP (GSM and UMTS/HSPA) and
3GPP2 (CDMA2000 1xRTT, EV-DO) systems are integrated to the evolved sys-
tem through standardized interfaces providing optimized mobility with LTE. For
3GPP systems this means a signalling interface between the SGSN (Serving GPRS
Support Node) and the EPC and for 3GPP2 a signalling interface between CDMA
RAN and EPC. Such integration will support both dual and single radio handover,
allowing for flexible migration to LTE. LTE SAE has also adopted a class-based
QoS concept. This provides a simple, yet effective solution for operators to offer
differentiation between packet services.
Control signalling (e.g. for mobility) is handled by the Mobility Management
Entity (MME) node, separate from the S-GW. This facilitates optimized network
deployments and enables fully flexible capacity scaling. The Home Subscriber
Server (HSS) connects to the EPC through an interface based on Diameter, and
not SS7 as used in previous GSM and UMTS networks. Network signalling for
policy control and charging is already based on Diameter. The Diameter protocol
run over the IP network, while SS7 can be used in digital channels such as on E1
based TDM (Time Division Multiplexing) networks directly. This means that all
interfaces in the architecture are IP interfaces.
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The rest of this section is organized as follows. In Section 2.2.1 we will take
a look at the LTE protocol stack. Section 2.2.2 provided a description of the main
network elements and their functions while Section 2.2.3 lists the LTE interfaces.
Figure 2.1 Overview of SAE architecture [2]
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Figure 4 Flat architecture of Long Term Evolution and System Architecture Evolution 
5.2 OFDM radio technology 
LTE uses OFDM for the downlink – that is, from the base station to the terminal. 
OFDM meets the LTE requirement for spectrum flexibility and enables cost-efficient 
solutions for very wide carriers with high peak rates. It is a well-established 
technology, for example in standards such as IEEE 802.11a/b/g, 802.16, HIPERLAN-
2, DVB and DAB. 
OFDM uses a large number of narrow sub-carriers for multi-carrier transmission. The 
basic LTE downlink physical resource can be seen as a time-frequency grid, as 
illustrated in Figure 5. In the frequency domain, the spacing between the sub-
carriers, Δf, is 15kHz. In addition, the OFDM symbol duration time is 1/Δf + cyclic 
prefix. The cyclic prefix is used to maintain orthogonally between the sub-carriers 
even for a time-dispersive radio channel.  
One resource element carries QPSK, 16QAM or 64QAM. With 64QAM, each 
resource element carries six bits. 
The OFDM symbols are grouped into resource blocks. The resource blocks have a 
total size of 180kHz in the frequency domain and 0.5ms in the time domain. Each 
1ms Transmission Time Interval (TTI) consists of two slots (Tslot). 
2.2.1 LTE proto ol stack
This section describes the functions of the different protocol layers and heir loca-
tion in the LTE architecture. Figure 2.2 shows the control plane and the user plane
protoc l stacks.
Note that the PHY layer is referred to as Layer 1 or L1; the MAC, RLC and
PDCP layers are referred to as Layer 2 or L2. The RRC is also referred to as Layer
3 or L3. The IP layer is on top of L1/L2 in all the EPC ele ents and on top of the
PDCP layer in the UE user-plane.
In the control- lane, the NAS (No -Access Stratum) protocol, which runs be-
tween the MME (Mobility Management Entity) and the UE, is used for control
purposes su h as network attach, authentication, setting up of bearers, and mobil-
ity management [4]. All NAS messages are ciphered and integrity protected by the
MME and UE.
The RRC (Radio Resource Control) layer in the eNB in the control plane
makes handover decisions based on neighbour cell measurements sent by the UE,
pages for the UEs over the air, broadcasts system information, controls UE mea-
surement reporting such as the periodicity of Channel Quality Information (CQI)
reports and allocates cell-level temporary identifiers to active UEs. It also executes
transfer of UE context from the source eNB to the target eNB during handover, and
does integrity protection of RRC messages. The RRC layer is responsible for the
setting up and maintenance of radio bearers.
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Figure 2.2 LTE control and user plane protocol stacks [3]
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4.3.2 Control plane 
The figure below shows the protocol stack for the control-plane, where: 
- PDCP sublayer (terminated in eNB on the network side) performs the functions listed for the control plane in 
subclause 6, e.g. ciphering and integrity protection; 
- RLC and MAC sublayers (terminated in eNB on the network side) perform the same functions as for the user 
plane; 
- RRC (terminated in eNB on the network side) performs the functions listed in subclause 7, e.g.: 
-  Broadcast; 
- Paging; 
- RRC connection management; 
- RB control; 
- Mobility functions; 
- UE measurement reporting and control. 
- NAS control protocol (terminated in MME on the network side) performs among other things: 
- EPS bearer management; 
- Authentication; 
- ECM-IDLE mobility handling; 
- Paging origination in ECM-IDLE; 
- Security control. 
NOTE: the NAS control protocol is not covered by the scope of this TS and is only mentioned for information. 
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Figure 4.3.2-1: Control-plane protocol stack 
4.4 Synchronization 
Diverse methods and techniques are preferred depending on synchronization requirements. As no single method can 
cover all E-UTRAN applications a logical port at eNB may be used for reception of timing and/or frequency and/or 
phase inputs pending to the synchronization method chosen. 
4.5 IP fragmentation 
Fragmentation function in IP layer on S1 and X2 shall be supported. 
(a) Control plane protocol stack
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Figure 4.1-1: Functional Split between E-UTRAN and EPC 
4.2 Void 
4.2.1 Void 
4.2.2 Void 
4.3 Radio Protocol architecture 
In this subclause, the radio protocol architecture of E-UTRAN is given for the user plane and the control plane. 
4.3.1 User plane 
The figure below shows the protocol stack for the user-plane, where PDCP, RLC and MAC sublayers (terminated in 
eNB on the network side) perform the functions listed for the user plane in subclause 6, e.g. header compression, 
ciphering, scheduling, ARQ and HARQ; 
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Figure 4.3.1-1: User-plane protocol stack (b) User plane protocol stack
In the user-plane, the PDCP (Packet Data Convergence Protocol) layer is re-
sponsible for compressing/decompressing the headers of user plane IP packets us-
ing Robust Header Compression (ROHC) to enable efficient use of air interface
bandwidth. This l y r also performs ciphering of both user plane and control plane
data. Because the NAS messages are carried in RRC, they are effectively double
ciphered and integrity protected, once at the MME and again at the eNB.
The RLC (Radio Link Controller) layer is used to format and transport traf-
fic between the UE and the eNB. RLC provides three different reliability modes
for data transport: Acknowledged Mode (AM), Unacknowledged Mode (UM), or
Transparent Mode (TM). The UM mode is suitable for transport of Real Time (RT)
services because such services are delay sensitive and cannot wait for retransmis-
sions. The AM mode, on the other hand, is appropriate for non-RT (NRT) services
such as file downloads. The TM mode is used when the packet sizes are known a
priori such as for broadcasting system information. The RLC layer passes data to
the MAC layer as logical channels.
The MAC (Medium Access Control) formats and sends the logical channel
data as a transport channel to the PHY (Physical) layer. The MAC layer is respon-
sible for mapping between transparent and logical channels, error correction by
means of Hybrid ARQ (HARQ), priority handling with dynamic scheduling and
the prioritization of the logical channels.
The PHY layer encodes the transport channel data to physical channels.
An overview of the mapping of channels in downlink and uplink is included in
Figures 2.3 and 2.4 respectively and details on each channel are included in Tables
A.1 to A.4 in Appendix A.
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Figure 2.3 Downlink channel mapping [5]
Figure 2.4 Uplink channel mapping [5]
2.2.2 Network elements and functions
2.2.2.1 eNodeB
The eNodeB (eNB) is the network entity responsible for radio interface transmis-
sion and reception. This includes radio channel modulation/ demodulation , cod-
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ing/ decoding and multiplexing/demultiplexing. System information is broadcast
in each cell on the DL radio interface which provides basic information to UEs as
a requirement for network access.
One of the biggest differences between LTE network and legacy 3G mobile
communication system is the eNB. Radio resource management functions are now
hosted in the eNB, where as in UMTS they are part of a centralized node, the RNC
(Radio Network Controller), which ruled over multiple NodeBs. This decentral-
ized function distribution will have a clear impact on cell performance.
The eNBs are connected directly to the core network gateway via a newly
defined ”S1 interface” as shown in Figure 2.5. In addition, the new eNBs also
connect to adjacent eNBs in a mesh via an ”X2 interface”. This provides a much
greater level of direct interconnectivity. It also enables many calls to be routed
very directly as a large number of calls and connections are to other mobiles in the
same or adjacent cells. The new structure allows many calls to be routed far more
directly and with only minimum interaction with the core network.
Figure 2.5 E-UTRAN network elements and interfaces [3]
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Figure 4-1: Overall Architecture 
4.1 Functional Split 
The eNB hosts the following functions:  
- Functions for Radio Resource Management: Radio Bearer Control, Radio Admission Control, Connection 
Mobility Control, Dynamic allocation of resources to UEs in both uplink and downlink (scheduling); 
- IP header compression and encryption of user data stream; 
- Selection of an MME at UE attachment when no routing to an MME can be determined from the information 
provided by the UE; 
- Routing of User Plane data towards Serving Gateway; 
- Scheduling and transmission of paging messages (originated from the MME); 
- Scheduling and transmission of broadcast information (originated from the MME or O&M); 
- Measurement and measurement reporting configuration for mobility and scheduling; 
- Scheduling and transmission of PWS (which includes ETWS and CMAS) messages (originated from the MME); 
- CSG handling; 
- Transport level packet marking in the uplink. 
The DeNB hosts the following functions in addition to the eNB functions: 
- S1/X2 proxy functionality for supporting RNs; 
- S11 termination and S-GW/P-GW functionality for supporting RNs. 
The MME hosts the following functions (see 3GPP TS 23.401 [17]):  
- NAS signalling;  
- NAS signalling security;  
- AS Security control; 
- Inter CN node signalling for mobility between 3GPP access networks; 
- Idle mode UE Reachability (including control and execution of paging retransmission); 
- Tracking Area list management (for UE in idle and active mode); 
The LTE eNB hosts all RRC functions such as broadcast of system information
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and RRC connection control including [6]:
• Paging of subscribers.
• Establishment, modification, and release of RRC connection including the
allocation of temporary UE identities (Cell Radio Network Temporary Iden-
tifier or C-RNTI).
• Initial security activation, which means the initial configuration of the Ac-
cess Stratum (AS) integrity protection for the control plane and AS ciphering
for both control plane and user plane traffic.
• RRC connection mobility that includes all types of intra-LTE handover (intra-
frequency and inter-frequency). In the case of handover, the source eNB will
take care of the associated security handling and provide the necessary key
and algorithm information to the handover target cell by sending specific
RRC context information embedded in a transparent container to the hand-
over target eNB.
• Establishment, modification, and release of DRBs (Dedicated Radio Bear-
ers) carrying user data.
• Radio configuration control, especially the assignment and modification of
ARQ and Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request (HARQ) parameters as well as
Discontinuous Reception (DRX) configuration parameters.
• QoS control to ensure that, for example, user plane packets of different con-
nections are scheduled with the required priority for DL transmission and
that mobiles receive the scheduling grants for UL data transmission accord-
ing to the QoS parameters of the radio bearers.
• Recovery functions that allow re-establishment of radio connections after
physical channel failure or Radio Link Control Acknowledged Mode (RLC
AM) retransmission errors. The most crucial part for measuring the eNB
performance is the UL/DL resource management and packet scheduling per-
formed by the eNB. This is probably the most difficult function which re-
quires the eNB to cope with many different constraints like radio link qual-
ity, user priority, requested QoS, and UE capabilities. It is the task of the
eNB to make use of the available resources in the most efficient way.
Furthermore, the RRC entity of the eNB covers all types of intra-LTE and
inter-RAT measurements, in particular:
• Setup, modification, and release of measurements for intra-LTE intra-
frequency, intra-LTE inter-frequency, inter-RAT mobility, transport channel
quality, UE internal measurement reports to indicate, for example, current
power consumption and GPS positioning reports sent by the handset.
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• For compressed mode measurements it is necessary to configure, activate,
and deactivate the required measurement gaps.
• The evaluation of reported measurement results and start of necessary hand-
over procedures are also eNB functions (while in 3G UMTS all measure-
ment evaluation and handover control functions have been embedded in the
RNC). The many different parameters used in RRC measurement control
functions like hysteresis values, time to trigger timer values, and event level
threshold of RSRP and RSRQ (Received Signal Reference Power and Re-
ceived Signal Reference Quality) are the focus of radio network optimiza-
tion activities.
Other functions of the eNB comprise the transfer of UE radio access capa-
bility information, support for E-UTRAN sharing (multiple Public Land Mobile
Network (PLMN) identities), and management of multicast/broadcast services.
The support of self-configuration and self-optimization is seen as one of the
key features of the E-UTRAN. One of these functions, for example, is the intel-
ligent learning function for automatic updates of neighbour cell lists (handover
candidates) as it is used for RRC measurement tasks and handover decisions. The
handover self-optimization algorithm, which represents the focus point of the pre-
sented research, is also located in the eNB in a distributed fashion (see Chapter
4).
The eNB is a critical part of the user plane connections. Here the data is routed,
multiplexed, ciphered/deciphered, segmented, and reassembled. It is correct to
say that on the E-UTRAN transport layer level, the eNB acts as an IP router and
switch. The eNB is also responsible for optional IP header compression. On the
control plane level, the eNB selects the MME to which NAS (Non Access Stratum)
signalling messages are routed.
2.2.2.2 Home eNodeB (HeNB)
Femto-cells or Home eNBs (HeNBs) offer benefits such as providing significant
offload of traffic from regular eNBs, full coverage and high speed transmission in
the home environment. The HeNB promises to offer better link quality, using a
lower transmit power. The extended E-UTRAN Architecture supporting HeNBs is
given in Figure 2.6.
The HeNBs will be deployed as small EUTRAN cells in domestic environ-
ments, small offices and similar environments. The HeNB functionality and inter-
faces are basically the same as for regular LTE base stations except few additional
functions such as:
• Discovery of a suitable Serving HeNB GW;
• A HeNB shall only connect to a single HeNB GW at one time
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Figure 2.6 Extended E-UTRAN Architecture supporting HeNBs [3]
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The overall E-UTRAN architecture with deployed HeNB GW is shown below. 
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Figure 4.6.1-2: Overall E-UTRAN Architecture with deployed HeNB GW. 
NOTE: In the figure above, a HeNB operating in LIPA mode has been represented with its S5 interface. 
Only if the HeNB supports the LIPA function, it shall support an S5 interface towards the S-GW and an SGi interface 
towards the residential/IP network. See section 4.6.5 for the details of the architecture and functions in case of LIPA 
support. 
4.6.2 Functional Split 
A HeNB hosts the same functions as an eNB as described in section 4.1, with the following additional specifics in case 
of connection to the HeNB GW: 
- Discovery of a suitable Serving HeNB GW; 
- A HeNB shall only connect to a single HeNB GW at one time, namely no S1 Flex function shall be used at the 
HeNB: 
- The HeNB will not simultaneously connect to another HeNB GW, or another MME. 
- The TAC and PLMN ID used by the HeNB shall also be supported by the HeNB GW; 
- Selection of an MME at UE attachment is hosted by the HeNB GW instead of the HeNB; 
- HeNBs may be deployed without network planning. A HeNB may be moved from one geographical area to 
another and therefore it may need to connect to different HeNB GWs depending on its location; 
- Signalling the GUMMEI of the Source MME to the HeNB GW in the S1 PATH SWITCH REQUEST message. 
Regardless of HeNB GW connection: 
- The HeNB may support the LIPA function. See section 4.6.5 for details. 
The HeNB GW hosts the following functions: 
- Relaying UE-associated S1 application part messages between the MME serving the UE and the HeNB serving 
the UE, except the UE CONTEXT RELEASE REQUEST message received from the HeNB with an explicit 
GW Context Release Indication. In that case, the HeNB GW terminates the S1 UE Context Release Request 
• Selection of an MME at UE attachment is hosted by the HeNB GW instead
of the HeNB;
• HeNBs may be deployed without network planning. A HeNB may be moved
from one geographical area to another and therefore it may need to connect
to different HeNB GWs depending on its location;
The HeNB Gateway shown can concentrate a large number of HeNBs and is
treated as an MME by the HeNB and the EPC. Amongst others, it provides the
Tracking Area Code (TAC) and network identification (PLMN ID) to the HeNB.
HeNBs have multiple Access Control m chanis s:
1. Closed access (residential deployment): Access is only allowed for the sub-
scribed user. The HeNB is defined as a Closed Subscriber Group cell and
Access Control is located in the HeNB GW)
2. Open access (enterprise deployment): All users are allowed access to the
HeNB and receive the offered services.
2.2.2.3 Mobility Management Entity (MME) 1
The Mobility Management Entity (MME) is the main signalling node in the EPC.
It is responsible for initiating paging and authentication of the mobile device. It
1Reproduced from [6]
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also keeps location information at the Tracking Area (TA) level for each user and
is involved in choosing the right S-GW during the initial registration process. TA
is a generic name for LA (Location Area), RA (Routing Area) and URA (UTRAN
Registration Areas) as known from GSM and UMTS. Each eNB can contain cells
belonging to different tracking areas, whereas each cell can only belong to one TA.
MME connects to eNBs through the S1-MME interface and connects to S-GW
through the S11 interface. Multiple MMEs can be grouped together in a pool to
meet increasing signalling load in the network. The MME also plays an important
part in handover signalling between LTE and 2G/3G networks.
The MME is responsible for the NAS connection with the UE. All NAS sig-
nalling messages are exchanged between the UE and MME to trigger further pro-
cedures in the core network if necessary.
A new function of the E-UTRAN is NAS signalling security. The purpose of
this feature is to protect the signalling messages that could reveal the true sub-
scriber’s identity and location from unauthorized eavesdropping.
The MME is also responsible for paging idle subscribers and is concerned with
TA list management. The list of TAs is the list of locations where the UE will be
paged. To route the user plane data streams the MME will select the best fitting
PDN gateway (PDN-GW) and Serving Gateway (S-GW). It will also connect the
E-UTRAN with the 3G UTRAN using the S3 interface (MME to SGSN). When
necessary, a relocation of gateways will be triggered and controlled by the MME.
As its name suggests, the MME will perform management of handovers by se-
lecting a new (target) MME or SGSN for handovers to 2G or 3G 3GPP access
networks. Also, it is the MME that hosts the connection to the HSS across the S6a
interface and, hence, it is responsible for roaming management and authentication
of subscribers.
Last but not least, the MME sets up, modifies, and releases default and dedi-
cated bearers. This function is commonly known as the bearer management func-
tion. According to standard documents, the MME will allow lawful interception
of signalling traffic and transfer of warning messages (including selection of an
appropriate eNB). The purpose of warning message transfer is to inform people
living in a larger area about upcoming natural disasters like storms, bush fires, or
tsunamis.
2.2.2.4 Serving Gateway (S-GW)2
The Serving Gateway (S-GW) is the gateway which terminates the interface to the
E-UTRAN. A particular LTE subscriber will always be connected by a single S-
GW at a time. In the case of inter-eNB handover, the S-GW acts as the mobility
anchor of the connection and remains the same while the path for the transport of
2Reproduced from [6]
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signalling and user plane will be switched onto the S1 interface. Once a handover
is executed successfully and the associated UE has left the S-GW, the old S-GW
will send one or more ”end marker” packets to the source eNB, source SGSN, or
source RNC of the handover to assist the reordering of user plane packets in these
network elements.
Mobility anchoring of the S-GW is also defined for inter-3GPP mobility. Here
the S-GW acts as the terminating point of the S4 interface and routes the traffic
between the 2G/3G SGSN and the PDN-GW of the EPC. In other words, when
it comes to inter-RAT handover involving the S4 interface, the S-GW acts as the
Gateway GPRS Support Node (GGSN) (of the 2G/3G packet switched core net-
work) that enables usage of the EPC transport and functions for UTRAN/GERAN
PS services.
If the UE is in idle mode, the S-GW buffers user plane packets that will be
sent to the UE after a successful paging response. The paging via the S1 and Uu
interfaces is also triggered by the S-GW. The S-GW is the network element that
provides connectivity and software implementations for lawful interception.
On the IP transport layer the S-GW acts as a packet router. User plane packets
are forwarded transparently in the UL and DL direction and their underlying trans-
port units are marked by S-GW with parameters like DiffServ Code Point, based
on the QoS Class Indicator (QCI) of the associated EPS bearer.
Also embedded in the S-GW software are various charging functions for UL
and DL charging per UE, PDN, and QCI. These functions are used to charge the
operator’s own subscribers as well as roaming users (inter-operator charging).
The S-GW can be connected to SGSNs in non-roaming and roaming scenarios.
However, connectivity to a GGSN is not supported.
2.2.2.5 PDN gateway (PDN-GW)
The PDN-GW provides access from the mobile operator’s network to the PS net-
works that host the payload contents and operator’s IP services. If a user has access
to more than one packet data network it is possible that this user is connected to
more than just one PDN-GW. It is not possible for the same UE to simultaneously
open connections to a PDN-GW and to a GGSN in the 3G PS domain, according
to 3GPP standards. The main functions of the PDN-GW are given below:
• Per-user packet filtering
• Lawful intercept
• User equipment (UE) IP address allocation
• Transport level packet marking for downlinking
• Uplink/downlink service level charging, gating, and rate enforcement
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• Downlink rate enforcement based on aggregate maximum bit rate (AMBR)
2.2.2.6 Home Subscriber Server (HSS)
The Home Subscribe Server is the main database in EPC. The HSS is a super
HLR (Home Location Register) that combined legacy HLR and AuC (Authenti-
cation Centre) functions together for CS and PS domains. The HSS connects to
application servers as well as the Call Session Control Function (CSCF) using the
Diameter protocol. The main functions of the HSS are listed below:
• Storage of subscriber data
• Enhanced Presence Service (EPS) QoS subscriber profile
• Roaming restrictions list
• Accessible Access Point Names (APNs)
• Address of current serving mobility management entity (MME)
• Current Tracking Area (TA) of user equipment (UE)
• Authentication vectors and security keys per UE
• Subscriber Data Manager
• Provide subscriber policies using Sp interface to PCRF
2.2.2.7 Policy and charging rules function (PCRF)
The major improvement provided in Release 7 of 3GPP in terms of policy and
charging is the definition of a new converged architecture to allow the optimization
of interactions between the Policy and Rules functions. A new network node,
Policy and Charging Rules Function (PCRF) is a concatenation of Policy Decision
Function (PDF) and Charging Rules Function (CRF). Its main functions are listed
below:
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• Interfaces with application functions such as the proxy-call session control
function (P-CSCF) or other policy enabled applications
• Interfaces with the PDN-GW to convey policy decisions to it
• Decides how services shall be treated in the PDN gateway in accordance
with a user subscriber policy
2.2.3 Interfaces
The simplified SAE architecture previously presented in Figure 2.1, can be detailed
as shown in Figure 2.7. Some details about each interface will be included below
[6].
S1-MME : Reference point for the control plane protocol between E-UTRAN
and MME.
S1-U: Reference point between E-UTRAN and S-GW for the per bearer user
plane tunnelling and inter-eNB path switching during handover.
S3: Reference point between the MME and the SGSN. It enables user and
bearer information exchange for inter-3GPP access network mobility in idle and/or
active state.
S4: Provides related control and mobility support between GPRS Core and the
3GPP Anchor function of S-GW.
S5: Provides user plane tunnelling and tunnel management between S-GW
and PDN-GW. It is used for S-GW relocation due to UE mobility and if the S-GW
needs to connect to a non - collocated PDN-GW for the required PDN connectivity.
S6a: Enables transfer of subscription and authentication data for authenticat-
ing/authorizing user access to the evolved system between MME and HSS.
Gx: It provides transfer of (QoS) policy and charging rules from PCRF to
Policy and Charging Enforcement Function (PCEF) in the PDN GW.
S8: Inter-PLMN reference point providing user and control plane between the
S-GW in the VPLMN and the PDN-GW in the HPLMN. S8 is the inter-PLMN
variant of S5.
S9: Provides transfer of (QoS) policy and charging control information be-
tween the Home PCRF and the Visited PCRF.
S10: Reference point between MMEs for MME relocation and MME to MME
information transfer.
S11: Reference point between MME and S-GW.
S12: Reference point between UTRAN and S-GW for user plane tunnelling
when Direct Tunnel is established. It is based on the Iu - u/Gn - u reference point
using the GTP - U protocol as defined between SGSN and UTRAN or respectively
between SGSN and GGSN. Usage of S12 is an operator configuration option.
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S13: It enables UE identity check procedure between MME and Equipment
Identity Register (EIR).
SGi: It is the reference point between the PDN-GW and the packet data net-
work. Packet data network may be an operator external public or private packet
data network or an intra operator packet data network, e.g. for provision of IMS
services.
Rx: The Rx reference point resides between the Application Function (AF) and
the PCRF in the TS 23.203 [6].
SBc: Reference point between the Cell Broadcast Centre (CBC) and MME for
warning message delivery and control functions.
2.3 User Equipment (UE)
Similar to UMTS, the LTE mobile station is called User Equipment (UE). The UE
contains the Universal Subscriber Identity Module (USIM) which holds authen-
tication information. Besides supporting services and applications, the UE also
performs measurements as instructed by the eNB in order to determine the need
for HO or a change in the used modulation and coding scheme (MCS).
2.3.1 UE measurements
The UE monitors the radio link quality and conveys performance information to
its serving eNB in the form of the channel quality indicator (CQI). The UE may be
instructed by the serving eNB to also conduct other types of measurements which
can be split into these four categories:
• Intra-frequency E-UTRAN measurements
• Inter-frequency E-UTRAN measurements
• Inter-RAT measurements for UTRAN and GERAN (GSM EDGE Radio Ac-
cess Network)
• Inter-RAT measurements of CDMA2000 EV-DO or 1xRTT frequencies
In LTE E-UTRAN measurements performed by a UE for intra/inter-frequency
mobility can be controlled by eNB, using broadcast or dedicated control. While
in the RRC IDLE state, a UE follows the measurement parameters defined for
cell reselection specified by the E-UTRAN broadcast. In Active or RRC CON-
NECTED state, a UE follows the measurement configurations specified by RRC
directed from the eNB.
Intra-frequency neighbour (cell) measurements are performed by the UE when
the current and target cell operates on the same carrier frequency. The UE should
be able to carry out such measurements without measurement gaps.
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Inter-frequency neighbour (cell) measurements are performed by the UE are
when the neighbour cell operates on a different carrier frequency, compared to the
current cell. The UE should not be assumed to be able to carry out such mea-
surements without measurement gaps. UE may need to perform neighbour cell
measurements during DL/UL idle periods that are provided by DRX (Discontinu-
ous Reception mode) or packet scheduling (i.e. gap assisted measurements).
The UE determines whether a particular cell measurement needs to be per-
formed in a transmission/reception gap and the scheduler needs to know whether
gaps are needed. Measurement gaps patterns are configured and activated by RRC.
For intra-frequency neighbouring cells, there is no need to indicate neighbour-
ing cell in the serving cell system information to enable the UE to search and
measure a cell i.e. E-UTRAN relies on the UE to detect the neighbouring cells.
Where as for the search and measurement of inter-frequency neighbouring cells,
only the carrier frequencies need to be indicated.
For each measurement type, a measurement identity is used by E-UTRAN
when configuring measurements as well as by the UE when reporting results of
the measurements. Measurement quantities and reporting events are considered
separately for each measurement type. Measurement commands are used by E-
UTRAN to order the UE to start measurements, modify measurements or stop
measurements. Three reporting criteria are used: event triggered reporting, peri-
odic reporting and event triggered periodic reporting.
For LTE, the following report triggering criteria are specified by [8]:
• Event A1 - Serving becomes better than threshold
• Event A2 - Serving becomes worse than threshold
• Event A3 - Neighbour becomes offset better than serving
• Event A4 - Neighbour becomes better than threshold
• Event A5 - Serving becomes worse than threshold 1 and neighbour becomes
better than threshold 2
• Event B1 - Inter RAT neighbour becomes better than threshold
• Event B2 - Serving becomes worse than threshold 1 and inter RAT neigh-
bour becomes better than threshold2
For measurements within E-UTRAN at least two basic UE measurement quan-
tities shall be supported: Reference symbol received power (RSRP) and E-UTRA
carrier received signal strength indicator (RSSI).
Reference signal receive power (RSRP) is the most basic of the UE physical
layer measurements and is the linear average (in W) of the downlink reference
signals (RS) across the channel bandwidth [9]. Reference signals are generated
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as the product of an orthogonal sequence and a pseudo-random numerical (PRN)
sequence. Overall, there are 504 unique reference signals possible. A specified ref-
erence signal is assigned to each cell within a network and acts as a cell-specific
identifier. Since the RS exist only for one symbol at a time, the measurement
is made only on those resource elements (RE) that contain cell-specific RS. It is
not mandated for the UE to measure every RS symbol on the relevant subcarriers.
Instead, accuracy requirements have to be met. There are requirements for both
absolute and relative RSRP. The absolute requirements range from ±6 to ±11 dB
depending on the noise level and environmental conditions. Measuring the differ-
ence in RSRP between two cells on the same frequency (intra-frequency measure-
ment) is a more accurate operation for which the requirements vary from ±2 to
±3 dB. The requirements widen again to ±6 dB when the cells are on different
frequencies (inter-frequency measurement).
Knowledge of absolute RSRP provides the UE with essential information about
the strength of cells from which path loss can be calculated and used in the al-
gorithms for determining the optimum power settings for operating the network.
RSRP is used both in RRC IDLE and RRC CONNECTED states. The relative
RSRP is used as a parameter in multi-cell scenarios.
Although RSRP is an important measure, on its own it gives no indication of
signal quality. Reference signal receive quality (RSRQ) provides this measure and
is defined as the ratio of RSRP to the RSSI. The RSSI parameter represents the
entire received power including the wanted power from the serving cell as well as
all co-channel power and other sources of noise. Reference signal receive quality
is used only during RRC CONNECTED state. Intra- and inter-frequency absolute
RSRQ accuracy varies from±2.5 to±4 dB, which is similar to the inter-frequency
relative RSRQ accuracy of ±3 to ±4 dB.
2.3.2 UE classes
The LTE UE categories or UE classes are needed to ensure that the eNB can com-
municate correctly with the user equipment. By relaying the UE category informa-
tion to the eNB, it is able to determine the performance of the UE and communicate
with it accordingly, i.e. using capabilities that it knows the UE possesses and not
beyond them.
Five different LTE UE categories are defined, each supporting different max-
imum data rates and using different types of modulation. It is also worth noting
that the lowest LTE UE class (1) does not offer the performance offered by that of
the highest performance HSPA category. Additionally all LTE UE categories are
capable of receiving transmissions from up to four antenna ports.
The data rates and modulations of the different LTE UE categories when using
a bandwidth of 20MHz as included in the 3GPP Release 8 are given in the Tables
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Table 2.2 LTE UE category data rates
Category 1 2 3 4 5
DL( Mbps) 10 50 100 150 300
UL( Mbps) 5 25 50 50 75
Table 2.3 LTE UE category modulation schemes
Category 1 2 3 4 5
DL QPSK, 16QAM, 64QAM
UL QPSK, 16QAM QPSK,16QAM, 64QAM
2.2 and 2.3.
2.3.3 UE identifiers
There are five key identifiers assigned to the UE by different entities during the
UEs lifetime, as presented in Figure 2.8.
To start with, every device can be identified by an International Mobile Equip-
ment Identity or IMEI. The IMEI is a permanent identity assigned by the device
manufacturer, which is valid as long as the device is in use.
The International Mobile Subscriber Identity or IMSI is a permanent identity
assigned by the service provider. It is valid as long as the service is active with the
service provider. The IMEI is stored in the equipment while the IMSI is stored on
the USIM card; both are also stored in the HSS and globally and uniquely identify
a user on any 3GPP PLMN.
During the initial attach procedure between the UE and the LTE network the
UE is assigned three additional dynamic identifiers by different LTE network nodes
that have varying scopes of use. The RRC states mentioned below will be detailed
in Section 2.3.4.
The eNB assigns the UE a C-RNTI (Cell Radio Network Temporary Identifier)
to identify the UE during exchange of all information over the air. The C-RNTI is
assigned during the setup of the RRC Connection (transition from RRC IDLE to
RRC CONNECTED) between a UE and an eNB and is valid only for that RRC
Connection. Once the UE leaves the coverage area of an eNB the RRC Connection
must be moved (handover) and the new eNB will assign a new C-RNTI to the UE.
If the UE moves out of coverage or ends its session, the assigned C-RNTI will be
released. The C-RNTI is an E-UTRAN specific identifier and the EPC network
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Figure 2.8 UE identifiers
HSS
IMSI – Permanent‐ service provider
IMEI – Permanent‐ device manufacturer
MME
GUTI– Registered‐ MME
C‐RNTI ‐ Connected‐ eNB
S‐GW
UE
 
TAI –
Connected‐ eNB
PGW
eNB
IP address– Registered‐ PGW
has no visibility to it.
The eNB will also signal the Tracking Area ID (TAI) associated with the cur-
rent cell to the UE. The TAI globally and uniquely identifies the TA and contains
the PLMN ID and the Tracking Area Code (TAC). This is not a UE identifier but
the UE needs to have access to this parameter. That is why the arrow in Figure 2.8
for TAI is dotted.
The MME assigns the UE a GUTI (Globally Unique Temporary Identifier) to
identify the UE during all message exchanges and procedures with the EPC. The
GUTI is assigned during the initial attach/ registration procedure (transition from
DETACHED to RRC CONNECTED state) by the MME and is valid only as long
as the UE is attached to the MME that assigned the GUTI. Once the UE leaves
the Tracking Area(s) of an MME, a new MME will assign a new GUTI to the UE.
Embedded within the GUTI are the PLMN ID of the service provider, the MME
Identity and the UE’s temporary identity. Thus, the GUTI uniquely and globally
identifies a UE attached to a specific MME in a specific Service Providers LTE
network in a specific country. The current GUTI/IMSI relations will be stored in
the HSS.
The PDN-GW assigns the UE an IP address to facilitate data connectivity be-
tween the UE and any internal or external PDN (Packet Data Network). This could
be an IPv4, IPv6 or Dual Stack IP address. The first IP address is assigned to the
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UE during the Initial Attach procedure and it stays with the UE as long as the UE
is attached to the LTE network. Unlike the other temporary identifiers the IP ad-
dress is more ”persistent” and does not change as long as the UE is attached - thus
uninterrupted IP connectivity is provided to the UE. For all practical purposes, the
UE is assigned an IP address when it powers on and loses its IP connectivity when
it powers off (or changes PLMN).
2.3.4 UE states
LTE has a simpler architecture as compared to UTRAN. The number of UE states
are reduced from 5 in UTRAN to only 3 in E-UTRAN :DETACHED, RCC IDLE
and RRC CONNECTED.
The UE starts off in the DETACHED state as it is powered on. It will also
return to this state if powered off or if PLMN is changed. While in this state,
the UE has no network identifiers assigned to it and can only use its IMSI for
identification purposes. Since the UE is not attached to any cell yet, there is no DL
or UL data traffic.
The UE can transition to the RRC CONNECTED state using the registration
or initial attach procedure. During this procedure, the eNB the UE is connecting
to will allocate a C-RNTI for it, the MME will assign a GUTI, the PDN-GW
will reserve an/several IP address(es) and the authentication of the UE will be
performed.
The RRC CONNECTED is the state used when the mobile terminal is active
with transmitting and receiving data. In this state, the mobile terminal is con-
nected to a specific cell within the network. One or several IP addresses have
been assigned to the UE, as well as the previously allocated C-RNTI, used for
signalling purposes between the mobile terminal and the network. RRC CON-
NECTED can be said to have two sub-states, IN SYNC and OUT OF SYNC,
depending on whether the uplink is synchronized to the network or not. The UE
position is known at cell level by the eNB and user mobility in ensured by the
handover mechanism (see Chapter 4). DRX and DTX states may be configured in
order to diminish UE power consumption.
If the user is no longer in a session, the UE will transition in the RRC IDLE
state. The assigned C-RNTI will be released so it can be reused for new active
users and DRX is configured.
In the RRC IDLE state, the UE position is only known by the network on a
tracking area (TA) level. Mobility in this state is handled by UE cell-reselection.
The UE keeps its IP address(es) and other internal information in order to rapidly
move to RRC CONNECTED when necessary, i.e. as it starts generating new traf-
fic. The IP address(es) and the GUTI will be deallocated as the UE moves into the
DETACHED state, by powering off or changing PLMN.
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2.3.5 UE procedures
Like all mobile communication systems, in LTE a terminal must perform certain
steps before it can receive or transmit data. These steps can be categorized in cell
search and cell selection, derivation of system information, and random access.
2.3.5.1 Cell search procedure
Cell-search is the procedure by which the terminal finds a cell for potential con-
nection to. As part of the cell-search procedure, the terminal obtains the identity of
the cell and estimates the frame timing of the identified cell. Furthermore, the cell-
search procedure also provides estimates of parameters essential for reception of
system information on the broadcast channel, containing the remaining parameters
required for accessing the system [10].
Successful execution of the cell search and selection procedure as well as ac-
quiring initial system information is essential for the UE before taking further steps
to communicate with the network.
To avoid complicated cell planning, the number of physical layer cell identi-
ties (PCI) should be sufficiently large. LTE supports 504 different cell identities,
divided into 169 cell-identity groups (N (1)ID ) of three identities (N
(2)
ID = 0,1,2) each.
The cell ID or PCI (N IDcell) can be calculated as follows:
N IDcell = 3N
(1)
ID +N
(2)
ID (2.1)
The information regarding N (1)ID and N
(2)
ID is transmitted using two different
signals, generated by Layer 1. These signals, the primary synchronization signal
(PSS) and a secondary synchronization signal (SSS) are designed to assist the UE
in the cell-search procedure
The PSS and SSS are specific sequences, inserted into the last two OFDM
symbols in the first slot of subframe zero and five as illustrated in Figure 2.10. In
addition to the synchronization signals, the cell-search procedure may also exploit
the reference signals as part of its operation.
In the frequency domain, six resource blocks (RB) (as defined in Section 2.4.3)
around the DC subcarrier are reserved for transmission of the synchronization sig-
nals. In the frequency domain, an RB is formed by 12 subcarriers. With a sub-
carrier spacing of 15 kHz a bandwidth of 180 kHz (12 x 15 kHz) is occupied,
reserving a frequency range of 1.08 MHz (6 x 180 kHz) around the centre fre-
quency for transmission of synchronization signals (that is, 72 subcarriers). This
is independent from the defined channel bandwidth that is configured for the cell.
The sequence used for the PSS is generated from a frequency-domain Zadoff-Chu
sequence (Length-62) thus using only 62 of the 72 reserved subcarriers. The PSS
is linked to the cell id (N (2)ID ).
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Figure 2.10 Syncronization signals
So, in the first step of the cell-search procedure, the UE uses the PSS to find
the timing on a 5 ms basis. Since the PSS is transmitted twice in each frame it can
only provide the frame timing with a 5 ms ambiguity. After successfully detecting
the PSS with its physical layer id and slot timing, the SSS is decoded which is
broadcasted one OFDM symbol prior to the PSS.
In the next step, the terminal detects the cell-identity group (N (1)ID ) and deter-
mines the frame timing [10]. This is done by observing pairs of slots where the
SSS is transmitted. Two length-31 m-sequences are used to generate the SSS. Ba-
sically, if (s1, s2) is an allowable pair of sequences, where s1 and s2 represent
the SSS in subframe zero and five, respectively, the reverse pair (s2, s1) is not a
valid sequence pair. By exploiting this property, the terminal can resolve the 5
ms timing ambiguity resulting from the first step in the cell-search procedure and
determine the frame timing. Furthermore, as each combination (s1, s2) represents
one of the cell identity groups, also the cell identity group is obtained in this step.
From the cell identity group, the terminal also obtains knowledge about which
pseudo-random sequence is used for generating the reference signal in the cell.
Once the cell-search procedure is complete, the terminal receives the broad-
casted system information to obtain the remaining parameters, for example, the
transmission bandwidth used in the cell.
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2.3.5.2 Initial and neighbouring cell-search
There are two particular cases when the cell-search procedure is of vital impor-
tance. The first one is finding a suitable cell to connect to right after power up,
referred to as initial cell-search. For initial cell search, the terminal does typically
not know the carrier frequency of the cells it is searching for. Thus, the terminal
will need to search for a suitable carrier frequency, by repeating the cell-search
procedure for any possible carrier frequency given by the frequency raster. This
procedure may take long but there are no strict timing constraints associated with
it.
The second one is employed in order to identifying suitable targets for hand-
over as part of mobility support as the user moves from one cell to the other and is
refer to as neighbour-cell search. This procedure has stricter timing requirements
than the initial cell-search as the user has an active connection and triggering hand-
over too late increases the chances that call will be dropped. In the case of intra-
frequency handover, the terminal obviously does not need to search for the carrier
frequency in the neighbouring cell. Apart from omitting the search over multiple
carrier frequencies, intra-frequency neighbour-cell search can use the same proce-
dures as the initial cell search.
2.3.5.3 Random access
After finding a suitable eNB to attach to using the cell-search procedure, the UE
needs to perform a random access procedure before being able of exchanging any
traffic with the network. The random access procedure has two goals: establishing
UL synchronization and allocating an unique C-RNTI identifier to the UE (see
Section 2.8).
This procedure is common for both FDD and TDD modes and is performed not
only in the case of initial access but also following a RLF or as part of intra-LTE
handover. Depending on which entity initiates the random access procedure, this
can be non-contention based (eNB) or contention based (UE). In the following the
contention based procedure will be briefly described.
The contention based random access procedure consists of four steps which
are shown in Figure 2.11.
The UE first picks a Random Access Preamble (RAP) which will be sent to
the eNB previously discovered during the cell search procedure (Step 1). The
RAP will be sent using the PRACH channel and the power settings received also
during the cell search procedure.
Then the UE will monitor the PDCCH channel for a DL response from the
eNB in the form of a Random Access Response (RAR). The RAR response is
expected to be received by the UE within a certain RAR window and using a
special identifier matching the RACH time slot where the RAP was transmitted
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Figure 2.11 Contention based Random Access procedure
UE eNB
1. Random Access Preamble
3. Scheduled transmission 
2. Random Access Response 
4. Contention Resolution 
[6]. All received preambles within one PRACH are answered by one MAC PDU
containing multiple RAR messages addressing random access identifiers matching
the preamble index used by a specific UE. Each preamble indicates a single UE
random access attempt which is addressed and answered by one MAC RAR. If
the RAR is not received within the RAR window, the UE will retransmit the RAP
with additional power; this is referred to as power ramping. The procedure will be
repeated until the RAR will be received or until the maximum allowed power is
reached. The eNB calculates a timing advance for the UE in order to synchronize
UL traffic. Also, a temporary C-RNTI is assigned to the UE along with an UL
grant (Step2).
After the decoding of the RAR message from the eNB, the UE will send one
of the following three messages to the eNB in Step 3 using the PUSCH channel:
RRC Connection request in case of an initial access, RRC Connection Re-establish
following a RLF or RRC Configuration Complete in case of a HO.
The contention resolution message (Step 4) mirrors the RACH procedure mes-
sage in Step 3. This message is used to detect collisions as each UE compares its
transmitted message from Step 3 with the received contention resolution payload
field.
2.4 Radio interface basics
In this section, an overview of some of the most important components and fea-
tures of LTE will be provided.
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2.4.1 Duplex methods
A valuable communication feature is bidirectional communication between peers.
Bidirectional information transfer can occur either simultaneously or consecu-
tively. In data networks, very similarly to human communication, simultaneous
bidirectional communication is very basic and essential. Systems characterized
by simultaneous bidirectional information transfer are full-duplex systems, in con-
trast to half-duplex systems, which allow only one-by-one bidirectional communi-
cation.
An application that is visible to the user as being full-duplex does not need to
employ a full-duplex transmission scheme on lower layers. In mobile networks
two basic methods of multiplexing and handling the duplex streams are used [6].
Here duplex means the sense of UL and DL transmission from the UE to the eNB
and vice versa.
LTE has been defined to accommodate both paired spectrum for Frequency
Division Duplex (FDD) and unpaired spectrum for Time Division Duplex(TDD)
operation.
FDD divides the available frequency spectrum in a frequency range dedicated
to UL transmission and a separate range for DL transmission only. A guard band is
used between the frequency bands allocated for the UL and DL direction in order
to prevent UL and DL interference. Figure 2.12(a) depicts a divided frequency
spectrum as is typically used with FDD.
TDD makes use of the same frequency resources for both transmission direc-
tions. This method divides the time domain into slots allocated for UL and DL
transmission as shown in Figure 2.12(b). A guard interval is implemented to pre-
vent UL and DL interference, especially for larger cells with a longer propagation
delay spread (larger cells have a longer duration behaviour until all echo reflections
of the transmitted signal are received) and cases of non-ideal UL synchronization.
2.4.2 Downlink with ODFM
The use of OFDM offers robustness to frequency-selective fading. This is attrac-
tive for the downlink, especially when combined with spatial multiplexing. Flexi-
ble bandwidth allocations are easily supported by OFDM, by varying the number
of OFDM subcarriers used for transmission while broadcast/multicast transmis-
sion, where the same information is transmitted from multiple eNBs is easily sup-
ported.
OFDM uses a large number of narrow sub-carriers for multi-carrier transmis-
sion. The basic LTE DL physical resource can be seen as a time-frequency grid,
as illustrated in Figure 2.13. In the frequency domain, the spacing between the
subcarriers, ∆f , is 15kHz.
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Figure 2.12 LTE duplex methods [6]Standards, Protocols, and Functions 41
Figure 1.30 FDD system.
information transfer can occur either simultaneously or consecutively. Both in data networks and
especially for human communication, simultaneous bidirectional communication is very basic and
essential. Systems with the nature of simultaneous bidirectional information transfer are full-duplex
systems, in contrast to half-duplex systems, which allow only one-by-one bidirectional communication.
A full-duplex application visible to the user does not need to imply a full-duplex transmission
scheme on lower layers. In mobile networks two basic methods of multiplexing and handling the
duplex streams are used. Here duplex means the sense of UL and DL transmission from the handset
to the base station and vice versa.
Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) divides the available frequency spectrum in a frequency range
dedicated to UL transmission and a separate range for DL transmission only. A guard band is used
between the frequency bands allocated for the UL and DL direction in order to prevent UL and DL
interference. Figure 1.30 depicts a divided frequency spectrum as is typically used with FDD.
Time Division Duplex (TDD) makes use of the same frequency resources for both transmission
directions. This method divides the time domain into slots allocated for UL and DL transmission as
shown in Figure 1.31. A guard interval is implemented to prevent UL and DL interference, especially
for larger cells with a longer propagation delay spread (larger cells have a longer duration behavior until
all echo reﬂections of the transmitted signal are received) and cases of non-ideal UL synchronization.
TDD deﬁnes various slot conﬁgurations of switching between UL and DL transmission (see
Table 1.10). Different conﬁgurations are possible depending on the mixture between UL and DL
trafﬁc; usually the UL data volume is much smaller compared to DL data consumption. A change in
transmission resources for the UL and DL direction are just one manner of soft system conﬁguration
with TDD, instead of FDD, which uses ﬁxed frequency resources.
TDD systems have the advantage of a synchronous channel between the UL and DL direction
because the wireless channel characteristic is frequency dependent and TDD uses the same frequency
band for UL and DL transmission. This is especially interesting in systems which use frequency-
selective scheduling (see Section 1.8.7) and smart antennas (MIMO (Multiple Input, Multiple Output)
transmission with multiple antennas) as they are deﬁned in LTE. The base station needs to know the
reception conditions of the UE in order to make an efﬁcient frequency resource scheduling decision
and for selecting the best antenna conﬁguration for multiple antenna layer precoding.
(a) FD42 LTE Signaling, Troubleshooting and Optimization
Figure 1.31 TDD system with example duplex slot structure.
1.8.2 Multiple Access Methods
Multiple access has to be performed in systems where a medium is shared for transmission and recep-
tion by multiple users or entities. Those entities or users, sometimes also called nodes, are accessing
the very same medium to transmit their information, other than, for example, in CS communica-
tion schemes. For example, within classical CS communications like Plain Old Telephone Systems
(POTSs), each communication node gets a dedicated resource (a telephone landline) to dedicatedly
access for the complete communication session. On the other hand, it is necessary to apply a multiple
access method when multiple nodes share the same medium for their information transfer, in order to
prevent or detect collisions on the shared medium.
This implies that the users share the same resources for communication in a certain way. Multiple
access methods are mainly used with PS data transmission, as multiple nodes usually share the same
resources for efﬁciency reasons. Packet Switched (PS) data transmission is mostly characterized by
bursty trafﬁc patterns. There are different schemes which can be applied to share those resources.
These access schemes are known as multiple access methods.
Multiple access methods introduce rules for accessing the shared medium, generally resources. Care
has to be taken not to use the same resources by two or more nodes at once, because this would result
in distortion of the transferred information.
Transmission/reception resources are one or multiples of the following: time, code, frequency,
space, etc.
One of the ﬁrst radio-based multiple access scheme is Aloha. Early research in these schemes
was carried out at the University of Hawaii in the early 1970s. In the Hawaiian language Aloha
means “Hello” which indicates a fundamental mechanism: the university ran several campuses on
different islands where an early radio-based packet data network was established. Stations immediately
transmitted packets to be sent and waited for a ﬁxed time (double the round-trip time of the most distant
stations in the network plus the transmission and processing time of packets) for an acknowledgment
(ACK) from the receiving station. If an ACK was received, the packet was retransmitted. Aloha shows
that many collisions of packets occur when applying this scheme.
Most modern access methods use mechanisms of avoiding, detecting, or preventing collisions within
the shared medium, in order to reach a certain system efﬁciency. A basic method to avoid collisions is
sensing the medium before starting a transmission, to avoid interrupting or interfering with an ongoing
transmission of other communication peers.
This scheme is known as Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA). Sensing the medium before
transmission adds Collision Avoidance functionality (i.e., CSMA/CA). In addition to sensing the
(b) TDD
2.4.3 Dow link carriers nd resource blocks
This section describes how LTE defines and divid s the bandwidth from physical
subcarriers of the OFDM symbol in the logical abstract sense used for scheduling
shared channel data.
The smallest division of the LTE spectrum carrying data is a subcarrier, as
described above. OFDM systems modulate all data in the frequency domain on the
subcarrier of the OFDM spectrum. A odulated subcarrier that last one OFDM
symbol is defined as a Resource El ment (RE) and is the smallest logical unit of
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Figure 2.13 LTE downlink physical resource based on OFDM [2]
Long Term Evolution (LTE): an introduction
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Each user is allocated a number of so-called resource blocks in the time–frequency 
grid. The more resource blocks a user gets, and the higher the modulation used in 
the resource elements, the higher the bit-rate.  
Which resource blocks and how many the user gets at a given point in time depend 
on advanced scheduling mechanisms in the frequency and time dimensions. The 
scheduling mechanisms in LTE are similar to those used in HSPA, and enable 
optimal performance for different services in different radio environments.  
Figure 5 The LTE downlink physical resource based on OFDM
In the uplink, LTE uses a pre-coded version of OFDM called Single Carrier 
Frequency Division Multiple Access (SC-FDMA). This is to compensate for a 
drawback with normal OFDM, which has a very high Peak to Average Power Ratio 
(PAPR). High PAPR requires expensive and inefficient power amplifiers with high 
requirements on linearity, which increases the cost of the terminal and drains the 
battery faster.  
SC-FDMA solves this problem by grouping together the resource blocks in such a 
way that reduces the need for linearity, and so power consumption, in the power 
amplifier. A low PAPR also improves coverage and the cell-edge performance. 
A comprehensive introduction to LTE can be found in 3G Evolution: HSPA and LTE 
for mobile broadband [2]. 
the LTE spectrum. One subcarrier or RE has a bandwidth of 15 kHz.
Each RE of the shared channel is modulated using one of the following mod-
ulation schemes: Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK), 16 QAM (Quadrature
amplitude modulation) or 64 QAM as assigned by the scheduling process of the
eNB. Thus, each RE will carry a variable number of bits, 2, 4 or 16 depending on
which modulation is used. Coding is also used to make the data transmission more
robust against transmission errors. This increases the probability of the receiver
to retrieve the information error-free. LTE defines an Adaptive Modulation and
Coding (AMC) process, which is described in Section 2.4.7 in more detail.
A physical Resource Block (RB) consists of 12 adjacent REs on the frequency
axis. Consequently, it has a bandwidth of 180 kHz, since one RE is 15 kHz wide.
The RB size is the same for all bandwidths, therefore the number of available
PRBs depends on the bandwidth, as shown in Table 2.4. The difference between
the number of NRB and the total bandwidth (BW −NRBx180 kHz) accounts for
guard bands at on the sides. The cell bandwidth is announced in the data transmit-
ted in the Physical Broadcast Channel (PBCH) in number of resource blocks.
From a time perspective, a RB spans one slot (0.5 ms) which includes 7 OFDM
symbols. The resource block is the main unit used to schedule transmissions over
the air interface. Figure 2.14 shows the two-dimensional (frequency and time) area
of a RB. As can already be seeing in Figure 2.10 on page 39, each frame of 10 ms
is divided into 10 subframes of 1 ms each. Each subframe contains two slots of
0.5 ms.
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Table 2.4 Transmission bandwidth configuration NRB in E-UTRA channel band-
widths [11]
Bandwidth [MHz] 1.4 3 5 10 15 20
Subcarier bandwidth [kHz] 15
Physical resource block bandwidth [kHz] 180
Transmission bandwidth configuration
NRB
6 13 25 50 75 100
2.4.4 Downlink slot and frame structure
Two radio frame structures are defined in LTE: frame structure type 1, which uses
both FDD and TDD duplexing, and frame structure type 2, which uses TDD du-
plexing. Frame structure type 1 is optimized to co-exist with UTRA systems.
Frame structure type 2 is optimized to co-exist with UTRA TDD systems, also
known as TD-SCDMA (Time Division Synchronous Code Division Multiple Ac-
cess). We will further on focus on frame structure type 1.
Figure 2.16 shows frame structure type 1. A DL radio frame has a duration of
10 ms and consists of 20 slots with a slot duration of 0.5 ms. Two slots comprise
a sub-frame. A sub-frame, also known as the transmission time interval (TTI), has
a duration of 1 ms compared to 2 ms TTI for HSPA systems. Shorter TTIs reduce
the latency in the system and will add further demands to the mobile terminal
processor [13].
The most important DL physical signals mapped on each frame are explained
below. Details on the PBCH abd PDCCH can be found in Appendix A.
• Reference signal is transmitted at OFDM symbol 0 and 4 of each slot. This
depends on frame structure type and antenna port number. Reference signals
are needed by the channel estimation process in order to correct the wire-
less channel distortion in the signal at the receiver. Four sets of reference
signals are specified for each transmit antenna as LTE defines multi-antenna
transmissions (DL MIMO). A defined signal (reference signal) is transmit-
ted from each individual antenna completely independently and all other
transmit antennas do not transmit any signals on those specific frequencies
and time resources (REs). Figure 2.15 illustrates the frequency and time RE
used for transmitting reference signals depending on the number of antennas
configured.
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Figure 2.14 LTE downlink resource grid [12]
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Figure 6.2.2-1: Downlink resource grid. 
6.2.3 Resource blocks 
Resource blocks are used to describe the mapping of certain physical channels to resource elements. Physical and 
virtual resource blocks are defined. 
A physical resource block is defined as DLsymbN  consecutive OFDM symbols in the time domain and 
RB
scN consecutive 
subcarriers in the frequency domain, where DLsymbN  and 
RB
scN  are given by Table 6.2.3-1. A physical resource block thus 
consists of RBsc
DL
symb NN ×  resource elements, corresponding to one slot in the time domain and 180 kHz in the frequency 
domain.  
Physical resource blocks are numbered from 0 to 1DLRB −N  in the frequency domain. The relation between the physical 
resource block number PRBn  in the frequency domain and resource elements ),( lk  in a slot is given by 
⎥⎥⎦
⎥
⎢⎢⎣
⎢= RB
sc
PRB N
kn  
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• P-SCH (Primary Synchronization Channel) is transmitted on symbol 6 of
slots 0 and 10 of each radio frame; it occupies 72 sub-carriers, centred
around the DC sub-carrier. In the case of the PSS signal transmission, only
62 sub-carriers will be allocated, see Section 2.3.5.1.
• S-SCH (Secondary Synchronization Channel) is transmitted on symbol 5
of slots 0 and 10 of each radio frame; it occupies 72 sub-carriers centred
around the DC sub-carrier. In the case of the SSS signal transmission, only
62 sub-carriers will be allocated, see Section 2.3.5.1.
Figure 2.15 Mapping of downlink reference signals
Antenna port 0
Antenna port 1
Antenna port 2
Antenna port 3
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2.4.5 Uplink with SC-FDMA
For the LTE uplink, a different concept is used for the access technique. Although
still using a form of OFDMA technology, the implementation is called Single Car-
rier Frequency Division Multiple Access (SC-FDMA). One key parameter that
affects all mobiles is battery life. Even though battery performance is improving
all the time, it is still necessary to ensure that the mobiles use as little battery power
as possible. With the RF power amplifier that transmits the radio frequency signal
via the antenna to the eNB being the highest power item within the mobile, it is
necessary that it operates in as efficient mode as possible. This can be significantly
affected by the form of radio frequency modulation and signal format. Signals
that have a high peak to average ratio and require linear amplification do not lend
themselves to the use of efficient RF power amplifiers. As a result it is necessary
to employ a mode of transmission that has as a near constant power level when
operating [6].
Unfortunately OFDM has a high peak to average ratio. While this is not a
problem for the eNB where power is not a particular problem, it is unacceptable
for the mobile. As a result, LTE uses for the uplink a modulation scheme known
as SC-FDMA - Single Carrier Frequency Division Multiplex which is a hybrid
format. This combines the low peak to average ratio offered by single-carrier sys-
tems with the multipath interference resilience and flexible subcarrier frequency
allocation that OFDM provides.
2.4.6 Uplink slot and frame structure
The UL frame structure type 1 is the same as DL in terms of frame, slot, and
sub-frame length. An UL slot structure is shown in Figure 2.17.
The UL slot structure is similar to the DL slot structure. Differences are mainly
due to simplifications of reference symbols, robustness, and physical UL channel
multiplexing. A radio frame lasts 10 ms and is divided into 10 sub-frames with
two slots of 0.5 ms duration as a DL radio frame is split into sub-frames and slots.
An UL RB has 12 subcarriers on the frequency axis and on the time domain it has,
7 SC-FDMA symbols per slot (see Figure 2.18).
UL synchronization signals are not used because all UL signals from UEs
transmitting within the cell are time aligned at the eNB with an UL timing control
procedure. The eNB signals a Timing Advance (TA) command to each UE to track
the UL alignment. Timing varies due to the different special distribution of UEs
within a cell region. Signals are delayed because of the propagation delay. Firstly,
during the random access procedure a total timing offset to the UE is transmitted.
After this there is a control loop just tracking and signalling differential timing
offsets in steps of 0.52 µs [6].
The PRACH always uses six consecutive RBs on the frequency axis and is
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time-wise one subframe wide. Resources at the upper and lower edges of the sys-
tem bandwidth are used to carry the PUCCH. The frequency resources in between
the PUCCH bands are designated to PUSCH transmission.
UL reference signals are used for UL channel estimation. UL reference signals
are similar to TDMA pilots in the middle of each time slot. LTE defines reference
signals in the middle of each slot (on the fourth OFDM symbol assuming normal
CP duration) and spanning via the complete allocated frequency range of each UE.
The eNB can instruct UEs to transmit special reference signals over the complete
system bandwidth, or parts of it, independently of UL data transmission either
on PUSCH or PUCCH. These reference signals are called Sounding Reference
Signals (SRSs). SRSs are used to estimate UL channel quality of a wider frequency
range in order to optimize frequency-selective UL scheduling.
2.4.7 Link adaptation in LTE
Mobile wireless reception conditions vary significantly over frequency and time
and, in order to cope with these circumstances and guarantee best possible QoS,
LTE employs a procedure known as Adaptive Modulation and Coding (AMC).
AMC controls and changes transmission parameters to achieve a defined Trans-
port Block Error Rate (BLER) of below 10%, in order to keep the number of re-
transmissions to a minimum. This is done by adapting the modulation and coding
scheme (MCS) on the shared channels and the Forward Error Correction (FEC)
coding rate [6].
Different modulation schemes make the bit detection more robust against noise
and other distortion caused by the wireless channel. Most robust transmission is
achieved by mapping just 2 bits to each modulation symbol, as is the case with
QPSK, resulting in four stages. The large distance between modulation points
allows a higher probability of the correct decision at the receiver even with noisy
reception conditions. Both 16 QAM and 64 QAM map 4 and 6 bits respectively to
one modulation symbol and are used with better wireless channel conditions.
Coding (more specifically, FEC) adds redundant bits to the data bits which can
correct errors in the received bits. The degree of coding is determined by its rate,
the proportion of data bits to coded bits. This typically varies from 1/8 to 4/5.
Coded bits are then converted into modulation symbols. The challenge is to find
the best compromise between the modulation scheme and code rate for a given
channel quality.
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Figure 2.18 LTE upink resource grid [12]
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Figure 5.2.1-1: Uplink resource grid.  
Table 5.2.1-1: The antenna ports used for different physical channels and signals. 
Physical channel or signal Index p~  Antenna port number p  as a function of 
the number of antenna ports configured  
for the respective physical channel/signal 
1 2 4 
PUSCH 
0 10 20 40 
1 - 21 41 
2 - - 42 
3 - - 43 
SRS 
0 10 20 40 
1 - 21 41 
2 - - 42 
3 - - 43 
PUCCH 0 100 200 - 1 - 201 - 
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LTE defines a list of MCS combinations and just signals an MCS index to be
used by the UE. The maximum throughput of a given MCS is the product of the
rate and the number of bits per modulation symbol. Throughput has units of data
bits per modulation symbol. This is commonly normalised to a channel of unity
bandwidth, which carries one symbol per second. The units of throughput then
become bits per second, per Hz.
According to [14], a given MCS requires a certain SINR (measured at the Rx
antenna) to operate with an acceptably low BER (Bit Error Rate) in the output data.
An MCS with a higher throughput needs a higher SINR to operate. AMC works
by measuring and feeding back the channel SINR to the transmitter, which then
chooses a suitable MCS from a ’codeset’ to maximise throughput at that SNIR.
A codeset contains many MCS’s and is designed to cover a range of SINRs. An
example of a codeset is shown in Figure 2.19. Each MCS in the codeset has the
highest throughput for a 1-2 dB range of SINR. The figure also shows the Shannon
bound, which represents the maximum theoretical throughput that can be achieved
over an AWGN (Additive White Gaussian Noise) channel with a given SINR.
Throughput is calculated with a trunked Shannon formula 2.2:
Th = α ∗ log2(1 + SINR)[bps/Hz] (2.2)
where α is an attenuation factor and has a value of 0.6 for downlink and 0.4 for
uplink.
Figure 2.19 Example of a MCS codeset [14]
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Figure A.3 Coding and Modulation for Transmission of data over a radio link 
Figure A.3 shows a radio transmitter and receiver. The throughput over a radio link is the number of data bits that can 
be successfully transmitted per modulation symbol. Coding (more specifically, Forward Error Correction) adds 
r dundant bits to the data bit  which can correct errors in the received bits. The degree of coding is determined by its 
rate, the proportion of data bits to coded bits. This typically varies from 1/8th to 4/5ths. Coded bits are then converted 
into modulation symbols. The order of the modulation determines the number coded bits that can be transmitted per 
modulation symbol. Typical examples are QPSK and 16 QAM, which have 2 and 4 bits per modulation symbol, 
respectively. 
The maximum throughput of a given MCS (Modulation and Coding Scheme) is the product of the rate and the number 
of bits per modulation symbol. Throughput has units of data bits per modulation symbol. This is commonly normalised 
to a channel of unity bandwidth, which carries one symbol per second. The units of throughput then become bits per 
second, per Hz.  
A given MCS requires a certain SNIR (measured at the rx antenna) to operate with an acceptably low BER (Bit Error 
Rate) in the output data. An MCS with a higher throughput needs a higher SNIR to operate. AMC (Adaptive 
Modulation and Coding) works by measuring and feeding back the channel SNIR to the transmitter, which then chooses 
a suitable MCS from a ‘codeset’ to maximise throughput at that SNIR. A codeset contains many MCS’s and is designed 
to cover a range of SNRs. An example of a codeset is shown in Figure A.4. Each MCS in the codeset has the highest 
throughput for a 1-2dB range of SNIR. 
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Figure A.4 Throughput of a set of Coding and Modulation Combinations, AWGN channels assumed 
Figure A.4 also shows the Shannon bound, which represents the maximum theoretical throughput that can be achieved 
over an AWGN channel with a given SNR. The example AMC system achieves around 0.75x the throughput of the 
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Additionally, one other parameter being controlled is the UL transmit power.
UL power control is implemented to deal with the near-far effect. The near-far
effect occurs when one user is close to the eNB (near) and another user is far away
from the same eNB, introducing a higher power path loss which leads to a lower
receive power of the signal of the cell edge user. All UL receive signals should have
equal power in order to reduce the inter-subcarrier interference between them.
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Self-organization for LTE networks
“The humans are dead
The humans are dead”
– ’The humans are dead’ - Flight of the Conchords
In this chapter we will look at self-organization which is an important feature
of LTE. Newly added self-configuration, -optimization or -healing functions make
the planning and management of LTE networks much easier and minimize human
involvement. In the following we will explain what the goals of each of these
groups of functions are and why they are needed. Then we will take a look at
the requirements they have to fulfil and define the operator’s role in this process.
Finally, we will explore what the 3GPP standard has proposed on the topic of Self-
Organizing Networks (SON). Principals discussed in this chapter will be further
used in the development and testing of a handover self-optimization algorithm as
presented in Chapters 6 to 9.
3.1 Vision on SON
As every mobile network, the LTE system also needs to be managed and the trend
is to simplify the management functions. However, the complexity of the LTE sys-
tem (number and structure of network parameters) brings not only gains in terms of
performance, but also places new demands on the Operations and Maintenances
(OAM) of the network [1]. These demands are further increased by the parallel
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evolution and use of multiple infrastructures, e.g. 2G, 3G, WiMAX, etc. SON is
seen as one of the promising areas for an operator to save operational expenditures
and is therefore currently included in 3GPP standardisation in the form of guide-
lines. Also, SON for LTE is a hot topic in current research, motivated by the gains
it can provide and by the fact that in LTE, radio resource management functions
are based at base station level.
SON functionalities can be split in three components as follows: self-
configuration, self-optimization and self-healing. The envisioned operational pro-
cess applied in SON networks is presented in Figure 3.1. The different components
will be explained in the following sections.
Figure 3.1 Overview of SON components [2]
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3.1.1 Self-configuration
The self-configuration phase, depicted as an external arm reaching into the con-
tinuous self-optimisation cycle, is triggered by ’incidental events’ of an ’inten-
tional nature’. Examples include the addition of a new site and the introduction
of a service or a new network feature. These upgrades generally require an initial
(re)configuration of a number of radio parameters or resource management algo-
rithms, e.g. pilot powers and neighbour lists. These have to be set prior to opera-
tions and before they can be optimised as part of the continuous self-optimisation
process [2].
According to recent analysis, about 17% of wireless operator’s CAPEX (Cap-
ital Expenditures) is spent on engineering and installation services [3]. Thus, the
addition of self-configuration functions has the potential of reducing CAPEX and
the amount of drive tests needed. The use of these functions is envisioned for
initial roll-out or, as mentioned before, for the addition of a new site or service.
3.1.2 Self-optimization
Once the SON network has entered a more stable operational mode, a set of mea-
surements can be configured and retrieved. This is a continuous activity where a
multitude of raw measurements of e.g. radio channel characteristics, traffic and
user mobility aspects are processed in order to provide relevant information on the
network’s performance and will be further used by the self-optimization functions.
The required format, accuracy and periodicity of the delivered information depend
on the specific mechanism that is to be self-optimised.
Self-optimization employs intelligent methods that derive an updated set of
radio (resource management) parameters, including e.g. antenna parameters (tilt,
azimuth), power settings, neighbour lists (cell IDs and associated weights), and
a range of radio resource management parameters (e.g. Hysteresis, cell specific
offsets, etc). In case the self-optimisation methods appear to be incapable to meet
the performance objectives, capacity expansion is indispensable and timely trig-
gers with accompanying suggestions for human intervention are delivered, e.g. in
terms of a recommended location for a new site.
It is known that about 24% of a typical wireless operator’s revenue goes to
network OPEX (Operational Expenditure), which are the cost of network operation
and maintenance, training and support, power, transmission, and site rental [4]. By
using self-optimization functions, OPEX can be reduced and network performance
can be improved as actions will be triggered in a timely fashion when needed and
will not be part of periodical maintenance windows.
Self-optimization functions can work in a periodical fashion or be trigger based.
Examples of periodical self-optimization functions include handover and admis-
sion control algorithms [5], [6]. These algorithms continuously monitor the net-
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work, retrieving measurements and statistics. Once an observation interval is over,
this input information will be processed and new values for the control parameters
will be calculated and set in the network. Then, the impact of the new param-
eter settings will be observed and, once a new observation interval is over, new
decisions will be made and so on.
Other self-optimization functions may be triggered by a certain event. Such
is the case with load balancing functions. Since the aim of such an algorithm is
designed to evenly distribute loads between cells, it will only be triggered when
an overload situation is detected [7]. As soon as the situation is resolved, the
algorithm will go back to observing the network performance and only intervene
if a new overload situation arises.
3.1.3 Self-healing
The self-healing methods are triggered by ’incidental events’ of a ’non-intentional
nature’, such as the failure of a cell or site. These methods aim to resolve the loss
of coverage/capacity induced by such events to the extent possible. This is done by
appropriately adjusting the parameters and algorithms in surrounding cells. Once
the actual failure has been repaired, all parameters are restored to their original
settings [8].
3.2 Architecture implications of SON
The introduction of SON presents a number of challenges to the OAM architec-
ture. The real-time SON functions can be implemented using either a centralized,
distributed or hybrid architecture approach.
3.2.1 SON centralized architecture
In the centralised SON solution approach, all optimisation algorithms are executed
in a Central Node, which is most probably located close to or within the OAM
system. The SON functionality therefore resides in a small number of locations at
a higher management level, as shown in Figure 3.2.
Such a SON architecture solution could be suitable in cases where there is a
need to manage and survey the interaction between different cells, such as hand-
over optimization and load balancing for example. The self-organising mecha-
nisms are performed only in the central node; separate eNBs do not take any in-
dependent actions apart from the exchange of Key Performance Indicators (KPI),
measurements and signalling messages with the SON entity. The communication
with the eNB is handled over the OAM interface [9].
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This centralized approach has significant disadvantages. As the central node
is the key to SON decision making and therefore becomes critical to system op-
eration. If the central node is down, no deployments, SON neighbour updates, or
SON optimization can take place. The central node must also handle large amounts
of data in order to make the localized SON decisions across the network. As the
network expands to thousands of eNBs this task becomes more burdensome on
the central node and is also exposed to the operator [10]. Since decision-making
is located in the central node, localized convergence is not possible; all data must
be forwarded to the central node, creating issues as SON algorithms in the net-
work elements try to converge to a steady state. Because of update times, the
responsiveness of the SON functions to changing network conditions will also be
significantly lower.
Another ramification of the centralized architecture is that network-level SON
changes must be introduced as a large set of individual micro-configuration changes,
as opposed to policy directives that guide localized changes.
Figure 3.2 Centralized SON architecture
Central node
Input information 
NB
SON entity
e  measurements
Control parameter settings
Network
3.2.2 SON distributed architecture
A distributed solution, see Figure 3.3, is suitable for SON functionalities where
the decisions are based on information available in the eNB, such as own measure-
ments and reported UE measurements. Since the eNBs communicate with each
other via the X2 interface, Self-optimisation algorithms can be executed locally in
each eNB.
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Figure 3.3 Distributed SON architecture
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A distributed solution is also scalable for numerous eNBs. However, optimisa-
tion tasks requiring coordination and information exchange between many eNBs
are complex to manage with a distributed solution. The adjustment of imperfec-
tions in a distributed SON system will therefore have a local scope, whereas a
centralised SON system has the potential to affect an entire network. Additionally,
without central management it may happen that eNBs will continuously exchange
conflicting messages and no proper action will be performed unless a conflict han-
dling is implemented [9].
This approach reduces the complexity, footprint and availability requirements
of the central node. It also allows for local convergence, reducing central node and
operator load. The network element SON algorithms can hold back notification to
the central node until they determine they have reached steady state. Another ad-
vantage of distributed SON architecture is that network-level SON changes can be
introduced via policy changes at the network elements (which may include guide-
lines and restrictions), instead of configuration changes. Since the network element
understands real-time SON and contains the real-time SON algorithms, updates to
the algorithms are pushed as policy changes instead of micro-configuration up-
dates.
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3.2.3 SON hybrid architecture
A combination of the distributed and the centralised solution, denoted as Hybrid
SON solution, may be useful when many of the self-organisation tasks (espe-
cially those with local scope, i.e., on or few cells) can be performed in the eNBs
themselves, but some tasks (especially complex tasks where many cells or the
whole system are affected) need to be managed from a central node. This solu-
tion can benefit from two parent mechanisms, centralised and distributed solution,
but needs a proper division of the responsibilities between the central and the dis-
tributed SON entities.
3.2.4 Solution choice
A number of aspects have to be taken into account when picking one of the above
described architectures for the implementation of the SON solutions [9]:
• The frequency with which input needs to be provided to the algorithm and
with which output is to be provided by the algorithms
• Number and location of input sources for the SON functionality
• Interdependencies (measurements, signalling exchange) between nodes re-
lated to the SON functionality
• Number of nodes involved in the SON functionality
• Requirements on data storage for long-term analysis
• Probability of unexpected events (e.g., the probability of on-off switching of
the nodes is relatively high for HeNBs)
• Multivendor aspects
• OPEX/CAPEX effects
• Interaction with other SON algorithms
After careful consideration of all these aspects, one architecture solution should
be agreed upon and SON functions designed accordingly. As mentioned above,
each architecture solution has its advantages and disadvantages and is best suited
for a certain type of SON functions while others may be negatively impacted.
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3.3 Operator Policy
Operator policy is a major and important part of SON. By means of the operator
policy, each operator can control the SON solutions provided by vendors and in-
corporated with the equipment they sell. Operator policy can be used for individual
SON function goal setting and for conflict resolution when coordination is needed.
By setting the right performance targets, the operator can maximize the gain that
SON provides. Unrealistic targets that are to be met will most probably result in
sub-optimal performance of the SON functions and consequently in a deterioration
of network performance.
When referring to goal setting, the operator policy will specify some high level
guidelines, e.g. make sure users stay connected throughout their session, admit as
many users as possible into the network, etc. This will then be further translated
into specific target values (e.g. call dropping rate of 0.1%), weights, timers and
thresholds (call rejection ratio of 2% should be acceptable) by the individual SON
functions that are impacted.
3.3.1 SON Coordination
Because multiple SON solutions will be active in each eNB at the same time, there
is a high chance that there will be some interference between them. This inter-
ference can take many forms. Two or more SON functions may try to modify
the same parameter at the same time or on different time scales. The requested
changes may be in different directions (one SON functions wants to increase it
while the other wants to decrease it) or with different granularities; one SON func-
tion may want to modify a control parameter that has a direct impact on the input
information of another SON function and so on.
Some of these interactions can be anticipated and be tackled during the SON
solution design phase. But this may not always be the case, so coordination is
needed. This can be implemented in a distributed, centralized or a hybrid fashion
and can take the form of a super SON function that has access to all the input
information of the various SONs. This coordination function will have as main
input the operator policy and its decisions, in terms of which SON function can
modify which control parameter, at which time and to which value, are final and
override all other SON function decisions.
As the number of SON solutions increases, it becomes harder to foresee the
various interactions and even to keep track of the different inputs and outputs of
each SON function. The addition of a new SON function to a pre-existing set may
also require a large number of adjustments. Also, as most SON solutions will be
vendor specific, the dialog even between the same SON function with different
implementations within two adjacent eNBs may cause problem. That is why, apart
from clear operator policies that prioritize the goals of the whole system and of the
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individual SON functions, a more complex framework for coordination is needed
[11].
3.4 Self-optimization algorithm design
Before starting the design of a self-optimization algorithm, several issues need to
be addressed and mediated. In general, we can distinguish between the following
requirements:
• Performance and complexity - expressed in terms of signalling overhead,
calculation complexity and necessary storage. Performance should be im-
proved if compared to the reference case (no self-optimization) and a bal-
ance should be achieved between the performance gains and the implemen-
tation complexity.
• Stability - The proposed algorithms should always find a solution that works.
It is not acceptable for a SON algorithm to come into a state of non execu-
tion.
• Timing - how often should a specified algorithm run (time scale of operation)
and how fast must an algorithm react when triggered (speed of adjustment).
• Architecture and scalability - which type of architecture will the SON solu-
tion use (see Section 3.2) and what this will mean in terms of architecture,
interfaces, and scalability.
If referring in particular to handover optimization, a first challenge arises when
determining how much time should be allocated for convergence. This is closely
linked with the observation interval considered for the self-optimization function.
If operating with a smaller observation interval, a larger number of changes of the
control parameter values can be applied in a given amount of time. A balance must
be achieved also between the time the algorithm takes until reaching a stable state
and the performance that this setting provides for the system. This issue will be
tackled in Chapter 7.
As with any system that needs to be optimized, one would assume that the
problem can be reduced to a function that needs to be minimized or a minimum
that needs to be found from a multitude of settings. In reality this is rarely the
case because of the dynamic nature of a mobile communications system. Users
come into a cell and leave it; they make calls or end their session which impacts
the load of the cell. So if one would ask ”‘Is there an absolute minimum?”’ the
answer would be no. At any given time, in every cell, there is an optimal value
for a parameter setting, this much is true. But this is subject to change, from
cell to cell and from observation interval to observation interval. When designing
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a self-optimization algorithm, one has to consider that the search of an elusive
absolute minimum might introduce extra signalling and put computational strain
on the system with no added value in terms of performance. So, sometimes, good
performance will have to be good enough and further optimizations should be
frozen. We will later see in Chapter 8 that, once performance does not fluctuate
anymore with control parameter changes, freezing optimizations decision not only
diminishes the amount of control signalling but also provides system stability.
Additionally, complete freedom should be awarded to a SON algorithm. By
freedom we refer here to the SON algorithm having access to the full range of
control parameter settings, as specified by the standard. More specifically, the
control parameters should not be limited to a subset. Secondly, a SON algorithm
should work equally well no matter what the initial conditions and settings are.
No initial settings, no matter how extreme or unlikely should be excluded as it
might be the result of a series of incorrect settings or be caused by a different SON
function; due to the large number of SON functions at work within one eNB and
the low probability that there is a one to one mapping between these functions
and control parameters, inter-SON interference is expected and the SON functions
should be able to deal with it. This issue will be addressed in Chapter 9.
3.5 Current state of SON in LTE
3.5.1 State of the art SON
SON is not necessarily a new concept that has been introduced by LTE. SON has
existed before LTE and even before any kind of mobile/ computer network (in
nature, the human body and brain, etc).
While some self-optimization may have been considered by 2G and 3G, this
was more considered a sort of luxury; something that COULD be done. But, with
the increase of co- existing RATs and of the number and complexity of the ele-
ments in each of them, SON has become a necessity. The system is becoming too
large and too complex for offline human optimization. Also, the use of semistatic
solutions for very dynamic problems is no longer an option as it results in sub-
optimal network performance.
With this in mind, some SON functionalities for LTE have been proposed by
3GPP and NGMN (see Section 3.5.2). However these are more general guidelines
and do not provided an actual solution. This is left up to the vendors to implement.
Most vendors claim to have SON solutions incorporated into the equipment
they are selling and some, like NSN, have even won awards for it. However, it is
hard to paint a clear picture of what algorithms are implemented and or of how
they work, as vendors like to keep this information confidential.
On the other side of the matter are operators. While they are quite interested to
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see what SON can do for them, they are also reluctant to grant a SON functionality
complete control. So even if SON is used in a network it is most probably used in
review mode: each change has to be approved by the operator before implemented.
This, added to the fact that there are still holes in the LTE coverage, make it hard
to assess what the true impact of SON is on a real network. It was only recently
that Japanese operator KDDI announced the deployment of what it claims to be
the worlds first self operating 3G and 4G mobile network, in collaboration with
Nokia Siemens Networks (NSN) [12].
3.5.2 SON in the 3GPP standard
SON principles and algorithms can be applied to a large range of technologies
which turned them into a hot topic in current research. But LTE is a better candi-
date than most technologies because its radio resource management functions that
are now distributed at eNB level (see Chapter 2). This, along with the increased
eNB interconnectivity via the X2 interface, makes the LTE system perfectly suited
for the design and use of SON functions.
Not only is SON one of the major features of LTE, but it has been also included
in the 3GPP standard specifications [13]. Several use cases are proposed, covering
all three aspects of SON, self-organization , -optimization and -healing and they
are presented below:
• Coverage and capacity optimization: providing optimal coverage and ca-
pacity so that users can establish and maintain connections with acceptable
or default service quality, according to operator’s requirements.
• Energy Savings: enabling the possibility of distinguishing between cells pro-
viding basic coverage and other used purely for capacity boosting. The
latter can be switched off when capacity is no longer needed and can be
re-activated on a need basis.
• Interference Reduction:Capacity could be improved through interference re-
duction by switching off those cells which are not needed for traffic at some
point of time, in particular HeNBs when the user is not at home.
• Automated Configuration of Physical Cell Identity: an automated configura-
tion of a newly introduced cell’s physical ID (N IDcell)
• Mobility robustness optimisation: detecting problems and adjust the mobil-
ity parameters as to avoid HOs being triggered too late, too early or to the
wrong cell.
• Mobility Load balancing optimisation (intra-LTE and intra-RAT): Optimi-
sation of cell reselection/handover parameters in order to cope with the un-
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equal traffic load and to minimize the number of handovers and redirections
needed to achieve the load balancing.
• RACH Optimisation: An automatic RACH (Random Access CHannel) op-
timization function monitors the prevailing conditions, e.g., a change on
RACH load, uplink interference, and determines and updates the appropri-
ate parameters.
• Automatic Neighbour Relation Function: Will allow an eNB to build and
maintain its neighbour relationship table (NRT).
• Inter-cell Interference Coordination: System interference is coordinated on
the basis of the physical resource blocks (PRBs).
General guidelines are provided by the standard for each of these use cases.
This includes suggestions for the input data that can be used (measurements, statis-
tics, performance data), the output provided by each algorithm, the influenced enti-
ties and parameters, the impacted specifications and interfaces. The specific details
and the actual design of the SON functions are left up to the vendors. In a mul-
tivendor environment, this aspect of SON will, as mentioned before, increase the
need for coordination.
3.6 Conlusions
While SON can provide a lot of advantages for LTE users and mobile network
operators, a lot of aspects need to be considered when designing such algorithms.
After a careful consideration of these aspects, as part of the design of the handover
self-optimization algorithm presented in Chapters 6 to 9 two important choices
have been made. First, we opted for a distributed architecture for our solution; this
means that the handover self-optimization algorithm will run in each eNB indepen-
dently instead of being controlled by a central entity. This would be most suited
for handover optimization as the performance of the procedure may vary from cell
to cell and is supported by the possibility of neighbouring eNBs to communicate
via the X2 interface. Secondly, the operator policy will be part of the designed so-
lution. While the operator policy provides general gridlines describing the desired
effect the optimization should have, the handover self-optimization algorithm will
translate it into a series of weights and thresholds.
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LTE handover: blueprint & design
model
“The grass is always greener on the other side
...
And when time is running out, you wanna stay alive”
– ’Side’ - Travis
As described in Chapter 2, handover is one of the main procedures that ensure
that users can move freely within the network, switching between different eNBs
while making a call. In this chapter, we will take a closer look at the standard
intra-frequency handover procedure as described in the 3GPP standard. As you
may remember, by intra-frequency it is meant that both the current cell and the
target cell are using the same frequency. Also, the handover we will be looking at
is always a horizontal one, i.e. performed within the same technology, in this case
LTE.
This chapter will cover the flow of handover events, triggers and actions as
well as unwanted events that can occur during handover (such as handover failures
or ping-pong handovers). This in-depth look at the default procedure will serve as
building ground for the developed handover self-optimization algorithm that will
be described in Chapters 6 to 9.
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4.1 Basic handover procedure in LTE systems
Mobility is the most important feature of a wireless cellular communication sys-
tem. Usually, continuous service is achieved by supporting handover (HO) from
one cell to another. Handover is the process of changing the channel (frequency,
time slot, spreading code, or combination of them) associated with the current
connection while a call is in progress. It is often initiated either by crossing a cell
boundary or by deterioration in quality of the signal in the current channel (e.g.
due to heavy load). Handover is divided into two broad categories- hard (H-HO,
”break before make”) and soft ( S-HO, ”make before break”). In hard handovers,
current resources are released before new resources are used; in soft handovers,
both existing and new resources are used during the handover process. Poorly
designed handover schemes tend to generate very heavy signalling traffic (both
between the eNB and the UE and between the eNBs negotiating the handover), a
dramatic decrease in quality of service (QoS) or even call dropping by the network
if the handover is not successful.
Handover in the new LTE systems follows the same general rules and princi-
ples as those described above. However, some differences are inevitable. First of
all there is no S-HO in LTE, as is the case with its predecessor, UMTS. There-
fore, the resources of an ongoing call will first be released by the source eNodeB
(SeNB) and then allocated again to it by the target eNodeB (TeNB). This may re-
duce load in the network but raises a new challenge: means of providing a seamless
handover. Also, the time it takes to perform the HO becomes critical for achieving
the desired QoS. The intra-frequency LTE handover procedure can be described in
general lines as follows. The SeNB sends measurement configuration settings to
the UE. The UE performs measurements on surrounding cells and measurements
are reported to SeNB if a specific event is triggered. The SeNB contacts TeNB,
as part of the HO preparation phase and the TeNB provides information to SeNB
so that the UE can connect to it. Then the SeNB sends handover command to
UE, including information provided by the TeNB. The UE uses this information to
access the TeNB and then connects to it.
In Figure 4.1, a flowchart is presented describing the intra-MME/Serving Gate-
way HO procedure and each step in the figure is detailed as included in [1].Intra
E-UTRAN Handover is used to hand over a UE from a SeNB to a TeNB using
the X2 interface when the MME and S-GW are unchanged. The presence of IP
connectivity between the S-GW and the SeNB is assumed. The HO procedure is
performed without EPC involvement, i.e. preparation messages are directly ex-
changed between the eNBs [2].
0. The UE context within the SeNB contains information regarding roaming
restrictions (Area Restriction information) which are provided either at con-
nection establishment or at the last TA update.
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Figure 4.1 Flow of handover messages in LTE
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1. The SeNB configures the UE measurement procedures according to the area
restriction information. This message defines the measurement reporting
thresholds. Periodical reporting may also be configured.
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2. The UE sends a MEASUREMENT REPORT as soon as a target cell fulfils
the reporting thresholds as defined by the previous message.
3. The SeNB makes the decision to hand off UE based on MEASUREMENT
REPORT and RRM information .
4. The SeNB issues a HANDOVER REQUEST message to the TeNB passing
necessary information to prepare the HO at the target side.
5. Admission Control (AC) may be performed by the TeNB. If the resources
can be granted to the UE, the TeNB configures the required resources and
reserves a C-RNTI and optionally a RACH preamble.
6. The TeNB sends the HANDOVER REQUEST ACKNOWLEDGE to the
SeNB. The HANDOVER REQUEST ACKNOWLEDGE message includes
a transparent container to be sent to the UE as part of the Handover Com-
mand. The container includes a new C-RNTI (as reserved in Step 5), target
eNB security algorithm identifiers for the selected security algorithms. It
may also include a dedicated RACH preamble, indication of the expiry time
of the dedicated RACH preamble.
Note: As soon as the source eNB receives the HANDOVER REQUEST AC-
KNOWLEDGE, or as soon as the transmission of the HANDOVER COM-
MAND is initiated in the downlink, data buffering and forwarding may be
initiated.
Steps 7 to 16 provide means to avoid data loss during HO.
7. The SeNB generates the HANDOVER COMMAND (RRC message) and
sends it to the UE. The HANDOVER COMMAND includes the transpar-
ent container, which has been received from the TeNB. After this point,
the SeNB starts forwarding the downlink packets to the TeNB. The UE
receives the HANDOVER COMMAND with necessary parameters and is
commanded by the SeNB to perform the HO.
8. The SeNB sends the status information to the TeNB indicating the packets
that were acknowledged by the UE. The TeNB starts buffering the forwarded
packets.
9. After receiving the HANDOVER COMMAND, UE performs synchronisa-
tion to TeNB and accesses the target cell via the random access (RACH)
contention-free procedure if a dedicated RACH preamble was allocated in
HANDOVER COMMAND or following a contention-based procedure if no
dedicated preamble was allocated.
10. The TeNB gives the uplink allocation and timing advance information to the
UE.
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11. When the UE has successfully accessed the target cell, the UE sends the
HANDOVER CONFIRM message (including the previously assigned C-
RNTI) along with an uplink Buffer Status Report when required to the TeNB
to indicate that the handover procedure is completed. The TeNB verifies the
C-RNTI sent in the HANDOVER CONFIRM message. The TeNB can now
begin sending data to the UE.
12. The TeNB sends a PATH SWITCH message to MME to inform that the UE
has changed cell.
13. The MME sends a USER PLANE UPDATE REQUEST message to the
Serving Gateway (S-GW).
14. The S-GW switches the downlink data path to the TeNB.
15. S-GW sends a USER PLANE UPDATE RESPONSE message to MME.
16. The MME confirms the PATH SWITCH message with the PATH SWITCH
ACK message.
17. By sending RELEASE RESOURCE the TeNB informs success of HO to
SeNB which allows the SeNB to release the resources.
18. Upon reception of the RELEASE RESOURCE message, the SeNB can re-
lease radio and control plane related resources associated to the UE context.
4.1.1 Handover triggering
The UE monitors its SeNB and neighbouring eNBs (NeNBs) by periodically per-
forming downlink radio channel measurements of the RSRP on the pilot channel.
The 3GPP specifications [3, Section 5.5.4.4] define RSRP (Reference Signal Re-
ceived Power) as single input measurement for the HO algorithm. RSRP is defined
as the linear average over the power contributions (in [W]) of the resource ele-
ments that carry cell-specific reference signals within the considered measurement
frequency bandwidth. For RSRP determination, the cell-specific reference signals
R0 according to [4] shall be used (see Figure 2.15 on page 47). Cell-specific refer-
ence signals R1 may be also used if available. The RSRP can be measured while
in RRC CONNECTED or RRC IDLE states.
According to [5] , the UE shall be able to identify new intra-frequency cells and
perform RSRP measurements of identified intra-frequency cells without an explicit
intra-frequency neighbour cell list containing physical layer cell identities. During
the RRC CONNECTED state the UE shall continuously measure identified intra
frequency cells and additionally search for and identify new intra-frequency cells.
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Before being used for evaluation criteria, the measured RSRP values are to
be filtered [3, Section 5.5.3.2] over an interval of 200 ms by L3 according to the
following formula:
Fn = (1− αRSRP )Fn−1 + αRSRPMn (4.1)
where
• Mn is the latest received RSRP value (layer 1 measurement);
• Fn is the updated, filtered RSRP value;
• Fn−1 is the previous filtered RSRP value.
• αRSRP is equal to 1/2k/4 where k is the filter coefficient
Although the L3 sample time is set to 200 ms, it is still possible to calculate
a new L3 filtered measurement every time a new L1 measurement is available,
i.e. every 40 ms. This is done by letting the L3 filtered measurements overlap in
time, but still filtering over a period of 200 ms. If k is set to 0, no L3 filtering is
applicable.
Figure 4.2 HO triggering principle
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If certain network configured conditions are satisfied (as communicated in Step
1 in Figure 4.1), then the UE sends the corresponding measurement report (MR)
(See Step 2 in the same figure) indicating the triggering event, as indicated in
Figure 4.2. In case of a HO, the MR trigger is the condition A3 [3, Section 5.5.4.4],
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a relative condition between cells. A HO is initiated when the following condition
is met for a certain amount of time, referred to as Time-to-Trigger or TTT:
Start condition
RSRPNeNB +Ofn+Ocn−Hys > RSRPSeNB +Ofs+Ocs+Off (4.2)
Stop condition
RSRPNeNB +Ofn+Ocn+Hys > RSRPSeNB +Ofs+Ocs+Off (4.3)
where
• RSRPNeNB and RSRPSeNB are the RSRP values of a neighbour and of
the current serving cell, respectively
• Ofn, Ocn are the frequency/cell specific offsets of the neighbour cell, ex-
pressed in dB
• Ofs, Ocs are the frequency/cell specific offsets of the serving cell, ex-
pressed in dB
• Hys is the hysteresis parameter for this event, expressed in dB.
• Off is the offset parameter for this event, expressed in dB
4.1.2 Control parameters
Based on the information presented in Section 4.1.1, the two main control param-
eters that govern HO triggering are Hysteresis (Hys) and Time-To-Trigger (TTT).
These two parameters determine the moment at which a HO will be triggered and
thus will influence HO performance, by making some events more or less probable.
If a HO is triggered early (small combination of Hys and TTT values), the chances
of handing over to a wrong cell increase. On the other hand, triggering a HO too
late (large combination of Hys and TTT values) will increase the chances that the
connection will be dropped before HO is completed, since the user is moving out
of the coverage of its SeNB.
4.1.2.1 Hysteresis
Hysteresis is defined by the standard [3, Section 6.3.5] as an integer belonging
to the interval [0,30], which will then be multiplied with 0.5 dB, resulting in 31
possible hysteresis values between 0 dB and 15 dB.
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4.1.2.2 Time-to-trigger
The time the RSRP condition in Equation 4.2 has to hold for initiating a HO is
specified by the time-to-trigger parameter. The time-to-trigger values for LTE net-
works are specified by 3GPP (see [3, Section 6.3.5]). The values are : 0, 0.04,
0.064, 0.08, 0.1, 0.128, 0.16, 0.256, 0.32, 0.48, 0.512, 0.64, 1.024, 1.280, 2.560
and 5.120 seconds. These 16 values are the only valid time-to-trigger values.
4.1.3 Control signalling
Every time the eNB derives a new value for the Hysteresis or TTT, this value has to
be made available to all the users in the cell. [3, Section 6.3.5 ] lists Hysteresis and
TTT as separate Measurement information elements, which are then included as
sub-fields in several other intermediate messages ( Report Config EUTRA, Report
Config To Add Mod List, Meas Config which is Step 1 in Figure 4.1), and finally
part of the RRC Connection Reconfiguration message.
This message used by the SeNB to configure, modify or release intra-frequency
measurements (in the case of handover, RSRP), as mentioned in Section 4.1. This
will also aid the SeNB in completing its intra-frequency Neighbour Relation Ta-
ble (NRT) in an automated fashion. As the UE searches for neighbouring cells,
it identifies their Physical Layer Cell Identities (PCI) and reports the measured
RSRP to the SeNB. The SeNB receives the neighbour cell measurements and de-
cides whether or not the UE should complete a handover. If a handover is to be
completed, the SeNB checks whether or not the reported PCI is included within its
existing neighbour database. If the PCI is included, then the SeNB proceeds with
the handover procedure. If the PCI is not included, then the SeNB proceeds with
the automatic neighbour relation definition procedure. The addition of a neighbour
increases the handover signalling requirement but once added, the neighbour can
be used by all other UEs.
However, there is no clear definition of when this message will be sent or a
limitation regarding its periodicity. It all depends on the vendor specific imple-
mentation and signalling overhead and hardware capacity should be kept in mind.
When the Hysteresis and TTT are changed, one could signal all the UEs in the cell
or simply rely on mobility to take care of this as UEs may go into RRC IDLE and
once they come back to into RRC CONNECTED, they will anyhow be reconfig-
ured (timer for going to RRC IDLE is in the range of tens of seconds). The latter
will of course result in some UEs behaving according to the old configuration. In
case Hysteresis and TTT setting changes are applied one user/ session at a time,
the convergence time and responsiveness to changes in load or traffic patterns of
the SON algorithm will be considerably affected, as the impact of a new HOP
value will take a long time to be observed.
A vendor may thus decide to send a new RRC Connection Reconfiguration
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message for each change in HOP. Although the Hysteresis and TTT can be coded
using only 5 bits and 4 bits respectively, the size of the resulting RRC Connection
Reconfiguration message will be significantly larger, due to some mandatory pa-
rameters which need to be included in the Report Config EUTRA message. For
Information Elements (IEs) indicated as optional, even if they are not included,
one bit is needed for each to indicate that it is absent. Similarly for choice state-
ments, a few bits will be required depending on the number of choices e.g. 1 bit
for 2 alternatives, 2 bits for 4 alternatives etc. Thus, the size of this message varies
quite a bit. From [6] the size of this message can have values of 26 Bytes (if only
measurement information is updated), 84 Bytes or 163 Bytes, while other values
are not excluded.
4.2 Simplified handover procedure
Based on the previously presented elements, a simplified version of the default
HO procedure (where no optimization is included) was designed. This version is
presented in Figure 4.3 and the non-standardized details of the implementation will
be described below. This simplified procedure will serve as a starting point for the
handover self-optimization algorithm that will be later developed and described in
Chapters 6 to 9.
As part of step 1 (Measurement control), the UE always has access to the
current settings of the Hysteresis and TTT parameters. These values are used for
assessing if a MR should be sent, as described in Section 4.1.1. Equations 4.2 and
4.3 have also been simplified, becoming:
Start condition
RSRPNeNB > RSRPSeNB +Hys (4.4)
Stop condition
RSRPNeNB +Hys > RSRPSeNB (4.5)
The start and stop conditions need to hold for the duration of the TTT in order
for a neighbour to be added or respectively removed from the list of possible HO
targets. These new conditions only take into account the Hysteresis parameter as
the other offsets have a similar effect, i.e. increase or decrease the RSRP differ-
ence that is needed in order for the condition to be fulfilled, so they have all been
merged into one parameter. Thus all users in the cell will use the same Hysteresis
settings which will make it easier to determine the impact it has on the handover
performance.
When the UE modifies the list of neighbours that are eligible for a HO to, i.e.
a cell is added or removed from the list, (step 2 in Figure 4.3), the UE will send
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Figure 4.3 Simplified version of the HO procedure
UE Serving eNB Target eNB
2. Measurement report
1. Measurement control
3. HO decision
4. HO request
5. Admission 
control
6. Admission control decision
7. HO command
8. Handover
9. Handback
a MR to its SeNB. Multiple possible handover targets are included in one MR,
along with their RSRP at the time of when the MR was sent. The list of handover
target cells that is associated with a UE is reset at the moment the UE breaks the
connection with its SeNB to perform a handover (step 8).
In LTE, HO is referred to as being UE assisted network controlled. This means
that the UE provides the SeNB with information regarding potential TeNB by
sending MRs. It is however up to the SeNB to decide when and to which target
the HO will be initiated. How this is implemented is vendor specific. Possibly not
every MR will result in an immediate HO. Also the criteria on which the target cell
picked may be more complex. Intuitively, the strongest cell will be picked first,
although this is not standardized. This is left up to the vendor so more information
may be also considered.
In our implemetation, having received a MR from the UE, the SeNB will de-
cide to initiate HO for that user (step 3). The SeNB will pick the best eNB from the
MR list and issue a HO request to this eNB (TeNB) in step 4. The TeNB will apply
its AC mechanism (step 5) and decide if it has enough resources to accommodate
the user (and more importantly its ongoing session). Its decision will be sent back
to the SeNB as part of step 6.
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If the TeNB’s AC mechanism gives a positive answer, the SeNB will instruct
the UE to handover to the TeNB by sending a HO command (step 7). The UE will
handover to the TeNB (step 8), which now becomes the new SeNB, and continue
its session there. In some cases, it might be that the TeNB was poorly chosen, and
the UE is unable to connect to it due to poor quality of the radio connection. In this
case, the UE will attempt to return to its SeNB performing a handback procedure
(step 9).
If however the TeNB’s AC decides it does not have enough resources available
for the new user, the HO request from the SeNB will be denied. What actions the
SeNB takes in this case, is again part of the vendor specific handover algorithm.
The SeNB will pick a new TeNB from the MR it received in step 2 and try again.
Also, in order to minimize the number of future rejected HO request, this particular
TeNB will not be considered eligible for HO for a certain time even if it is included
in subsequent MRs. This loop (steps 3 to 6) will be repeated until one TeNB
accepts the HO request or until the UE moves out of the coverage of the SeNB and
is dropped. Since the HO procedure is a time sensitive matter, one MR includes
multiple possible HO targets as to save time in case the HO to the initial TeNB
does not work out.
Note that if step 8 fails and the user is unable to connect to the TeNB that
already agreed to receive him, the SeNB will not send any more HO requests
to other TeNBs on its behalf. In that case, the user first needs to successfully
reconnect to its original SeNB (complete step 9) and then send out a new MR
report if the conditions for doing so are met.
This simplified flow of events was designed having in mind the envisioned so-
lution for the optimization algorithm of this procedure which is a distributed one
(i.e. decision are taken independently by each eNB). In this simplified version,
the MME and S-GW are not present thus the path switch loop, i.e. steps 12 to
16 from Figure 4.1, was neglected. It has been assumed that this would always
be performed correctly and would only account for some minor delay. For imple-
mentation purpose no data buffering or forwarding is performed. The small time
interval in which the UE is performing the HO and is no longer connected to any
eNB will account for some traffic loss which is modelled in the simulator and is
accounted for as a delay also. The RACH procedure (step 9 in 4.1) was replaced by
an average delay that this procedure introduces (see next chapter for more details).
4.3 Handover performance indicators
Handover is a necessary and unavoidable procedure that allows users to continue
their call as they are travelling through the network. But as is the case with any
such procedure, there are several events that can happen during it and impact its
performance. We can refer here to unwanted events, such as radio link failures and
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handover failures, events that should be avoided, such as ping-pong handovers,
but also the operator policy that is applied. Based on the mentioned events that
can occur during or as a result of a handover, three statistics have been defined.
These statics will be referred to as Handover Performance Indicators (HPI) and are
used to assess the performance of both the non-optimized and the self-optimizing
handover procedure.
User QoE can be characterized by packet loss, delays, interruption times, etc.
Some of these metrics are however associated even with successful HOs (packet
loss if no forwarding mechanism is in place, interruption always when switching
SeNB, etc). Successful HOs can obviously not be avoided. The visibility of packet
loss and delays also depends on the type of session the user is in. Voice calls have
much tighter requirements than web-browsing.
Also, these direct measures represent the effect of the events we do measure:
RLFs (calls are dropped), HOFs and HPPs (delay and packet loss). As the goal
of the optimization is to try to fix the cause of poor QoE, we chose these HPIs as
input.
4.3.1 Radio link failures
According to [7], the downlink radio link quality of the serving cell (based on the
cell-specific reference signal) will be monitored by the UE for the purpose of indi-
cating in-sync/out-of-sync status to higher layers comparing it to two thresholds:
Qin and Qout in dB. These thresholds correspond to a 2 % BER and a 10 % BER
respectively of a hypothetical PDCCH transmission taking into account errors with
transmission parameters specified in Tables 7.6.1-1 and 7.6.1-2 in [5].
If the radio link quality is lower than Qout for 200ms, an ‘out-of-sync’ indica-
tion will be sent to Layer3 (L3). Similarly, if the radio link quality is better than
Qin for 100 ms, a ‘in-sync’ indication will be sent to L3. Note that two consecutive
L1 to L3 indications (e.g. in/out-of-sync) must be at least 10 ms apart.
Using the description above, the detection of a RLF can be explained using the
following pseudo code:
Note:
• T300 determines how long the UE will wait for the reception of RRC Con-
nection Setup or RRC Connection Reject message , following the transmis-
sion of a RRC Connection Request message
• T301 specifies how long after the UE will wait for the reception of RRC
Connection Reestablishment or RRC Connection Reestablishment Reject
message after the transmission of RRC Connection Reestablishment Re-
quest message
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Algorithm 1 RLF detection pseudo code
if L3 receives N310 consecutive ”out− of − sync” indications from L1
then
if T300, T301, T304, T311 not running then
start T310
end if
end if
if L3 receives N311 consecutive ”in− sync” indications from L1 then
if T310 running then
stop T310
end if
end if
if T310 expired then
RLF detected
end if
• T304 determines how long the UE has to complete a HO to EUTRA once a
RRCConnectionReconfiguration message has been received
[3, Section 6.3.6] specifies the values of the radio link failure (RLFs) related
timers and constants. Timer T310 determines how long the UE will wait for the
reception of RRC Connection Reestablishment or RRC Connection Reestablish-
ment Reject message, following the transmission of a RRC Connection Reestab-
lishment Request. The timer is started upon detecting physical layer problems i.e.
upon receiving N310 consecutive out-of-sync indications from lower layers (L1).
This timer will be stopped upon receiving N311 consecutive in-sync indications
from lower layers, upon triggering the handover procedure and upon initiating the
connection re-establishment procedure. At its expiry, if security is not activated,
the UE goes to RRC IDLE else, the UE initiates the connection re-establishment
procedure.
Timer T311is started upon initiating the RRC connection re-establishment pro-
cedure and stopped at the selection of a suitable E-UTRA cell or a cell using an-
other RAT. At its expiry the UE will enter RRC IDLE.
The default values are in bold italics:
• T310= [0, 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000, 2000]ms
• T311 = [1000, 3000, 5000, 10000, 15000, 20000, 30000]ms
• N310 = 1, 2,4,6,8,10,20
• N311 = 1, 2,4, 6, 8,10
Based on the previously mentioned timers and constants, the minimum and
maximum time for a RLF detection can be calculated as presented in Figure 4.4:
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Figure 4.4 Maximum (top) and minimum (bottom) time for a RLF detection
1 x 200ms + 19 x 10ms + 2000ms = 2390 ms                 
N310 Gaps between 2 “out‐of‐sync “s
T310Out‐of‐sync indication
1 x 200ms + 0 x 10ms + 0 ms = 200 ms                         
Since we can assume that the radio link quality measurements are performed
similarly to the RSRP one using a sliding window, we need 200 ms for the ini-
tial value (or out-of-sync indication) and 10 ms for each subsequent one. N310
out-of-sync indications need to be sent to L3 before detecting a RLF. As N310
can have values between 1 and 20, the number of gaps between two out-of-sync
indications will vary between 0 and 19. Finally, T310 will be started which has a
value between 0 and 2000 ms.
Two phases govern the behaviour associated to RLF as shown on Figure 4.5
[1]:
• First phase - Starts upon radio problem detection and will lead to radio link
failure detection. This phase is based on timer or other (e.g. counting) crite-
ria (T1). The UE may recover from the RLF by returning to the same SeNB
and resume its activity without explicit signalling. If there is no recovery
during T1, the second phase is triggered.
• Second Phase - This phase is also timer based (T2). The UE may recover
through an RRC Connection Reestablishment procedure; reestablishment
may be performed in any cell to which the UE’s context is made available: a
different cell from the same eNB or a cell of a prepared eNB1. In this case,
activity will be resumed with explicit control signalling between the UE and
the new SeNB. The UE may also pick a new eNB through the Cell Reselec-
tion procedure. Of course in this case, the user’s call will be dropped. If no
recovery occurs within T2, the UE will go into RRC IDLE and consequently
the user’ call will be dropped.
A particular case of RLF is a handback failure (step 9 in Figure 4.3). If, after
the user has unsuccessfully tried to attach to the TeNB as part of a handover, it
fails to re-attach to its SeNB, the RLF (referred to as a handback failure or HBF)
will occur and the call will be dropped.
1eNB which has admitted the UE during the HO preparation phase
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Figure 4.5 Phases of a RLF
The metric defined by these events is the Radio Link Failure ratio (RLFR). It
is computed as the number of RLFs plus the number of handback failures divided
by the total number of calls accepted into the network (equation 4.6).
RLFR =
#RLF + #HBF
#Accepted calls
(4.6)
The details on the actual implementation and constants involved in detecting a
RLF will be explained in the next chapter.
4.3.2 Handover failures
A handover failure (HOF) refers to a HO that was initiated but not successfully
completed due to poor radio conditions at the TeNB. This means the UE will not
be handed over to a new cell and its call may be dropped if a HBF also occurs.
To clarify, the difference between a RLF and a HOF is determined by when
each event occurs and what its consequences are. A HOF can only occur when a
HO has been initiated and not completed, while a RLF happens while the user is
not executing a HO. The result of the RLF is that the user will be dropped while in
case of a HOF the user may try to return to its previously SeNB.
Handover failure handling is the standardized procedure to be applied when the
process to connect to a chosen target cell during handover fails. Handover failure
handling can include:
• Keeping the UE on the SeNB if handover to the TeNB fails, i.e. perform a
HB procedure. If this also fails (HBF), the UE’s session(s) will be termi-
nated as it is no longer served by any eNB.
• Handover to a different target eNB if handover to the first target eNB fails.
Both these options are included in the simplified version of the HO procedure
previously presented by the use of the Handback procedure and the SeNB trying
multiple TeNBs until HO is successfully completed.
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The Handover Failure Ratio is calculated as the number of failed handovers to
the number of handover attempts (equation 4.7):
HOFR =
#HOF
#HO attempts
(4.7)
Note that by HO attempt we refer to all HOs that were initiated (i.e. a HO
command was sent to the UE by its serving eNB), regardless of what the outcome
of this HO is. Thus, the number of HO attempts can be computed by adding the
number of successful HOs to the number of HOFs.
This way of defining a HOF would be equal to being able to recover before the
expiry of T2 as described in Figure 4.5. But indeed only a HOF is counted and not
a RLF as RLFs always cause a call to be dropped in our simulator. If we were to
count each HOF also as a RLF, not much would change as HOFs are very seldom.
4.3.3 Ping pong handovers
If a call is handed over to a new eNB and is handed back to the SeNB in less than
the critical time (Tcrit) this handover is considered to be a ping-pong handover.
Although the HOs included in a HPP are both successful, these events are less
desirable. Since LTE supports only H-HO, every successful HO may cause some
data loss. Depending on the user’s session type, this is will more or less noticeable
(a short silence in a voice call, or temporary degradation of data throughput in
a data connection). Also, HOs that could have been avoided will increase the
signalling load of the network.
The ping-pong handover ratio (HPPR) is defined as the ratio of the number of
ping-pong handovers to the number of successful outgoing handovers from the first
cell in the sequence (equation 4.8).A HO is considered successful when the UE can
attach to its new SeNB (previously TeNB) and its session is also transferred.
HOFR =
#HPP
#succesful HOs
(4.8)
4.3.4 Operator policy
As mentioned in Chapter 3, operator policy is an important part of any self-
optimization algorithm design. In this particular case, it will be an integral part
of the self-optimization algorithm that will tune the Hysteresis and TTT values in
an automated fashion. As the operators will not only benefit from the advantages
this algorithm can provide, they will also have to assume responsibility with regard
to goal setting when it comes to optimization decisions.
A lot of aspects and limitations have to be taken into account and compro-
mises reached in order to ensure these goals can be met. Limitations may include
the budget available for building and controlling/optimising the network and the
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limited number of sites. Compromises will be determined by the need to balance
accessibility to the system (i.e. the call setup success ratio), retainability (i.e. call
dropping ratio), quality (i.e. throughput) and coverage.
When talking about HO, HO stability is one of the things that first come to
mind. This is referring to a HO being triggered timely and towards the correct cell.
The timeliness of the HO triggering is, of course, directly linked to the user speed.
Thus, slow and fast moving users may benefit from different settings. Static users
near cell edge may HO to a neighbouring cell that seemed better for a short amount
of time and then handback to the original cell. As explained before, this ping-pong
HO is an undesirable event since it will determine data loss and extra signalling.
On the other hand, fast moving users will encounter problems with small cells ; if
the user is to deep in the new cell when HO is triggered and completed , chances
that the user’s call may be dropped increase. Therefore a balance must be achieved
not only between RLF and HPP ratios but also between the setting for Hysteresis,
TTT and the measurement interval. Also it may be good practice to disable anti-
’ping-pong’ algorithm when the RSRP approaches minimum operating level.
Giving a higher priority to HO calls than to new call setups is a way of
ensuring that a user will be in the system for as long as possible, ideally until
his call/ session is finished. Most Admission Control (AC) mechanisms take this
call distinction into account when calculating if the requested resources can be
allocated to a user. Having as many users in the system as possible is only one side
of the issue, while ensuring a minimum throughput-per-user is another.
More specifically, in our case the operator policy was used for mediating the
conflicts that may arise between the three HPIs. Later on, it will also be used
to balance the actual HO performance with the signalling cost the optimization
introduces, as will be described in Chapter 9.
The three HPIs are tightly interconnected, i.e. a setting that reduces RLFs by
triggering HO early will most likely increase the number of HPP and vice versa.
So not both of these HPIs can be simultaneously minimized. As mentioned before,
based on each operator’s strategy and preferences, it might be that some of these
metrics may be considered more important than others. With this in mind, the three
HPI have been used to compute a new overall statistic which manages to quantify
the HO performance (HP).
The HP is calculated according to Equation 4.9:
HP =
wRLFR ∗RLFR+ wHOFR ∗HOFR+ wHPPR ∗HPPR
wRLFR + wHOFR + wHPPR
(4.9)
where wRLFR, wHOFR, wHPPR are the policy dependent weights given to
the RLFR, HOFR and HPPR.
The result of equation 4.9 is a dimensionless number between 0 and 1, 0 being
perfect performance. The lower the HP value is, the better the performance is
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considered to be.
The introduction of a single parameter offers a good quantification of hand-
over performance. It is easier to take optimization decision if one has to look only
at one value. In case of the HP, the fact that three statistics are combined in one
value offers alignment for the optimization decisions. If the algorithm would look
at each statistic separately, decisions for each of them should be reached. In or-
der to minimize HOFR and HPPR, higher HOP values will be preferred and the
algorithm will try to reach the upper part of the HOP space (late handover so right
cell is picked). In the case of RLFR, lower settings are better (early handover so
call is not dropped), so the algorithm would have to reach the lower corner of the
HOP space. Given these choices, the algorithm would then have to mediate these
settings and come up with one setting to be applied in the system. This approach
may not lead to optimal results as it does not favour one statistic over another so
no one is happy in the end. By using the operator policy i.e. the weights, priority
is given to one statistic over the others which makes it easier to take a decision.
The values for these weights in equation 4.9 are a direct translation of the
operator policy, in the sense that they determine which of these metrics are more
relevant and need to be minimized and which can be tolerated. As most operators
will attempt to accept as many calls into the network while maintaining a good
quality for the ones already ongoing, it is natural to assume the highest weight will
be attributed to the RLFR, while HO failures are to be avoided but ping-pong HOs
are just tolerated as inevitable side effects of the RLF reduction.
Thus, the operator of a mobile network can influence the performance of the
self-optimization algorithm by manipulating the weight mix. Although any com-
bination of weights can be applied to equation 4.9, not all such combinations are
actually logical or preferred. If, for example, all the weights are set to the same
value (all the three statistics are given equal importance), the algorithm will at-
tempt to level the number of RLF with that of the HPPs and the HOFs although
the latter happen very seldom. If the weight of the RLFR is equal to the one
of the HPPR, then this certainly will introduce oscillations within the algorithm
since, once the RLFR decreases, the HPPR increases. Also, extreme values for
one weight compared to the other two, will probably reduce HPI in question but
will increase one of the other two well beyond the maximum accepted thresholds.
The operator should take this into account and set some realistic performance tar-
gets, which will be reflected by the values of the weights.
Of course, operator policy is always part of any kind of optimization operation,
even manual one. What we wanted to stress here is that now policy is no longer
applied offline but it becomes part of the closed, fully automated loop. Also, it
is important to understand how the high level policy is translated here into more
specific terms , i.e. a proportion that has to be maintained between statistics. This
translation of high level to low level policy is also part of the self-optimization
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algorithm.
4.4 Conclusions
In this chapter we have taken a look at the standard handover between two base
stations in LTE. We saw how a handover is triggered and what the default flow of
events is and what control signalling is associated with it. A simplified version
of the default flow was introduced which will be further used as a basis for op-
timization. For the handover process, and implicitly for its optimization, control
parameters and their ranges have been identified. Input metrics, based on events
that are coupled with handover, we also defined in this chapter. Because there is
a strong correlation between these handover performance indicators, operator pol-
icy was used to prioritize them and create one general metric that will quantify
network performance.
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Simulator
“I was just guessing at numbers and figures
Pulling the puzzles apart”
– ’The Scientist’ - Coldplay
In this chapter details are given on the simulator architecture and scenarios that
will be investigated in the following chapters. We have developed an OPNET R©
based simulator in close collaboration with the PATS (Performance Analysis of
Telecommunication Systems) research group from the University of Antwerp. The
developed simulator models eNBs and the communication between them (X2 in-
terface), as well as UEs, their movement and traffic generation. In this PhD, the
simulator was used to investigate the handover mechanism and its optimization,
while PATS focused on the Admission Control procedure.
5.1 OPNET Modeler overview
OPNET Modeler R© [1] accelerates the R&D process for analyzing and designing
communication networks, devices, protocols, and applications. Modeler provides
an environment for building protocols and device models. Users can analyze sim-
ulated networks to compare the impact of different technology designs on end-to-
end behaviour. Modeler incorporates a broad suite of protocols and technologies,
and includes a development environment to enable modelling of all network types
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and technologies including VoIP, TCP, IPv6, WiMAX, Zigbee, WLAN, UMTS,
etc.
Some key features that make OPNET the best candidate for system level sim-
ulations include:
• Fast discrete event simulation engine
• Hundreds of protocol and vendor device models with source code (complete
OPNET Model Library) that can be modified as needed
• Object-oriented modelling
• 32-bit and 64-bit fully parallel simulation kernel
• Open interface for integrating external object files, libraries, and other sim-
ulators
• Integrated, GUI-based debugging and analysis
OPNET Modeler uses a Project and Scenario approach to modelling networks.
A Project is a collection of related network scenarios in which each explores a
different aspect of network design. All projects contain at least one scenario. A
Scenario is a single instance of a network. Typically, a scenario presents a unique
configuration for the network, where configuration can refer to aspects such as
topology, protocols, applications, baseline traffic, and simulation settings.
Models may be chosen from the Model Library, which is an extensive library of
standards-based and vendor models or can be created by the user. Newer versions
of Modeler (v15 onward, 2009) include models for LTE as well. Its first release
however focused on the inner working of the eNB and there were no packets being
sent on the wireless interface. This made it impossible to collect the measurements
needed for triggering HO and creating traffic in the network. This was the driver
for developing our own custom LTE models. We built the LTE model from scratch,
since adapting a UMTS or even LTE model would have consumed too much time.
Even if our own custom LTE models remain valid, the usage of the current version
of the LTE models (as included in v16 of OPNET Modeler) may offer a more
complete picture on end-to-end communication, as the EPC for example is also
modelled by the standard library.
In Figure 5.1, the building blocks of the OPNET Modeler simulator are de-
tailed. The network editor depicts the topology of the desired network. Various
network elements (in this case eNBs and UEs) are placed on a world map and
possible physical links can be built between them. As we will later explain, in
the case of this simulator, all interfaces (both wireless and wired, such as the X2)
are simulated by direct interrupts and added delays (rather than actual packages
that flow between nodes and generate interrupts) so no ’wires’ can be seen in the
network.
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Behind each node (eNB or UE) there is a node model that dictates its behaviour.
Internally, OPNET node models have a modular structure. A node is defined by
connecting various modules with packet streams and statistic wires. The con-
nections between modules allow packets and status information to be exchanged
between modules. Each module placed in a node serves a specific purpose, such
as generating packets, queuing packets, processing packets, or transmitting and
receiving packets. Each of these modules is represented in turn by a Finite State
Machine (FSM), referred to as a Process model. The FSM is created with icons
(green and red circles) that represent states and lines that represent transitions be-
tween these states. Operations performed in each state or for a transition are de-
scribed in embedded C or C++ code blocks.
OPNET Modeler is an event-driven simulator. An event is a request for a
particular activity to occur at a certain time. Time, within the simulation, advances
when an event occurs. An OPNET simulation maintains a single global event list
that can be accessed by all objects that share a simulation time clock. Events
are scheduled on the list in time order. The first event on the list is the head.
An event has data associated with it such as the type of interrupt and the module
that issued it. Once an event completes, it is removed from the list. An event
becomes an interrupt when it reaches the head of the event list and is delivered by
the Simulation Kernel (SK) to the designated module. Data associated with the
event can be obtained by the module when the interrupt occurs. Certain modules,
processes, and queues can be selected to place initial interrupts on the event list.
Figure 5.2 shows how the event list works.
Figure 5.2 Flow of events in OPNET
New event
A process (within the
module)  gains
SK delivers an 
interrupt to the   
reaches head of
event list
control and
processes the 
interrupt
     
appropriate 
module
SK regains
control from 
module
SK deletes event from
event list, allowing a
new event to reach
head of list
When two events are scheduled for the same simulation time, these events
are actually simulated sequentially, though they appear to occur synchronously ac-
cording to the time clock. The SK uses one of two methods to determine execution
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order:
• Natural order method: The event that reaches the list first is executed first.
• Priority factor method:
– Modules and events are assigned priority factors.
– Events with a higher priority or originating from a higher priority mod-
ule are executed before events with a lower priority or from a lower
priority module.
5.2 Simulated entities and interfaces
As mentioned in the introduction, the simulator tool models eNBs, UEs and the
communications between eNBs, namely the X2 interface. These are the only net-
work elements involved in the simplified HO procedure as described in Figure 4.3
on page 80. In Figures 5.3 to 5.6 the node and process models of the eNB and
UE are presented. The eNB node is modelled by using one node model (enb proc)
and its associated FSM is depicted in Figure 5.4. Each UE contains two processes:
call generation and mobility and the associated FSMs are included in Figure 5.5
and Figure 5.6 respectively. The X2 interface is modelled by a series of interrupts
exchanged between two eNBs.
Figure 5.3 eNB and UE icons and node models
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Figure 5.4 eNB process model
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Figure 5.5 UE- Call generation process model
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Figure 5.6 UE- Mobility process model
Figure 5.7 gives an overview of the logical building blocks that make up the
developed simulator model. Each of these building blocks represents a function-
ality needed within the simulator. There is no one-to-one mapping between these
building blocks and the states in Figures 5.4 to 5.6, as one functionality (e.g. HO)
may be split over several states within the same node or in both the UE and eNB.
The arrows in Figure 5.7 indicate how these building blocks are connected to each
other: blocks may require input information from other blocks and can also supply
it to other building blocks. More details on the implemented functionality in each
block and the interaction between different blocks are provided in the different
sections of this chapter. All simulator parameter settings mentioned in sections
below in italics can be found in Table 5.3.
Figure 5.7 Simulator building block and connections
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At the start of a simulation, the eNBs will be given a position, the simulation
area is defined and every UE is put on its initial position in that area. During
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the simulation, UEs move around according to the random walk mobility model
described in Section 5.4. The propagation model applied in the simulator consists
of path loss and correlated shadow fading (see Section 5.5). During a simulation,
RSRP and SINR values will be calculated at the UEs (see Section 5.6). The RSRP
values serve as input for the HO procedure, and the SINR values are used by
the scheduler and when estimating the cell capacity and detecting RLFs. These
calculations replace the sending of actual packets over the wireless interface and
the pipeline stages, which are usually used by OPNET to decide whether or not a
packet can reach its intended destination.
During the simulation, the UEs will alternate between an active and an idle
state. For simplicity, it is assumed that an UE can only make one call at a time.
The moment a UE switches from the idle to the active state, a new call is gener-
ated. In this case, the UE selects the cell with the strongest signal (RSRP value)
and performs admission control (AC). If the call is accepted, its traffic generation
process starts. More details on the call and traffic generation processes are given
in Section 5.7.
For every cell, the HO, HO SON and the AC algorithms are implemented at
eNB level. For simplification, it is assumed that each eNB controls exactly one
cell. When, in reality, an eNB controls more than one cell, there will be one
instance of the HO SON for each cell. The AC algorithm decides whether or not
calls will be admitted to a cell. The switching of serving cell for active UEs is
controlled by the HO procedure. AC in the target cell for the UE and its current
call is part of the HO procedure.
Only the downlink direction is considered in the simulator. The downlink di-
rection was chosen since this will be the most heavily loaded direction as services
like web traffic and streaming video mainly operates in this direction. The traffic
generated by a call is sent towards the UE by its SeNB. The scheduling of the
traffic at the eNBs is performed using the scheduling rules described in Section
5.8. Based on the bit rates at which the eNB can send traffic towards the UEs,
the time-varying cell capacity is estimated. The AC algorithm of the cell bases its
decision on this estimation.
For the calls admitted into the network, QoS measurements (statistics on traffic
loss and call throughput) and HPIs (statistics on dropped calls, handover failures
and ping-pong handovers) are collected.
5.3 Network layout
Two types of network elements are considered in the simulator: eNBs and UEs.
A network layout as shown in Figure 5.8 is considered in the simulator: 25 eNBs
are placed on a square grid, where the distance between two neighbour eNBs on
the same horizontal or vertical line is referred to as Inter Site Distance (ISD).
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The eNBs are assumed to have an isotropic antenna which has the same radiation
intensity in each direction. An isotropic antenna was chosen for implementation
simplicity.
The simulation area that is considered is given by a square area framing all
eNBs; the size of this area is such that the distance between the borders of the map
and the edge eNBs is equal to half of the ISD. At the start of a simulation, all UEs
are uniformly distributed over the simulation area.
Figure 5.8 Network layout
Cells usually have regular shapes. Although hexagonal is the most conven-
tional one, square and circular shapes are also used. The hexagonal shape has the
added value that all eNBs would be equally distanced from each other on all di-
rections. They are also used for 3 sector cells. As we were using only one sector
and the implementation in Opnet of a hexagonal cell is not as straightforward, we
decided to go with a square cell (grid of eNBs). Hexagonal cells are also used for
three sector base station and we are using a one sector eNB in this study. However,
we feel that this distribution of eNBs will not impact the optimization results, es-
pecially since a handover between two sectors of the same eNB is not defined in
LTE.
5.4 Random walk model
The random walk model is used as the mobility model. Using its current location,
the UE obtains a mobility leg by randomly sampling a direction of movement, a
motion time and a constant velocity. The sampled leg is executed by the UE and
once the motion time is over, the next mobility leg is sampled and executed in the
same way, and so on. The UEs do not pause between executing two mobility legs.
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In the simulator, the direction of movement is sampled from a uniform distri-
bution over [0,2pi) ; this is unless, at the end of a leg, the UE ended up outside the
simulation area. In that case, the direction of movement may only be chosen from
those directions that force the UE back in the direction of the simulation area. Al-
though the UEs are initially uniformly distributed within the simulation area, due
to their movement and this adaptation of the random walk model (i.e. users being
pushed back into the simulation area when a border is reached), after some time,
this will no longer be the case.
The velocity is constant as given by the ’UE speed’ parameter and the motion
time is sampled from a gamma distribution with mean UE Mean Motion Time and
variance UE Var Motion Time. A gamma distribution was chosen because it is
a distribution that is supported on a semi-infinite interval and where (when using
adequate parameters) the highest probability mass is centred at a certain value, and
the probability for low and high values approaches zero. This reflects the lengths
of streets which are usually neither very short nor very long.
5.5 Path loss and shadow fading calculations
The used propagation model includes path loss and correlated shadow fading.
Thus, the received signal power (PRx in dBm) can be calculated as :
PRx = PTx − PL− L (5.1)
where PTx is the transmit signal power (in dBm), PL is the path loss (in dB)
and L is additional loss caused by shadow fading (in dB). The total transmit power
of an eNB (eNB Tx Power) is distributed equally over all resource blocks. A 5 MHz
spectrum allocation (which accounts for 25 resource blocks, see Table 2.4 on Page
45) in the 2.6 GHz frequency band is used. The gains of the transmitting and
receiving antennas, along with losses in the cables and connectors, are neglected
but can be considered to be included in PTx.
For the path loss model, the Okumura-Hata model for open space is used [2]
calculated with Equations 5.2 to 5.5. This model calculates the path loss associated
with any point on the map based in the distance from the eNB (R), the frequency
used (fc) and the height of the eNB (heNB).
L = A+B log10R−D (5.2)
A = 69.55 + 26.16 log10 fc − 13.82 log10 heNB (5.3)
B = 44.9− 6.55 log10 heNB (5.4)
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D = 4.78(log10 fc)
2 + 18.33 log10 fc + 40.94 (5.5)
For the shadow fading, a zero-mean Gaussian distribution in the log-domain
with a standard deviation given by Shadowing Stdev is used. The shadowing is
cross-correlated between two eNBs with a correlation coefficient given by Shad-
owing Corr Coeff and auto-correlated in space according to an exponential model:
Rs(∆d) = 2
−∆d
dcorr (5.6)
where ∆d is the distance between two locations on the map and dcorr is the
decorrelation distance Shadowing Decorr Dist. The decorrelation distance is cal-
culated as the ISD divided by 15, which seems to be a good approximation for this
parameter. The shadow maps are created using the method described in [3]. In
order to save memory, maps with a dimension of a few hundred pixels by a few
hundred pixels (Shadowing Map Size) are used in the simulator, which are then
tiled such that the whole simulation area is covered. The maps are constructed in
such a way that they fit seamlessly when they are tiled. The size of the tiles is
chosen such that they are relatively prime to the ISD in order to avoid having the
same shadowing conditions at the edges of multiple cells. Every pixel corresponds
with 1 m2. An example of a shadow map can be seen in Figure 5.9.
Figure 5.9 Example of shadow fading map 599 x 599 m with 5dB standard devia-
tion and decorrelation distance of 115.46 m
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5.6 RSRP and SINR calculation
During a simulation, RSRP and SINR values will be calculated by the UEs. These
calculations are usually done automatically by the Modeler pipeline stages in order
to determine if a packet has been correctly received or not. Since we chose to
work directly with interrupts, these calculations and some added delays model the
wireless medium. The RSRP and SINR values at a UE will be updated periodically
(every RSRP Update Interval).
5.6.1 RSRP
The RSRP value at a UE from an eNB is calculated based on the reference signal
transmit power (eNB RS Tx Power) of that eNB, using Equation 5.1.
Layer 3 filtering using a parameter αRSRP (RSRP Filter Parameter) is applied
on the RSRP values (in dBm) according to [Section 5.5.3.2 [4]]:
Fn = (1− αRSRP )Fn−1 + αRSRPMn (5.7)
where Mn is the latest calculated RSRP value (layer 1 measurement), Fn is the
updated filtered RSRP value and Fn−1 is the previous filtered RSRP value. The
α in the previous formula is equal to 1/2k/4 where k is the filtering coefficient
mentioned in [4] and in this case will be equal to 10. No layer 1 filtering is applied
in the simulator, as layer 1 filtering is mainly used for filtering out fast fading,
which is not considered in the simulator.
5.6.2 SINR
The SINR at the UE of the signal of the SeNB over one resource block is calculated
in the simulator assuming that all other eNBs are constantly sending data:
SINR =
S
I +N
(5.8)
where S is the received signal power of the SeNB over the resource block (calcu-
lated using Equation 5.1), I is the accumulated received signal power of all other
interfering eNBs and N is the thermal noise. The SINR values will be filtered us-
ing a parameter αSINR (SINR Filter Parameter), similarly to the RSRP filtering:
Sn = (1− αSINR)Sn−1 + αSINRTn (5.9)
where Sn is the updated filtered SINR value, Tn is the latest calculated SINR value
and Sn−1 is the previous filtered SINR value.
The computed SINR values will be used to delimit areas in which the same
MCS can be maintained, where the SINR values are mapped onto MCSs according
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Table 5.1 SINR - Bit rate per Resource Block mapping
Minimum SINR(dB) Bit rate ( kbps/RB)
-10 14.85
-7.86 23.6
-5.73 36.93
-3.59 56.54
-1.45 84.09
0.68 120.73
2.82 166.64
4.96 221.0
7.09 282.26
9.23 348.69
11.37 418.75
13.50 491.22
15.64 565.27
17.78 640.3
19.91 715.96
22.05 792.0
to Table 5.1. This table is based on a discretization of the formula 2.2 as given in
Annex A.1 of [5] and corresponds to the MCSs presented in Chapter 2. These
borders are important when calculating the cell capacity; whenever a UE crosses
one of these borders, the cell capacity needs to be recalculated. The SINR will
also be used to detect RLFs. If the SINR of an active UE falls below the minimum
SINR threshold (SINR Min), the ongoing call of the UE will be dropped.
5.7 Call generation
During a simulation, the UEs will alternate between an active and an idle state (see
Figure 5.10). An UE that is in the active state models that a call is ongoing for that
UE. For simplicity, it is assumed that a UE cannot maintain multiple simultane-
ously ongoing calls. At the beginning of the simulation, all UEs start in the idle
state. While a UE is active, it might be handed over to another cell according to
the handover procedure.
When a UE enters the idle state, the time that it will remain idle is drawn from
an exponential distribution with mean Call Idle Duration. When the idle time is
over, the UE switches to the active state and a new call is generated. According
to a traffic mix distribution Traffic Mix, the traffic type (voice, video, web) of the
call/session is chosen. Voice and video calls are categorised as real-time calls, and
web session as non-real-time traffic. For simplicity, we will further refer to all
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these three types of sessions as calls. Admission control is applied on the new
calls, in the cell that has the strongest RSRP at the UE. If the call is accepted by
the AC algorithm of the chosen SeNB, the UE starts to generate traffic. The traffic
types and their characteristics are implemented in accordance with [6].
Figure 5.10 Idle and active UE states
ongoing call ongoing call
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The average data rate for a voice call, Voice Avg Bit Rate, is taken to be 6.1
kbps (AMR codec with a source rate of 12.2 kbps and 50% activity factor), and
that of a video call, Video Avg Bit Rate 64 kbps. It is assumed that the voice and
video traffic is generated as a ’fluid flow’ of traffic, i.e., as a continuous bit stream
ignoring the discrete packet nature, at the average bit rate.
The call durations for voice and video calls are drawn from exponential dis-
tributions with mean Voice Mean Call Duration and Video Mean Call Duration.
Unless the call is dropped earlier due to a RLF or due to a handback failure, a
voice or video call finishes when its call duration is over. For web calls, the size
of a call (i.e its number of bits) is obtained by sampling a size for the main ob-
ject, Web Main Object Size, the number of embedded objects Web No Emb Objects
and sizes Web Emb Object Size for each of the embedded objects according to the
parameters and distributions in Table 5.2 in [6]. In contrast to the stand-alone ad-
mission control use case simulator, in the current simulator the sizes of all objects
are added together and this whole amount is passed to the eNB at the same time.
No lower layer protocols like IP, TCP, UDP, etc., are considered in the simulator.
A web call ends at the moment the UE received all its data, or earlier if the call is
dropped.
After a call finishes normally (i.e., it is not dropped), the UE switches back to
the inactive state. If a call is dropped, or a new call is rejected by the AC algorithm,
the call will be retried with a certain probability (Call Retry Probability). If the
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Table 5.2 Web browsing traffic model
Component Distribution Parameters
Main object size Truncated lognormal
Mean = 10710 B
Stdev= 25032 B
Min = 100 B
Max = 2 MB
Embedded object size Truncated lognormal
Mean = 7758 B
Stdev = 126168 B
Min = 50 B
Max = 2 MB
Number embedded objects Truncated Pareto
Mean = 5.64
Min= 0
Max = 53
Shape parameter = 1.1
Parsing time Exponential Mean = 0.13s
call needs to be retried, the UE waits for a small amount of time (typically the
time that is needed to redial a number or refresh a web page), denoted Call Retry
Duration, between attempts. AC is performed on that call in the cell that has the
best RSRP at that moment. For a retried call, the same traffic type and parameters
as for the original call will be used. If the call is not retried, the UE will switch to
the idle state.
5.8 Scheduling and cell capacity estimation
The capacity of a cell in LTE varies over time due to changing radio conditions at
the UE side and the decisions taken by the packet scheduler. An estimate of the
cell capacity is required by the AC algorithm in order for it to decide whether a
call can be admitted to the cell or not. Since the use of a full scale scheduler would
require a lot of computation power and increase simulation times, it was replaced
in this simulator by some simple scheduling rules. These rules assess how many
scheduling resources each active call receives in a certain time interval. The cell
capacity estimation will be based on the bit rate that can be associated with each
of the assigned scheduling resources.
Srt and Snrt represent the sets of all active RT calls, respectively NRT calls,
associated with a cell and B is the number of available scheduling resources per
time unit. It is assumed that the scheduling algorithm distinguishes between RT
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and NRT calls when distributing these resources among the calls, and applies the
following scheduling rules:
• RT calls are allocated the scheduling resources they require first
• If there are not enough scheduling resources to satisfy the needs of the RT
calls, they are all given a share of the resources that is proportional to the
number of scheduling resources they require.
• If there are enough resources to satisfy the needs of the RT calls, the remain-
ing resources are distributed equally among the NRT calls.
RT calls are given priority over NRT calls when there are not enough resources
to satisfy the needs of every call, because of their more strict delay requirements.
This is a characteristic that is counted upon by the AC algorithm when it decides
whether or not to accept a new call in the cell.
Given the SINR values for each active UE in the cell, bit rates can be associated
to them using a modified Shannon formula. In the simulator, the mapping of SINR
values onto MCSs and of MCSs onto bit rates given in Table 5.1 will be used. Note
that in reality the desired MCS is obtained from CQI values that are reported by
the UE; this is however not modelled in the simulator.
Assume that bi is the number of bits that can be sent by a call i in a single
scheduling resource. For a RT call i, if ri is the number of bits per time unit that
is required by the call, the number of scheduling resources the call needs per time
unit (ni) is given by equation 5.10:
ni =
ri
bi
(5.10)
The total number of scheduling resources that are needed per unit of time by
all the RT calls of the cell is denoted by n:
n =
Srt∑
i=0
ni. (5.11)
Three cases can then be distinguished:
1. n > B : the number of scheduling resources that are needed per unit of time
by RT calls is greater than the available number of scheduling resources per
time unit.
2. n < B and Snrt > 0 : the number of scheduling resources that are needed
per unit of time by RT calls is smaller than the available number of schedul-
ing resources per time unit and there are NRT calls.
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3. n < B and Snrt = 0 : the number of scheduling resources that are needed
per unit of time by RT calls is smaller than the available number of schedul-
ing resources per time unit and there are no NRT calls.
In the first case, each RT call will receive a share of the available resources that
is proportional to the number of scheduling resources it requires, while the NRT
calls receive no resources. The bit rate achieved by a RT call i, expressed in bits
per time unit (ai), is then given by equation 5.12:
ai =
B
n
nibi (5.12)
The cell capacity estimate C, expressed in bits per time unit, can be calculated
as 5.13:
C =
Srt∑
i=0
ai =
B
n
Srt∑
i=0
nibi =
B
n
Srt∑
i=0
ri (5.13)
In the second case, the RT calls will receive the amount of scheduling resources
they require (i.e., they will achieve their required bit rate). The remainder of the
scheduling resources will be distributed evenly among the NRT calls , which do
not require a certain number of bits per unit of time. The achieved bit rate of a NRT
call i, expressed in bits per time unit, is thus given by 5.14 and the cell capacity
estimate, in bits per time unit, is in this case calculated with 5.15:
ai =
B − n
Snrt
bi (5.14)
C =
Srt∑
i=0
ri +
Snrt∑
i=0
ai =
Srt∑
i=0
ri +
B − n
Snrt
∗
Snrt∑
i=0
bi (5.15)
In the third case, the RT calls will again receive the amount of scheduling
resources they require, but since there are no NRT calls to assign the remaining
resources to, these resources will be left unused. The cell capacity will in this case
be calculated based upon the bit rates achieved by the RT calls, but a correction
for the unused scheduling resources will be applied. The resulting cell capacity,
expressed in bits per time unit, is in this case given by 5.16, which is noted to be
the same as for the first case:
C =
B
n
Srt∑
i=0
ri (5.16)
The cell capacity estimates will be filtered over time using a parameter αcell cap
(Capacity Filter Parameter):
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Cn = (1− αcell cap)Cn−1 + αcell capEn (5.17)
where En is the latest estimate of the cell capacity, Cn is the updated filtered cell
capacity estimate and Cn−1 is the old filtered cell capacity estimate.
Since the cell capacity estimation method described above assumes fixed sets
Srt and Snrt of active calls associated with the cell and a fixed bi value associated
with every active UE i in the cell, the cell capacity needs to be recalculated each
time one of these values or the set of active calls changes. The occasions on which
the cell capacity needs to be recalculated thus are:
• A new call is accepted by the admission control algorithm of the cell.
• A call is handed over to another cell.
• A handover call arrives in a cell;
• The SINR of an active UE i is updated and this new SINR value yields
another bi value for that UE;
• A call finishes;
• A call is dropped (e.g., due to a RLF).
Each time the cell capacity is recalculated, the end time of each NRT call
is also recalculated. First, the amount of bits that a NRT call managed to send
between the current time and the previous time the cell capacity was recalculated
is subtracted from the total amount of bits that still needs to be sent by the call
(the result will never become negative since otherwise the call would have ended
before the recalculation of the cell capacity). Then, the new end time of the call is
calculated based upon the updated amount of bits that still needs to be sent and the
bit rate the call will receive during the forthcoming period.
5.9 Handover related aspects
In this section some aspects previously mentioned in Chapter 4 are detailed such
as the MR triggering, its content and the interaction with the AC algorithm. The
use and reservation of resources is also explained.
5.9.1 Measurement reports
Every active UE keeps a list of handover target cells. Cells are added and removed
from this list in accordance to these rules:
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• If a neighbour cellN is found for whichRSRPN > RSRPS +Hys during
a period with length TTT, this neighbour cell is added to the list.
• IfRSRPN < RSRPS−Hys during a period with length TTT, for a neigh-
bour cell N present in the list, this neighbour cell is removed from the list.
RSRPN and RSRPS denote the filtered RSRP at the UE from cell N and
its current serving cell. Hys denotes the hysteresis parameter of the handover
procedure and TTT the time-to-trigger parameter as explained in Chapter 4. A
handover optimisation algorithm would auto-tune the Hys and TTT parameter val-
ues associated with the eNB. These values are cell specific so the UE uses the
values provided by its SeNB.
Each time a cell is added to or removed from the list, the UE sends a MR that
contains the list and the RSRP value for each of the cells in the list to its SeNB.
The delay involved with the transmission of the list is modelled in the simulator
by a constant delay, denoted Meas Report Transm Delay. The list of handover
target cells that is associated with a UE is reset at the moment the UE breaks the
connection with its SeNB to perform a handover. As mentioned before, multiple
eNBs can be included in one MR as to offer more choice for HO targets to the
SeNB. In case the AC in the target chosen first does not allow to user to handover,
a new target may be chosen.
5.9.2 Interaction with the AC algorithm
The handover decisions the SeNB takes based on the MRs it receives from the UE
and the actions the SeNB takes if the admission control algorithm at the TeNB
rejects a handover call are vendor specific.
For every UE that has sent a MR, the SeNB will be in one of the following two
states: either it has issued a handover request to a handover target cell for that UE,
and it is waiting for the answer from that cell whether the handover call is accepted
or not, or it is waiting for a handover target cell to become available such that it
can issue a handover request for the UE towards that cell.
If the SeNB issues a handover request towards a TeNB, AC first needs to be
performed in that cell. The TeNB accepts the handover call if the AC algorithm
of that cell accepts the handover call, and rejects it otherwise. The time between
the moment that the SeNB issued a handover request to a TeNB and the moment
it receives the decision from the TeNB is modelled in the simulator by a constant
delay, AC Processing Delay.
If the TeNB accepts the handover call, the SeNB sends a handover command to
the UE. In case the TeNB rejects the handover call, the SeNB will start a timer for
that cell which will expire after a constant time. Before this timer expires, no new
handover requests for that UE towards that particular eNB will be issued, since it
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is very likely that they will be rejected again anyway. However, the SeNB will
issue a handover request to another cell included in the MR received from the UE
as a possible HO TeNB, if an eligible one is available. By eligible, we mean that
it is present in the list of handover targets the SeNB received in the most recent
MR from the UE, and if no timer is running for that cell. If more than one eligible
neighbour is available, the SeNB issues the handover request to the one with the
highest RSRP value. If no eligible neighbour is available, the SeNB will wait until
one becomes available, either because it receives a new MR that contains a new
TeNB for which no timer is running, or because the timer for one of the target
neighbour cells expires, and that neighbour is still present in the most recent list of
handover targets the SeNB received from the UE.
Note that the SeNB will not stop a running timer for a neighbour cell that is no
longer present in the list with handover targets it receives from the UE in a MR, as
it might happen that this cell will be present again in a next MR. After a target cell
has accepted the handover call and the SeNB has sent the handover command to
the UE, the SeNB deletes the list of target eNBs kept for that UE and the associated
backoff timers.
5.9.3 Resource management
A handover of a call involves the reservation of resources in the TeNB and the
release of resources in the SeNB as soon as the HO is completed. Figure 5.11
illustrates the way resources are allocated and used during a successful HO proce-
dure.
Resources are reserved for a call in the TeNB from the moment the AC algo-
rithm accepts the call, while the actual use of these resources only starts from the
moment the call has been handed over from SeNB to TeNB. From the moment the
SeNB sends the handover command to the UE, the call stops using the resources
that were reserved for it at the SeNB. These resources will be released as soon as
the call has been handed over from SeNB to TeNB. ∆t1 in Figure 5.11 represents
the period of time in which resources are reserved in the TeNB but not yet used;
∆t2 is the time period when resources are still reserved in the SeNB but not used
anymore.
Some time will pass between the moment the SeNB gives the handover com-
mand to the UE and stops sending data to the UE, and the moment the actual
handover has taken place and the TeNB starts sending data to the UE. This is the
previously mentioned ∆t2 in Figure 5.11 and is modelled in the simulator by a
delay HO Call Interruption Time. If the handover fails but the handback to the
original cell succeeds, some extra delay, HO Handback Time is added before the
original SeNB resumes sending data to the UE. This short interruption in the re-
ception of traffic at the UE due to the handover will result in a temporarily dip in
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Figure 5.11 Resources allocation and use during HO
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throughput for the NRT calls and a temporarily loss of traffic for the RT calls.
Note that the fact that resources are reserved for a call in a cell but are not
yet (as is the case with the TeNB) used or not used anymore (SeNB), does not
mean that these resources are wasted. The applied scheduling rules will ensure
that the calls in the cell which can use these resources will do so. However, for
the AC algorithm the reservation and release of resources in a cell at the correct
moments is important, as resources reserved for a call cannot be reserved anymore
for another call.
5.9.4 Handover self-optimisation algorithm
The handover optimisation algorithm, which will be described in detail in Chapter
6 is implemented in the simulator. The objective of the algorithm is to minimise
a weighted sum of three handover performance indicators (HPIs) as described in
Chapter 4. The HO optimisation algorithm tries to achieve this by changing the
hysteresis and TTT parameters of the handover algorithm in a certain direction
along a diagonal of the hysteresis and TTT plane as long as the HP value (as
calculated with 4.9 on page 87) decreases. In order to do so, three HPI have to
be collected during each assessment interval, referred to as SON interval. In the
following, details will be given on how this is done.
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5.9.4.1 Handover failure ratio
The handover failure ratio (HOFR) is the ratio of the number of failed handovers
to the number of handover attempts. The number of handover attempts is the sum
of the number of successful handovers and the number of failed handovers and
is calculated using formula 4.7 on page 86. A handover fails if the UE does not
manage to connect to the TeNB (due to a too low SINR in that cell). In case the
UE succeeds to connect to the target cell, the handover is successful.
As every eNB runs its own HO algorithm, the measurements for calculating
the handover failure ratio are collected per cell. From these, the HOFR per cell
or over all cells in the scenario can be calculated. Note that if the serving eNB
of cell A attempts to handover a call to a target cell B, this handover attempt will
contribute to the number of failed or successful HOs collected in cell A.
Because the HOFR is one of the input parameters for the handover optimisa-
tion algorithm, it will also be collected per SON measurement interval, based on
collected measurements of its components per SON measurement interval.
5.9.4.2 Radio link failure ratio
The Radio Link failure ratio (RLFR) is the fraction of the accepted fresh calls that
are dropped before they are finished. It is calculated as the ratio of the number
of calls that have been dropped to the number of calls that have been active (see
formula 4.6 on page 85). Note that the number of calls that have been active equals
the number of calls that have been admitted.
An active call may be dropped in two scenarios:
• Due to a too low SINR (i.e., RLF occurs) in the serving cell of the UE before
the serving cell gives the handover command to the UE.
• Because the HO of the call fails due to a too low SINR in the target cell
upon connecting to that cell (i.e., a HOF occurs) and also the handback to
the original serving cell fails because of a too low SINR (HBF).
The first case can occur anywhere in a cell, e.g. due to coverage holes. In
a well-planned cell however, this will mostly happen near the cell border. The
RLFR will be collected over all the active calls in the network as well as over all
calls that are active in a SON measurement interval. This metric will be calculated
as the number of dropped calls during the SON interval divided by the sum of the
number of calls that ended without being dropped during the SON interval and the
number of calls that were dropped during the SON interval.
5.9.4.3 Ping-pong handover ratio
A ping-pong handover is defined as a sequence of two successful handovers be-
tween two cells, where these back and forth handovers have to happen within a
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time lower than Tcrit, called HO Ping Pong Critical Time. The ping-pong hand-
over ratio is defined as the ratio of the number of ping pong handovers to the
number of successful outgoing handovers from the first cell in the sequence (see
formula 4.8).
The measurements for the calculation of the Ping-pong HO ratio (HPPR) are
collected per cell. From these, the HPPR per cell or over all cells in the scenario
can be calculated. Ping-pong handovers will be counted as shown in Figure 5.12.
A call that is successfully handed over from cell A to cell B and then back from
cell B to cell A in less than Tcrit time, is counted as a ping-pong handover in cell
A (arrows 1 and 2 in Figure 5.12). If then again the call is handed over from cell
A to cell B in less than Tcrit time since the handover from cell B to cell A, this
is again considered as a ping-pong handover, but now this ping-pong handover is
counted in cell B (arrows 2 and 3 in Figure 5.12). Upon one more handover from
A to B, this ping-pong handover is counted again in cell A, etc.
Figure 5.12 Repeated ping-pong handovers between two cells
The HPPR is also being calculated per SON measurement interval. To ensure
that a ping-pong handover is not counted in a different SON interval than the cor-
responding successful outgoing handover, successful outgoing handovers are only
counted after the critical ping-pong handover time has passed, or when a ping-pong
handover for that call is counted. A timer for Tcrit time is started at the moment
a successful outgoing handover from a cell occurs. When a ping-pong handover
is detected, both the counters for the numbers of HPP and successful outgoing
HOs are incremented and the timer for the corresponding successful handover is
stopped. If no ping-pong handover occurs, the counter for successful outgoing
HOs is incremented once the timer expires.
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Table 5.3 Simulator parameters
Parameter name Parameter value
AC ProcessingDelay 10 ms
Call Idle Duration Can vary per/during simulation, [0,∞]s
Call Retry Duration exponential distribution with mean 3s
Call Retry Probability 0.5
Capacity Filter Parameter 0.1
Central frequency 2.6GHz
eNB Height 30 m
eNB RS Tx Power 29dBm (800 mW)
eNB Tx Power 43dBm (20W)
HO Call Interruption Time uniform distribution on [30 ms, 50 ms]
HO Handback Time uniform distribution on [30 ms, 50 ms]
HO Ping Pong Critical Time 5 s
HO SON Interval 3 min
Hys Can vary per/ during simulation,[0,10]dB
ISD 1732m
Meas Report Transm Delay 50 ms
RLF detection T310 = 1 s
RSRP Filter Parameter 0.17
RSRP Update Interval 40 ms
Shadowing Corr Coeff 0.5
Shadowing Decorr Dist 115.5m
Shadowing Map Size 599x599 pixels
Shadowing Stdv 5 dB
SINR Filter Parameter 0.04
SINR Min -10 dB
System bandwidth 5MHz
TrafficMix 1/3 voice, 1/3 video, 1/3 web
TTT Can vary per/during simulation, [0, 5120]ms
UE Height 1.5m
UE Mean Motion Time 30 s
UE Var Motion Time 30s2
UE Velocity Can vary per/during simulation, [0,∞]km/h
Video Avg Bit Rate 64 kbps
Video Mean Call Duration 180 s
Voice Avg Bit Rate 6.1 kbps
Voice Mean Call Duration 90 s
wRLF 2
wHOF 1
wHPP 0.5
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Table 5.4 Scenarios description
Scenario number Speed
(km/h)
Idle dura-
tion (s)
Initial
HOP
(dB,ms)
Simulation
duration
(h)
1a 50 300 (10, 5120) 4
1b 50 300 (0, 0) 4
1c 50 300 (4, 480) 4
1d 50 300 (0.5,1024 ) 4
2 120 to 3 300 to 0 (8, 160) 4
3 3 to 120 0 to 300 (5, 40) 2
5.10 Scenarios
Several scenarios have been designed and will be used for testing the HO opti-
mization algorithm. Table 5.4 gives an overview of these scenarios indicating the
speed of the users, the Idle duration between calls, the initial HOP setting and the
simulation duration. Note that all scenarios place an equal number of users (2500)
within the simulation area depicted in Figure 5.8.
All users move at all time with the same speed, which can change during the
simulation or remain constant. In case a change in speed is triggered, this will
gradually be applied to all users; if the change is applied at moment t1, a user will
be able to modify its speed only after the current mobility leg is executed. This
will possibly account for a certain delay between moment t1 when the change was
triggered and moment t2 when all users in the scenario will move at the new speed.
The Idle duration parameter will have a direct influence on the load generated
by the users in the network. Large values will determine users to pause longer
between calls, thus generating less load. If the value is decreased, the load in
the network will in turn increase, as users make calls more often. The impact
on network load is more noticeable when modifying the Idle duration parameter
rather than the number of users. As is the case with the speed changes, a change
of value for the Idle duration will be applied only after a user finishes the call it is
generating at the moment of the change.
The initial HOP setting is a unique combination of Hysteresis and TTT values.
The HOP is used by the HO algorithm to trigger MR sending and therefore initiate
HOs. If no optimization is used, the initial HOP setting will be used throughout
the entire simulation time and this is will be referred to as a reference. In case
optimization is applied, the initial HOP setting will only be used for the first SON
interval until the HPIs are collected and the HP value is computed. Based on the
HP value, the HO optimization algorithm will take the decision of changing the
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HOP setting. Details on how this is done will follow in Chapter 6.
The distribution of the initial HOPs is also of importance. Scenario 1 (with
sub scenarios a, b, c and d) depicts stable network conditions in terms of user
speed and the load generated by these users. Under these conditions, the HO
optimization algorithm will be forced to start from various initial HOPs in order
to test its ability to converge to a solution. Two of these points are extreme ones:
(10dB, 5120ms) and (0dB, 0ms). Such extreme initial settings are not customary
and should be avoided; but they can occur in the network, being caused by various
incidents or a series of incorrect settings propagating through the network. Also,
these settings will test the ability of the HO optimization algorithm to deal with
any initial setting, no matter how extreme. It is especially in these extreme settings
that the HO optimization algorithm should prove most useful in remediating the
situation and bringing the HOP back to more acceptable setting. Scenario 1 is
also using two more moderate initial settings, (4dB, 480ms) and (0.5dB, 1024ms).
Between these 4 HOP initial settings, a good coverage of the entire HOP space is
achieved.
Alongside Scenario 1, two more scenarios are investigated where the load and
speed of the users changes (Scenario 2 and 3). These scenarios are used to test
the ability of the HO optimization algorithm to respond in a timely fashion to
changes in the network. Details on how these points were chosen and what their
impact is on HO performance will be elaborated on in the following chapters. Note
that not all scenarios will be investigated for all the different versions of the HO
optimization algorithm, as only a subset can produce conclusive results for one or
other aspect of the algorithm.
5.11 Conclusions
In this chapter we described in detail the developed OPNET based simulator which
was developed for investigating LTE handover and its optimization. The simula-
tor models eNBs and UEs in lines with the LTE standard as presented in Chapter
2. The functions of each of these entities and their interactions were presented
and the main simulation parameters were listed. Several scenarios have been de-
fined in order to investigate the performance of the designed HO self-optimization
algorithm in the following chapters.
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Handover optimization algorithm
“When I grow up
I’ll be stable
When I grow up”
– ’When I grow up’ - Garbage
6.1 Related work
Handover is the core procedure in any mobile network as it guarantees users’ free-
dom of movement while still being provided high quality services. User satisfac-
tion is directly linked to the success rate of this procedure as well as it being as
seamless as possible. In currently deployed networks, the control parameters that
govern HO are set to static values and their updates are done on a long timescale
(days, weeks), as part of maintenance operations or in response to an emergency
situation. This approach is both time and effort consuming and it might not be
carried out as often as necessary, resulting in sub-optimal network performance.
The benefits of self-organizing networks (SON) have been proven by several
studies in recent years. Similar work in this field [1] [2] [3] usually attempts to
minimize only one of the HO performance indicators (HPIs), such as Radio Link
Failures (RLFs), HO ping-pongs (HPP) or HO failures (HOFs) in an effort of im-
proving network performance. But since the relationship with between these HPIs
is a very close one, they should be considered as a whole when trying to optimize
HO performance. A control parameter setting that, for example, diminishes the
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occurrence of ping-pong HOs will also most likely increase the number of RLFs.
User mobility history has also be used in order to predict future possible HOs and
choose the best HO target cell [4]. As expected, the L3 filtering coefficient of
the measurements of the strength of the cells around the user also has an impact
on the HO performance [5] as well as the level for which a radio link problem is
detected [6].
6.2 Algorithm description
Based on the simplified handover procedure as included in Chapter 4 and applying
the principles described in Chapter 3, a first version of a handover self-optimization
algorithm was designed. This version is the result of a close collaboration with the
Institute for Communications Technology group from the Technische Universita¨t
Braunschweig (TUBS) and was a part of the self-organization solutions provided
by the Socrates project.
Using a Matlab based simulator and hexagonal and realistic scenario data,
TUBS carried out a sensitivity analysis. The aim was to determine what the im-
pact of all valid Hysteresis and TTT values was on HO performance, i.e. on the
HPIs as defined in Section 4.3. Different values of Hysteresis and TTT pairs will
determine HO to be initiated at different times: sooner for low value and later for
higher value combinations. In turn, this will impact the value of the HPIs. The re-
sult of this analysis is presented in Figure 3.4 in [7]. A self-optimization handover
algorithm was then designed that would monitor the HPIs per cell and modify the
Hysteresis and TTT values as to improve the HP as calculated with formula 4.9.
The Weighted Performance Handover Parameter Optimization algorithm
(WPHPO), as described in [8], is depicted in Figure 6.1. The name refers to the
fact that the algorithm uses the HP weighted sum both as an input metric and also
in order to assess network performance levels. The WPHPO monitors the network
and changes the control parameter settings (Hysteresis and TTT) in each cell, at-
tempting to improve handover performance. The unique combination of Hystere-
sis and TTT values will be referred to as a Handover Operation Point (HOP). The
allowed HOP settings lay on a diagonal line crossing the HOP space that is fixed
by the starting HOP. More specifically, the diagonal used by the WPHPO will have
to pass through the initial HOP.
The decision to work on a diagonal line was determined by the sensitivity
analysis discussed above that showed that the best performance can be achieved
in a certain central area of the HOP space. A diagonal line would most probably
cross this space so it is believed to be the fastest way to converge to a good HOP
setting. More details will be given in Section 6.3. The drawback of this limited set
of HOPs is that it cannot be guaranteed that the best HOP for the given weighting
parameters will be found by the optimization algorithm.
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Figure 6.1 WPHPO algorithm
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As part of the initialization process, all eNBs in the network are set to have the
same starting HOP. This, as mentioned, will also determine the diagonal on which
the WPHPO to carry out the optimization. From this point on however, each eNB
will take decisions individually, based on observed performance changes, since
users move freely within the simulation area and the load they are generating shifts
from cell to cell. No coordination in terms of HOP settings has been implemented
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between any of the eNBs.
The network is constantly being monitored and optimization decisions are
taken every SON interval. During this interval, input measurements (RSRP and
SINR) and certain performance metrics (i.e. HPIs, see Chapter 4) are collected
and computed. Based on this input information, the WPHPO calculates an overall
performance metric (see equation 4.9) and compares it with its previous value, i.e.
value computed for the previous interval.
Figure 6.2 Possible ways of traversing the HOP space
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Then the algorithm will attempt to find a new HOP following a diagonal line
through the HOP possible value space. Given the current HOP, the WPHPO will
go up or down on the corresponding diagonal and pick the next HOP. This can
happen by changing both values in a single step (blue line in Figure 6.2) or only one
per step (green line in the same figure). Using the zigzag approach may increase
convergence time, but on the other hand offers better granularity and makes more
HOP available. Note that if the edge of the permitted HOPs on the given diagonal
has been reached and the optimization direction is not changing anymore, the HOP
will not be changed anymore. For example, in Figure 6.2, if the current HOP is
(1dB, 0s) and the optimization direction is down on the blue line, the HOP can no
longer be changed. Only if performance degrades and the optimization direction
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is switched to up, the next picked HOP will be (1.5dB, 0.04s).
6.3 Sensitivity analysis
There are many factors that will have a visible impact on the observed HO perfor-
mance. The user speed and the load each of these users generates as they move
from cell to cell will determine which HOP triggers HO at precisely the right time.
The weight mix will have an impact both on the perceived HO performance and
on the goal the WPHPO is trying to achieve. The duration of the SON interval
determines how many optimization steps can be taken in a given simulation time
and how much information is available for the WPHPO for each decision. Some
simulator related settings, such the simulation duration and random seed value,
can also have an impact on the results.
6.3.1 Impact of weight mix
As mentioned before, the weights used by the WPHPO algorithm are a direct trans-
lation of the operator policy. Although any combination of weights is theoretically
possible when calculating the HP, not all such combinations actually make sense.
If, for example, all weights are set to the same value (all three statistics are given
equal importance), this may result in suboptimal network performance (the num-
ber of RLF will be levelled with that of the HPP and the HOFs although the latter
happen very seldom). If the weight of the RLF is equal to the one of the ping-
pongs, this for sure will introduce oscillation of the HOP since once the RLF ratio
decreases the ping-pong ratio increases. Also, extreme values for one weight com-
pared to the other two, will probably reduce that HPI but will increase one of the
other two well beyond maximum threshold. So, as input for the WPHPO, the op-
erator must set some realistic targets which will be reflected in the values of the
weights. This determined the chosen weight mix [wRLFR = 2, wHOFR = 1,
wHPPR = 0.5] that reflect an operator that is mainly interested in reducing the
number of RLFs. This is in line with an operator’s preference for granting quality
for ongoing calls: calls need to be kept in the system until they are finished, so no
RLFs and HOFs should occur.
Figure 6.3 presents the impact the weight mix has on the perceived HP perfor-
mance. The use of the word ’perceived’ is to show how, even if the scenario and
actual HPI values for all HOPs remain unchanged, the HP used by the WPHPO as
input for optimization decisions is different. In this case, Scenario 1 was used, i.e.
a scenario with 2500 users that move with a speed of 50km/h and have a mean idle
duration of 300s. The simulation time has been set to one hour and 336 simulations
(determined by the 21 Hysteresis and the 16 TTT allowed values) were carried out
where no optimization was applied, so that the performance of all HOPs could be
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monitored. The observed HPIs are included in Figure 6.4 and show the interac-
tion between them, i.e. a HOP setting that minimizes one HPI may determine a
maximum in another.
As expected, the RLFR is low for low HOPs (low values for both Hysteresis
and TTT) and quite high for high HOP settings (high values for both Hysteresis and
TTT) as HO is triggered too late (Figure 6.4(a)); by this time, the user has already
reached the edge of the serving cell and its call risks being dropped. On the other
hand, high HOP settings prove beneficial for the HOFR and HPPR (Figure 6.4(b)
and 6.4(c)). Small HOPs trigger HO too early so the chances of handing over to
a wrong cell or unnecessarily to a new cell, and therefore having to return to the
SeNB, are higher.
Different weight mixes were applied to these HPIs as post processing and gen-
erated Figure 6.3. Had these weights been applied as part of the WPHPO algo-
rithm, the outcome would have been slightly different as a different input would
have caused a different output of the optimization. Note that the actual values of
the weight are not important, rather the proportion between them. Because of the
normalization of the HP to the sum of the weights, the actual weight values are
not important. In the following, using a set of values as [2,1,0.5] only means that
the first HPI is twice as important as the second and four times as important as the
third.
If a weight mix of [wRLFR = 2, wHOFR = 1, wHPPR = 0.5], see Figure
6.3(a) is applied, the best HO performance we can expect will be given by the
upper half of the Hysteresis values and almost any TTT value. To be avoided is the
upper right corner which gives the worst performance. This is due to the RLFR
having the biggest weight so the worst performance area of this HPI coincides with
that of the calculated HP.
Applying a mix of [wRLFR = 1, wHOFR = 1, wHPPR = 1] , see Figure
6.3(b) is just like summing the HPIs in Figure 6.4. Since for high HOP setting the
RLFR is high but the HPPR is practically 0, the upper left corner is no longer the
worst performance area. This shifts to the lower left corner now due to the very
high number of HPPs that happen in that region. The optimal performance region
shifts further to the right and becomes smaller as less HOP values are optimal.
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Figure 6.3 Perceived HP for HOP space in Scenario 1 for different weight mixes
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(a) wRLFR = 2, wHOFR = 1, wHPPR = 0.5
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(b) wRLFR = 1, wHOFR = 1, wHPPR = 1
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(c) wRLFR = 0.5, wHOFR = 1, wHPPR = 2
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Figure 6.4 HP for HOP space in Scenario 1
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Finally, using a mix of [wRLFR = 0.5,wHOFR = 1,wHPPR = 2], see Figure
6.3(c) will push the optimal setting region to the far right as HPPR has the most
impact and the RLFR is twice less important. Thus, depending on the weights
given to the three HPIs, the optimal as well as the worst performance regions shift
within the HOP space. It should be noted that, even if this optimal performance
region is known for a certain weight mix as shown here, this too is relative as it can
further shift with the variation of load and speed of the users (as shown in Table
6.2).
6.3.2 Impact of user speed and generated load
Table 6.2 gives an overview of the impact three different speeds (3, 50 and 120km/h)
and three different load levels (generated with a mean idle duration of 0, 300 and
600s) have on the HO performance. Scenario 1 (see Chapter 5), where load and
speed are maintained constant, was used with the default weight mix for calculat-
ing the HP. In order to reduce long simulation times, only 220 HOP were plotted
here: 10 Hysteresis values (1 to 10) and 11 TTT values (0s, 0.064s, 0.1s, 0.16s,
0.32a, 0.512s, 1.024s, 1.28s, 2.56s, 5.12s). Unfortunately some of the detail in HO
performance is also lost by using this higher granularity. The optimal HOP setting
for each speed-load combination are given in Table 6.1.
Speed has the most significant impact on HO performance, while load alone
does not influence it all that much (unless an overload situation arises). As speed
increases, the optimal performance region shifts further to the right. This is due to
the HPPR increasing, which in turn is influenced by the shadow fading and also
the probability of performing two handovers in the HPP window of 5s. Also with
speed increase, the worst performance region (red) shifts from far left to the upper
right corner, since fewer RLFs happen at low speed than at higher speed.
Load has less impact on overall HO performance, i.e. it does not significantly
influence the position of the optimal performance region. However, a lower load
(higher mean idle time) will cause less RLFs.
Table 6.1 Optimal HOP (Hysteresis[dB] and TTT[s]) setting for different speed
and load scenarios
````````````Idle duration
Speed
3km/h 50km/h 120km/h
0s (4dB,0.1s) (5dB,0s) (6dB, 0s)
300s (4dB, 0s),
(4dB,0.04s), (4dB,
0.16s), (5dB, 0s)
(7dB,0.04s) (8dB, 0s)
600s (4dB, 0s), (4dB,0.1s),
(4dB, 0.32s)
(7dB, 0s) (8dB,0)
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Table 6.3 Optimal HOP setting per eNB
eNB Optimal HOP setting [dB, s]
average over 25 eNBs 7, 0.04
eNB12 7, 0.064
eNB16 8.5, 0
eNB0 7, 0
A distinction between overall network performance (averaged over all eNBs in
the network, as seen above) and local HO performance (performance in each eNB)
has to be made. Since the situation in every cell is different, based on the amount of
users, their load, time they are in a particular cell, etc, each eNB might experience
different performance levels. This is why the chosen optimization solution is a
distributed one, allowing each eNB to take decisions independently. In Figure 6.6
and Table 6.3 we take a look at the HO performance experienced by three different
eNBs in Scenario 1. The three chosen eNBs belong to different rectangles in the
layout: eNB12 (the central eNB), eNB16 in the first outer rectangle and eNB0 at
the edge of the layout, see Figure 6.5.
Figure 6.5 The three eNBs in three different rectangles
By comparing the results in Figure 6.6 with the middle plot in Table 6.2 (for the
same user speed and generated load), it is obvious that optimal performance region
varies between different eNBs; this will determine a variation of the performance
between the average and individual eNBs. Since each of these eNBs has a different
instantaneous optimal HOP setting, the optimization algorithm, which is designed
and applied in all eNBs, cannot assume to know what a good global HOP setting
is and should not try to converge to that region or value.
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Figure 6.6 HO performance in three eNBs in Scenario 1
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6.3.3 Impact of SON interval
A similar compromise must be achieved for setting an optimization interval for the
algorithm as well. A small optimization interval would be less reliable, providing
less statistical relevance, and thus may trigger optimization actions based on un-
certain measurements (i.e. one extra RLF for only a few initiated handovers can
result in a much higher RLFR). On the other hand, even if unnecessary changes
are made due to insufficient information, the optimization will be faster and it will
affect the users for a shorter time if a small optimization interval is chosen. The
HOP will undergo more adjustments in the same amount of time, thus helping
faster convergence. Simulation times are also taken into account: if the optimiza-
tion interval is large, the total simulation time will have to be longer in order to
permit a certain number of changes.
Simulations with different values for the SON interval have been carried out
for Scenarios 1 in two ways: allowing the same simulation duration for all SON
intervals and then different simulation durations according to each SON interval
so that the same number of HOP changes could be operated. As the SON interval
increases, the time required to operate a certain number of HOP changes also in-
creases. The obtained HPIs are included in Table 6.4 to 6.6. The HP is averaged
over the entire simulation time and all the eNBs in the network.
When looking at Scenarios 1a and 1b, if the simulation time is fixed to an hour,
the smaller SON interval setting provide the best performance. This is because,
since the initial HOP is not an optimal one, convergence needs to be reached.
Using a small SON interval allows more HOP changes and permits the algorithm
to find a better HOP than the initial one. The situation is reversed in Scenario 1c
since the initial HOP is an optimal one and multiple HOP changes actually take it
out of the optimal zone.
If the simulation time allows the same number of HOP changes (20) for each
SON interval value, larger SON intervals seem to perform better in all sub-scenarios.
As mentioned before, this is due to the algorithm having access to more statisti-
cally relevant information as input for its optimization decisions.
Although larger SON interval settings would seems like the better choice, they
are however less realistic. Since in a real network convergence should be reached
as soon as possible, it would be impractical to assume that the self-optimization
algorithm has an unlimited amount of time to do so. Also, from the point of view
of the real time a simulation takes on a machine, smaller SON intervals and longer
simulation duration would be less feasible and the difference in performance would
not be that significant. This difference will only decrease with the increase of the
simulation time. So the SON interval was set to 180 s, see Table 5.3 on Page 115.
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Table 6.4 Impact of SON Interval in Scenario 1a
SON interval[s] Simulation time RLFR
(%)
HOFR
(%)
HPPR
(%)
HP
100 1h00m 31.126 0 0.891 0.179
180 1h00m 34.251 0 0 0.195
360 1h00m 33.393 0 0 0.190
600 1h00m 33.833 0 0 0.193
100 0h33m 33.401 0 0 0.190
180 1h00m 34.251 0 0 0.195
360 2h00m 31.6 0 0 0.180
600 3h20m 31.419 0 0.23 0.179
Table 6.5 Impact of SON Interval in Scenario 1b
SON interval[s] Simulation time RLFR
(%)
HOFR
(%)
HPPR
(%)
HP
100 1h00m 0 0.0136 46.641 0.066
180 1h00m 0 0.01 52.78 0.075
360 1h00m 0 0.0354 54.298 0.077
600 1h00m 0 0.0371 56.392 0.080
100 0h33m 0 0.0125 49.239 0.070
180 1h00m 0 0.01 52.78 0.075
360 2h00m 0 0.0299 49.981 0.071
600 3h20m 0 0.022 47.99 0.068
Table 6.6 Impact of SON Interval in Scenario 1c
SON interval[s] Simulation time RLFR
(%)
HOFR
(%)
HPPR
(%)
HP
100 1h00m 0.287 0 13.223 0.020
180 1h00m 0.35 0 12.96 0.020
360 1h00m 0.095 0 11.972 0.017
600 1h00m 0.0425 0 12.797 0.018
100 0h33m 0.272 0 12.761 0.019
180 1h00m 0.35 0 12.96 0.020
360 2h00m 0.205 0 11.677 0.017
600 3h20m 0.227 0 11.746 0.018
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Table 6.7 Impact of random seed value on HP
Random seed value Scenario 1a Scenario 1b Scenario 1c
128 0.195 0.0754 0.0205
13 0.189 0.0646 0.0196
127 0.186 0.0725 0.0197
300 0.187 0.0721 0.0187
456 0.189 0.0657 0.0192
1285 0.187 0.0718 0.0198
55 0.190 0.0746 0.0185
87 0.189 0.0694 0.0193
6122 0.188 0.0730 0.0206
7743 0.185 0.0697 0.0178
6.3.4 Impact of random seed value
A random seed is a number (or vector) used to initialize a pseudorandom number
generator. In the case of the used simulator, the random seed value is responsible,
among other things, for the user movement inside the simulation area. If a number
of simulations are carried out with the same random seed, each of the users will
follow the same exact path in each simulation. This ensures the repeatability and
reproducibility of the results. If the random seed changes, the users will follow a
different path so the HPIs will also be different. In order to assess how different
these results are, an hour simulation was ran for Scenarios 1a, 1b and 1c using 10
different random seeds. The results are included in Table 6.7.
By running a T-test [9] on all possible combinations of 5 sample vectors ob-
tained from the 10 HP values for each scenario in the table, it was concluded that
the null hypothesis cannot be rejected at the 5% significance level. In other words,
no matter which random seed is used, the results are not statistically different. Due
to long simulation times (some simulations can take up to 24 hours each), we have
chosen to work with the default value of the random seed (128) from here on. Of
course, if simulations were to be run with multiple random seeds and the results
averaged over all runs, the actual values of the HPI would be slightly different but
the same conclusions would hold.
6.4 Initial WPHPO results
Initially, the WPHPO algorithm was tested using the zigzag approach in Scenario
1 as to cover several initial HOPs. The resulting HPIs are presented in Figures 6.7,
6.8 and 6.9 including the values for the reference case (no optimization running)
and the WPHPO using the zigzag. Simulation time has been extended to 4 hours
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Table 6.8 Diagonal vs. zigzag performance over 1h
Scenario SON approach RLFR
(%)
HOFR
(%)
HPPR
(%)
HP
1a Reference 35.48 0 0 0.20
WPHPO zigzag 34.25 0 0 0.19
WPHPO diagonal 27.76 0 2.35 0.16
1b Reference 0 0.04 67.82 0.097
WPHPO zigzag 0 0.01 52.78 0.075
WPHPO diagonal 0.09 0 33.62 0.048
1c Reference 0 0 13.79 0.019
WPHPO zigzag 0.35 0 12.96 0.020
WPHPO diagonal 1.27 0 11.66 0.023
to give the algorithm the opportunity to converge. As no HOF occur in these
scenarios, only the RLFR, HPPR and resulting HP are presented in the figures.
Scenario 1a (Figure 6.7) starts in the worst possible HOP given the user speed
and load and the weight mix used for computing the HP. It is only starting to
converge after nearly 2 hours since the HOPs in the upper HOP space determine
similarly bad performance. Once the HOP is taken out of this region, the WPHPO
algorithm manages to reach a better HOP setting. Since the initial HOP for Sce-
nario 1b (Figure 6.8) is situated in a better performance region, the WPHPO algo-
rithm converges faster. Scenario 1c (Figure 6.9) starts in the optimal region and the
addition of the optimization provides similar performance as the reference case.
6.4.1 Diagonal vs Zigzag
The two different possibilities of crossing the HOP space (diagonal and zigzag as
shown in Figure 6.2) and the effects they have on the performance of the network
were also considered. The two approaches were tested in Scenarios 1a, 1b and
1c, undergoing a simulation of 1h and the results are presented in Figure 6.10 and
Table 6.8.
When starting in an extreme HOP (such as (10dB, 5120ms) or (0dB, 0ms)), the
diagonal approach performs significantly better than the zigzag. This is due to the
fact that in this approach, both Hysteresis and TTT are changed in each step; thus,
the performance variance between two consecutive HOPs is more significant and
the chances for ping-ponging between two of them will decrease. In these cases,
the WPHPO improves performance in a short amount of time. The exception here
is the Scenario 1a (10dB, 5120ms) with zigzag case, where the algorithm does not
manage to converge in the given time frame of one hour (see Figure 6.7(c)), due
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to repeated changes between the same HOPs. If more time were allocated, this
approach too would improve performance.
On the other hand, when starting from an optimal HOP (4dB, 480ms) in Sce-
nario 1c, the diagonal is no longer the optimal choice. In this case the high perfor-
mance variance between two neighbouring HOPs constitutes a disadvantage. The
zigzag provides higher granularity and thus better results when already in a opti-
mum performance area. The operators may also favour the zigzagging approach
since it enables the use of more HOPs and provides more control.
6.5 Conclusions
A first version for a self-optimizing algorithm that tunes the HO control param-
eters was introduced in this chapter. The impact several parameter settings (e.g.
optimization interval, weight mix, user speed and load, etc) would have on its per-
formance has been investigated and explained. The proposed WPHPO algorithm
improves HO performance when compared to the reference case where no opti-
mization is applied. Its performance and convergence time however are closely
linked to the initial HOP and the way the HOP is changed in each optimization
step (zigzag or diagonal approach). Improved convergence time would be desired
in both approaches, since, in a dynamic network, changes may occur very fast and
the WPHPO algorithm should promptly react to them.
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Figure 6.7 HPIs evolution in Scenario 1a
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Figure 6.8 HPIs evolution in Scenario 1b
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Figure 6.9 HPIs evolution in Scenario 1c
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Figure 6.10 HP evolution in Scenario 1a, 1b and 1c
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7
Convergence time enhancement
“Why do I have to fly
Over every town up and down the line?”
– ’Bad dream’ - Keane
The WPHPO algorithm presented in Chapter 6 switches the direction in which
it looks for a new HOP if the HP of the current SON interval is larger (worse) than
the one calculated for the previous one. As we have seen in the previous chapter,
this may cause slow convergence, since a small number of events (like HPPs or
HOFs) may determine the direction to be switched and return to a previous point.
Convergence time is vital in a live network, since the algorithm should react in a
timely fashion to changes in radio conditions or should derive a stable HOP in a
certain amount of time. If valuable HOP changes are wasted switching between
two or three values, convergence may never be reached or it might come too late,
since the triggering situation has yet again changed.
7.1 Enhancement proposal
In order to improve convergence time, such situations should be avoided. An extra
threshold is introduced that will allow the direction to be switched only if per-
formance degrades with more than x% compared to the previous value. In the
following, this x% increase will be referred to as Performance Degradation Per-
centage (PDP). By tolerating worse performance, needless switching of optimisa-
tion direction due to isolated incidents is avoided. Also, this will mean that, in the
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same amount of time, the EWPHPO (Enhanced WPHPO) [1] will be able to derive
a more suitable HOP, since valuable changes will not be wasted by ping-ponging
between two HOPs. The EWPHPO algorithm will operate as shown in Figure 7.1.
Figure 7.1 Enhanced version of WPHPO algorithm
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Table 7.1 HPIs values in Scenario 1a
PDP(%) RLFR(%) HOFR(%) HPPR(%) HP
Reference
- 33.37 0 0 0.19
Zigzag
0 22.64 0 4.97 0.13
10 14.96 0 6.03 0.094
20 13.94 0 6.34 0.088
30 11.31 0 5.62 0.072
Diagonal
0 9.59 0.002 9.38 0.068
10 6.40 0 9.61 0.050
20 4.99 0.001 12.02 0.045
30 6.08 0 11.21 0.050
7.2 Influence of PDP on handover performance
The EWPHPO tolerates PDP% worse performance before switching the direction
in which it optimizes the HOP. By introducing the PDP, increased convergence
and performance when starting from an extreme HOP are targeted. A setting of
PDP=0% means that the default WPHPO is used. The EWPHPO was tested in
Scenarios 1a, 1b ,1c and 2 (see Chapter 5). Scenarios 1a, 1b and 1c cover two
extreme initial HOP and a more optimal one and test the ability of the EWPHPO to
converge to a more suitable setting. Once convergence has been reached, Scenario
2 tests the algorithm’s reaction to changing conditions.
Scenario 1
Results for high initial HOP settings (10dB, 5120ms) for both zigzag and diagonal
use are shown in Figure 7.2 and Table 7.1. In case of the zigzaging, the introduc-
tion of the PDP determines the most visible performance improvement. A setting
of 30% is the overall best while the 20% setting gives the best final value. If using
the diagonal, the addition of the PDP also shows improvement with an ideal setting
of 20%, in terms of rapid decrease in the first simulation hour and final values.
Results for low initial settings (0dB, 0 ms) are presented in Figure 7.3 and
Table 7.2. Similarly, the introduction of the PDP speeds up convergence, only this
time, in the case of the zigzag use, a 10% PDP gives best performance and insures
the lowest final value for the HP. This is due to the fact that the initial performance
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Table 7.2 HPIs values in Scenario 1b
PDP(%) RLFR(%) HOFR(%) HPPR(%) HP
Reference
- 0 0.04 68.03 0.097
Zigzag
0 0.039 0.01 37.51 0.053
10 0.023 0.005 27.18 0.038
20 0.299 0.009 28.76 0.042
30 0.41 0.002 25.65 0.038
Diagonal
0 0.64 0.003 19.97 0.032
10 0.80 0.002 19.46 0.032
20 0.96 0.001 18.61 0.032
30 0.97 0.001 19.89 0.034
(see ’WPHPO’ case), is converging much faster and started from a lower initial
value.
Table 7.3 HPIs values in Scenario 1c
PDP(%) RLFR(%) HOFR(%) HPPR(%) HP
Reference
- 0.006 0 13.124 0.0187
Zigzag
0 0.35 0 12.55 0.0199
10 0.460 0 13.90 0.0224
20 0.577 0 18.516 0.0297
30 0.640 0 16.175 0.0267
Diagonal
0 1.091 0 12.531 0.0241
10 1.049 0 12.560 0.0239
20 1.154 0 12.773 0.0248
30 1.190 0.013 24.061 0.0412
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Figure 7.2 HP evolution with different PDP values in Scenario 1a
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Figure 7.3 HP evolution with different PDP values in Scenario 1b
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Figure 7.4 HP evolution with different PDP values in Scenario 1c
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If using a more optimal initial HOP, as in Scenario 1c (4dB, 0.48s), the addition
of the PDP degrades performance levels, see Figure 7.4 and Table 7.3. This is not
surprising since even for the WPHPO, performance cannot really be improved in
comparison with the reference case as the initial HOP is very close to the ’absolute
minimum’.
The overall conclusion is that no matter if the zigzag or diagonal is used, the
addition of the PDP improves convergence time and performance. While different
scenarios and different initial HOP might benefit from different setting of the PDP,
a value of 20% has proven to be acceptable for all.
Scenario 2
In this scenario the initial HOP (8dB, 160ms) reflects a setting that would be ap-
propriate for the initial state of the network. The decrease in speed and increase of
load occur gradually during the first simulation hour. Results are depicted in Figure
7.5 and Table 7.4. In case of the reference (where no optimization is performed),
the alignment of HOP setting, and thus of the performance, with the current net-
work status happens much slower, after the changes have actually stopped. The
(E)WPHPO reacts while the changes are ongoing. Since the algorithm starts in a
HOP that is close to the optimum, the improvement due to the PDP is not so evi-
dent as before but the performance is already very good (low HP). Nevertheless, a
PDP of 20% is still slightly better as opposed to 0%, in both zigzag and diagonal
cases.
7.2.1 Disabling of EWPHPO
Once the EWPHPO manages to get the current HOP into a region that offers more
stability and fewer oscillations, it may be more beneficial to turn it off the opti-
mization off (i.e. no more HOPs changes would be allowed). This approach was
investigated in Scenario 2, where the EWPHPO was switched off after 4500s. This
time has been chosen based on the results in Figure 7.5, since after this time the
oscillations are significantly smaller than previous. The results are presented in
Figure 7.6 and Table 7.4. After the EWPHPO is turned off, the HOP remains fixed
to the value it had at 4500s. The oscillations that appear in the blue curve are intro-
duced only by fading and strongly depend on the value of this HOP. Even though
this HOP belongs to the optimum performance region associated with the cur-
rent load and speed, the variations in performance are still comparable to the case
where optimization would still be enabled (pink and green curve). The average
performance (measured between 4500s and simulation end) with the EWPHPO
disabled is slightly better than the enabled version (HP value 0.10 vs. 0.13 for the
diagonal). Alternatively, the PDP of the EWPHPO could be set to 0% as to make
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the algorithm more reactive to changes in performance once in a good performance
region.
Table 7.4 HPIs values in Scenario 2
PDP(%) Time dis-
able(s)
RLFR(%) HOFR(%) HPPR(%) HP
Reference
- - 1.17 0 3.17 0.010
Zigzag
0 - 0.58 0 2.92 0.007
10 - 0.59 0 2.49 0.006
20 - 0.51 0 2.75 0.006
20 4500 0.53 0 2.87 0.007
Diagonal
0 - 0.40 0 3.58 0.007
10 - 0.41 0 3.97 0.007
20 - 0.29 0 3.88 0.007
20 4500 0.33 0 3.96 0.007
7.3 Conclusions
The enhanced version of the WPHPO algorithm (EWPHPO) tolerates PDP %
worse performance before switching the direction in which the algorithm is look-
ing for the new HOP. This enhancement aims at improving the algorithm’s con-
vergence time and has been tested in two different scenarios with various initial
HOPs.
The addition of the PDP speeds up convergence of the algorithm and thus im-
proves system performance, in both diagonal and zigzag approaches. As expected,
the diagonal approach converges faster while the zigzag offers better granularity.
The EWPHPO works well when the initial HOP is an extreme value and manages
to bring the HOP setting into a good performance region in a shorter amount of
time.
Once in the good performance region however, the EWPHPO performs less
than optimal due to the constant change in HOP (every SON interval). The EW-
PHPO attempts to find an even better HOP, assuming that there is one. In this
case the zigzagging approach performs better, since it only changes one of the two
parameters (Hysteresis or TTT). Thus, it would be beneficial if the HOP would
stop changing once the variation in performance (in our case of the HP) would be
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significantly lower.
In the following chapter, automated mechanism that would distinguish be-
tween types of performance variations, dividing the HOP space into high and low
performance variance regions (HPVR and LPVR) will be investigated. The PDP
will be applied while the system is in the HPVR to speed up convergence towards
the LPVR. Once the LPVR is reached, the EWPHPO will be disabled and a fixed
HOP will be selected. Of course, if the network conditions change and the high
fluctuations in performance are observed, the EWPHPO will again be enabled as
the system moves into the HVPR.
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Figure 7.5 HP evolution with different PDP values in Scenario 2
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Figure 7.6 HP evolution HP in Scenario 2 when EWPHPO is disabled (zoomed
in)
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8
Signalling minimization
“The day that you stop running
Is that day that you arrive.”
– ’Enjoy the ride’ - Morcheeba
By design, self-optimization algorithms only focus on improving network per-
formance by monitoring various performance indicators. Such algorithms are ac-
tive all the time [1], [2] or can triggered by an incident, such as cell overload [3].
Their optimization decisions will only take into account the performance improve-
ment or the level to which the triggering incident was resolved. Hardware and
computation power required to converge to a solution and the signalling load gen-
erated, as the derived settings need to be broadcasted to all attached users, are
never taken into account.
While signalling reduction is an important aspect to be considered, the sta-
bility of an eNB and interference levels between different SON (Self Organizing
Network) functions should also be taken into account. Operating with the same
set of parameter values for a longer period of time will ensure stability within the
eNB, while also reducing the interference with other algorithms that may use or
try to modify the same parameter. Of course, system stability can also be ensured
by using a coordinating entity or function that tries to mediate the different set-
tings of parameter values requested by various SON functions [3]. But since SON
functions implementation will most probably be vendor specific, one cannot rely
on the coordinator mechanism to always do its job correctly or to be able to deal
with newly added functions.
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Particularly, less HO parameter changes also means overall system stability
since it may give a chance to neighbouring eNBs to align their settings. Early
versions of the 3GPP SON use cases description [4] suggested that HO and cell
reselection parameter adjustments should be carried out in a coordinated manner
between cells of the same eNB or between neighbouring eNBs in order to mini-
mize the occurrence of ping-pong HOs for example. These suggestions were no
further investigated or included in the present version of that document.
Signalling reduction has been investigated in the current 3GPP standards, but it
mainly refers to signalling determined by certain periodical procedures. Idle mode
signalling reduction (ISR) as described in Annex J in [5] is a feature that allows the
UE to roam between LTE and 2G/3G. It basically aims at reducing the frequency
of Tracking Area Updates (TAUs). Another sort of signalling reduction has been
considered by 3GPP with regard to Home eNBs (HeNBs) [6]. The HO associ-
ated signalling reduction would be achieved by adjusting the interface architecture
between HeNBs and between the HeNB and the HeNB gateway (HeNB GW).
In this section, a mechanism which will minimize signalling determined by the
use of a handover self-optimization algorithm is introduced. By using this mech-
anism, the signalling load will be significantly diminished while network stability
will be increased.
8.1 Signalling minimization mechanism
While the EWPHPO algorithm described in the previous chapter derives the proper
values of the main HO control parameters based on the observed network perfor-
mance, a signalling minimizing mechanism will be used as a stop condition, as,
due to shadow fading or coverage holes, performance can only be improved up
to a point. After this point, performance will only slightly vary with different
control parameter settings but the observed gain will not compensate for the pos-
sible instability and signalling load introduced by these changes. By using the
signalling minimizing mechanism in combination with the EWPHPO algorithm,
network performance will be maintained while the signalling load will be signifi-
cantly diminished [7].
A mechanism is introduced that determines if the performance variations are
significant enough, dividing the HOP space into high and low performance fluctua-
tion regions (HPFR and LPFR). If the there is a significant change in performance
(HPFR), the HOP will be allowed to change, while less significant fluctuations
will be attributed to shadow fading and will not require a HOP adjustment. So the
’high’ and ’low’ in H/LPFR refer to the magnitude of the fluctuations in perfor-
mance, not to the actual value of the performance (HP) itself. Regions in which the
HP values are high or low will be referred to as HHPVR (high HP value region)
and LHPVR (low HP value region) respectively. The aim is to achieve similar
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performance gains by sending less signalling messages, which will also determine
system stability.
8.2 The T-test
A T-test was chosen for determining the significance of the performance fluctua-
tions. The T-test assesses whether the means of two groups are statistically differ-
ent from each other. Due to the complexity of the calculations involved, a simpli-
fied version of the T-test has been implemented in the simulator as follows.
All the HP values are stored and then used for performing the T-test. These
HP values are divided in two sets with an equal number of samples (x1 and x2
with n1 = n2 = n samples). The first value of the HP is ignored since it will be
reflect the system in its warming up period. Then, a t value is calculated using the
formula in equation 8.1 .
t =
(x1 − x2)√∑
(x1−x1)2+
∑
(x2−x2)2
n(n−1)
(8.1)
where xi is the average of set xi.
This computed t-value is then compared against the critical value of the Stu-
dent’s t-distribution for a certain level of significance and the corresponding num-
ber of degrees of freedom (df = 2n − 2). This actually constitutes the simpli-
fication mentioned above: this comparison replaces the calculation of the actual
probability and comparing it to the chosen significance level. If the t-value is
larger than the critical value, the null hypothesis is rejected, meaning that the two
sets of samples have different means. As such, we conclude that there is a signif-
icant difference between the two and the HOP will be modified. If the computed
t-value is smaller than the critical value, the two sample sets have equal means and
thus the HOP will not be changed.
8.3 Algorithm and expected behaviour
Figure 8.1 presents a flowchart of the resulting algorithm, when adding the T-test
mechanism to the EWPHPO. Initially, all eNBs are set to have the same starting
HOP and optimization direction. Once the simulation starts or the EWPHPO is
enabled, each eNB will run the algorithm in an independent fashion, based on the
observed performance. Once a SON interval is over, the HPIs are collected and
the HP is computed and stored. If there are already enough samples for applying
the T-test, the T-test function will be called. If this function returns a zero (the null
hypothesis is accepted), the HOP is not changed and the algorithm will wait for
the next SON interval to be over. If the T-test returns a 1 or there are not enough
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samples for it yet, the HP will be compared to the previous value, taking into
account the PDP value. If an increase with PDP% is observed, the optimization
direction will be switched. Then the HOP will be changed based on its previous
value and the optimization direction and the algorithm will wait for the next SON
interval to be over. The placement of the T-test is determined by the need to also
’freeze’ the optimization direction switch when the T-test decides that the HOP
doesn’t need changing.
For a better understanding of the algorithm, four different zones are defined:
the high and low fluctuation regions (H/LPFR) and the high and low HP value
regions (H/LHPVR). The H/LPFR refers to fluctuations observed in performance,
relative to the HP value. H/LHPVR refers to the absolute values of the HP. The
H/LHPVR delimitation can be, for example, based on the previously observed
performance or can be done using a predefined threshold value (for this example
we choose 0.01). Also, this threshold value may be subject to operator policy or
further optimization decisions. As shown in Figure 8.2(a) and Figure 8.2(b), the
four zones do not completely overlap. This may trigger false alarms in terms to
HOP freeze or change as small performance fluctuations may also be observed
around high values of the HP (so a LPFR in the HHPVR) or large performance
fluctuations around small values of the HP (a HPFR in the LHPVR). The first kind
of false alarm will determine the HOP to freeze and the second kind will determine
a HOP change, both of which should be avoided.
A conceptual depiction of the expected behaviour of the algorithm is presented
in Figure 8.3. This is only on a conceptual level since the T-test is applied as post
processing. When running the actual algorithm, the T-test will be applied on live
samples and the triggered performance variations will influence the next samples
used for the T-test.
The black curve in Figure 8.3(a) represents the time evolution of the HP in one
eNB. The gray curve represents HOP changes in case the T-test is applied: if it is
non-zero (spike), a change of HOP will be operated. If it is zero, the current HOP
is maintained. So instead of having gray spikes every sample, a lot less spikes are
observed (especially in the middle region) as a consequence of applying the T-test.
Note that the changing or ’freezing’ of a HOP in one eNB can also influence the
surrounding eNBs’ performance.
Figure 8.3(b) shows the cumulated number of messages that would be sent by
the two versions of the algorithm: default (without the T-test) - black curve and
when using the T-test -dotted curve. While the black curve increases with one
message sent every SON interval (a HOP change is operated every SON interval),
the dotted curve shows an increase in the HHPVRs but almost no change (only
six messages) in the LHPVR. This is a somewhat special case since the HPFRs
coincide mostly with the HHPVRs. There are still six instances when a HPFR
is detected while the system is in the LHPVR. The algorithm cannot make the
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Figure 8.1 EWPHPO with T-test flowchart
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Figure 8.2 Four regions delimitation
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Figure 8.3 Conceptual signalling minimization
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Table 8.1 Low HP value region (LHPVR) delimitation per scenario
Scenario number Zigzag
tLHPV R start
(s)
Diagonal
tLHPV R start
(s)
tLHPV R stop (s)
1a 10000 6500 14400
1b 8000 3000 14400
1c 0 0 14400
2 4500 4500 14400
3 0 0 3600
difference between high variation in a low value area and vice versa.
8.4 Results
In this section, results of the investigated scenarios are presented, both in terms
of performance improvement (HP values) and signalling minimization. The sig-
nalling minimization is calculated both for the entire simulation duration and for
the LHPVR. The HP was calculated using equation 4.9 and averaged over the en-
tire simulation time and number of eNBs in the network (25). A PDP of 20% is
used for all simulations.
The LHPVR (see Table 8.1) has been chosen based on the results from the
previous section, as the region in which only variations around small values of the
HP are present. For scenario 1c, the entire simulation duration is comprised in the
LHPVR.
The signalling minimization percentage is calculated as follows (for both the
entire simulation time and the LHPVR), using equation 8.2:
signalling reduction(%) = 100− msgEWPHPO+ttest ∗ 100
msgEWPHPO
(8.2)
The actual number of messages generated by HOP changes (msgx) when us-
ing the default EWPHPO algorithm (msgEWPHPO) and the EWPHPO with the
T-test enabled (msgEWPHPO+ttest) were both obtained by using formula 8.3.
The number of messages sent by any version of the algorithm is calculated as the
maximum number of messages that could be sent over the entire simulation time
by all eNBs in the scenario (maxmsg) subtracted the times that the HOP was not
changed in two consecutive steps (denoted by frozen hop). This is either due to
limitations in the range of possible values (the Hysteresis and/or TTT could not be
further increased/decreased), either as a consequence of applying the T-test.
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msgx = maxmsg − frozen hop (8.3)
maxmsg is calculated using one of the following two formulas: 8.4 for the
entire simulation time and 8.5 for the the LHPVR only. A number of signalling
messages will be sent within a given time frame. If we are taking about the entire
simulation time, this will be equal to the simulation time in hours (sim duration)
multiplied by the changes that occur in each hour (60 minutes divided by the SON
interval, which is 3 min). As a change in HOP cannot occur before one SON
interval has elapsed, we need to subtracted one from that number and multiple
the result with 25 for the number of eNBs in the network. If we refer only to the
LHPVR, the same mechanism can be applied, only this time sim duration will
be replaced by the duration of the LHPVR, expressed in seconds.
maxmsg =
(
sim duration ∗ 60
SONinterval
− 1
)
∗ 25 (8.4)
maxmsg =
tLHPV R stop − tLHPV R start
3600
∗ 60
SONinterval
∗ 25 (8.5)
where sim duration, tLHPV R stop and tLHPV R start are read from Table 8.1.
Note that all the used parameters have the values and the measurement unit as
mentioned in Tables 5.3 and 5.4.
8.4.1 Impact of significance level and number of samples used
As described above, the chosen significance level (referred to as T-test alpha from
here on) and the number of samples in each set, will directly influence the outcome
of the test (number of times the hypothesis is rejected or accepted). Simulations
with three different T-test alpha values and several number of samples have been
conducted for Scenarios 1, 2 and 3 and the results are included in Tables B.2 to
B.16 in Appendix B.
For a higher the significance level (lower value for T-test alpha), the null hy-
pothesis will be accepted more times than for a lower significance level, determin-
ing less HOP changes. This is due to the way the T-test is implemented in the
simulator, i.e. the computed t-value is compared to the critical value of the Stu-
dent’s t-distribution for a certain level of significance (see Table B.1 in Appendix
B). As shown in Figure 8.4, for a given degree of freedom, the corresponding crit-
ical value of the Student’s t-distribution is higher as the T-test alpha is lower. This
holds true for every degree of freedom and determines a larger region in which the
HOP will not be allowed to change and thus more signalling reduction, as can be
seen in Appendix B.
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Figure 8.4 Impact of significance level on the region where the HOP is ’frozen’
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The number of samples in a set has to be a multiple of SON intervals (since the
HP is calculated per SON interval). The number of samples used will influence
when the T-test can start to be applied since it needs 2n+1 values to already exist.
If a large number of samples is chosen, the T-test will be delayed giving a chance
to the EWPHPO to make continuous changes. If a small number of samples is
used, the T-test will be triggered earlier. This will impact performance depending
on the initial HOP. If the initial HOP is far from the optimal region, the EWPHPO
will benefit from triggering the T-test later (e.g. using a large number of samples)
so the algorithms gets a chance to converge. If starting from an optimal HOP or
one close to the optimal region, the T-test should be trigger earlier as the algorithm
will need little time to converge and thus the signalling reduction will be increased.
The results of the investigations on Scenarios 1, 2 and 3 are presented in Table
8.2 - 8.6. Although multiple values for the number of samples in a set were used for
performing the T-test (according to Table 5.3), the following tables only include the
results for the best setting of this parameter in terms of performance or signalling
minimization. If only one row is present for a given T-test alpha, it means that that
number of samples provides both the best performance and the most signalling
reduction.
The most signalling reduction is achieved by the smallest number of samples
per set used (6). This is to be expected since a small number of samples activates
the T-test the earliest and allows the EWPHPO to react promptly to the perfor-
mance variations (or lack thereof) in the system. Unfortunately, this comes at the
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Table 8.2 Signalling reduction in Scenario 1a
T-test alpha Samples for
T-test
Overall
signalling
reduc-
tion(%)
LHPVR
signalling
reduc-
tion(%)
HP
Zigzag
- - 0 0 0.088
0.05 6 83.31 98.33 0.16
0.05 20 18.82 43.16 0.09
0.01 6 86.49 99.83 0.17
0.01 20 27.55 61.83 0.096
Diagonal
- - 0 0 0.045
0.05 6 77.77 94.22 0.069
0.05 10 59.75 84.57 0.043
0.01 6 82.77 97.63 0.07
0.01 12 63.90 94.13 0.042
cost of some performance degradation, if compared to the default case where no
T-test was applied (bold first line in each table).
Also looking at the highest signalling reduction, the zigzag approach benefits
most from the use of the T-test since, with this approach, the chances of switch-
ing back and forth between two adjacent HOPs was higher than when using the
diagonal in the default case .
A special case is represented by Scenario 3. The initial HOP is close to the
absolute optimum and also close to the edge of the possible HOP space (only one
or two more changes are still allowed in a downward direction). Thus, the sig-
nalling reduction introduced by the use of the T-test is sometimes 0% and overall
lower than in the other scenarios. The 0% signalling reduction is associated with
a larger number of samples (10, 12 or 14). The outcome is predictable since with
that number of samples per set , the T-test will only be triggered, at the earliest,
after 63 minutes and will not have any effect on the LHPVR of this scenario.
The best performance when applying the T-test is achieved (usually) by a using
a larger number of samples. In roughly half the cases studied here, the performance
even surpasses the default performance, which is a side-effect of the usage of the
T-test.
The chosen level of significance also impacts the number of times the HOP
will be allowed to change. The higher the level of significance (lower T-test al-
pha value), the bigger the change that the two sets of samples will fulfil the null
hypothesis and thus lead to a HOP freeze and reduced signalling. This can be
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Table 8.3 Signalling reduction in Scenario 1b
T-test alpha Samples for
T-test
Overall
signalling
reduc-
tion(%)
LHPVR
signalling
reduc-
tion(%)
HP
Zigzag
- - 0 0 0.042
0.05 6 67.78 92.91 0.061
0.05 12 42.13 76.57 0.041
0.01 6 75.38 98.74 0.044
0.01 12 58.53 90.51 0.043
Diagonal
- - 0 0 0.032
0.05 6 69.87 85.84 0.031
0.01 6 80.27 99.87 0.027
Table 8.4 Signalling reduction in Scenario 1c
T-test alpha Samples for T-test Overall signalling
reduction(%)
HP
Zigzag
- - 0 0.029
0.05 6 77.12 0.024
0.05 12 45.64 0.022
0.01 6 83.12 0.020
Diagonal
- - 0 0.024
0.05 6 74.02 0.026
0.05 12 60.75 0.021
0.01 6 83.94 0.030
0.01 12 64.30 0.020
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Table 8.5 Signalling reduction in Scenario 2
T-test alpha Samples for
T-test
Overall
signalling
reduc-
tion(%)
LHPVR
signalling
reduc-
tion(%)
HP
Zigzag
- - 0 0 0.006
0.05 6 59.58 83.43 0.008
0.05 12 31.43 60.79 0.006
0.01 6 71.13 93.63 0.009
0.01 12 40 75.88 0.007
Diagonal
- - 0 0 0.008
0.05 6 53.58 80.87 0.009
0.05 14 25.45 62.27 0.007
0.01 6 60.42 87.08 0.01
0.01 12 31.44 72.68 0.007
Table 8.6 Signalling reduction in Scenario 3
T-test alpha Samples for
T-test
Overall
signalling
reduc-
tion(%)
LHPVR
signalling
reduc-
tion(%)
HP
Zigzag
- - 0 0 0.016
0.05 6 41.66 31.76 0.018
0.05 14 2.83 0 0.015
0.01 6 55.34 35.29 0.02
0.01 14 1.35 0 0.014
Diagonal
- - 0 0 0.016
0.05 6 49.82 36.76 0.016
0.05 10 31.56 0 0.014
0.01 6 61.08 39.70 0.017
0.01 14 4.08 0 0.017
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easily noticed when comparing the signalling reduction for the same number of
samples used for the T-test (e.g. 6 samples) and the three different T-test alpha
values investigated.
In terms of eNB settings and system stability, the usage of the T-test allows
the same sets of values to be maintained for a longer period of time. An example
is offered in Figure 8.5 that shows the evolution of the Hysteresis parameter in
the centre eNB (eNB12) in Scenario 1a when using the diagonal approach and the
T-test alpha equal to 0.01. The default algorithm changes the Hysteresis parameter
every SON interval, sometimes going back and forth between neighbouring values
that offer similar performance. If the T-test is applied, these parameter changes
are eliminated after reaching a certain level of performance. The stability of a
single eNB will translate into system stability since its settings can influence the
eNBs around it. As the diagonal approach was used, the TTT values will follow
an identical trend as they are modified at the same time and in the same way as the
Hysteresis parameter.
Figure 8.5 Hysteresis value evolution in Scenario 1a with diagonal approach and
T-test with an alpha of 0.01
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A certain balance must be obtained between the signalling reduction provided
by the usage of the T-test and the system performance. An example is given in
Figure 8.6 , where the provided performance and signalling reduction for all con-
sidered T-test number of samples are plotted for scenario 1a, using a T-test alpha
of 0.01. As the number of samples is incremented, the signalling reduction di-
minishes and performance improves (lower values of the HP). Of course, applying
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the T-test (independent of how many samples are used) will always decrease the
signalling amount.
In this particular example, the diagonal approach was used (in both Figures 8.5
and 8.6) to ensure faster convergence of the algorithm. The use of a larger number
of samples for the T-test delays its applicability and gives the algorithm time to
reach a lower Hysteresis setting before a possible HOP freeze (see Figure 8.5).
As a result, better performance (lower HP values) can be observed for a number
of samples higher than 10 (see Figure 8.6). Figure 8.7 presents the evolution of
the HPIs (RLFR, HOFR and HPPR) in this scenario, depending on the number of
samples used per set for the T-test.
So a compromise can be made by choosing a mid-range value for the number
of samples used by the T-test. Such a value (12 -14 samples) will significantly
decrease signalling while still providing good performance.
Figure 8.6 Signalling reduction vs performance in Scenario 1a with diagonal ap-
proach and T-test with an alpha of 0.01
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8.5 Conclusions
The proposed T-test based mechanism that is added to the EWPHPO algorithm,
distinguishes between high and low fluctuations in performance. The aim of the
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Figure 8.7 HPIs evolution in Scenario 1a with diagonal approach and T-test with
an alpha of 0.01
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T-test mechanism is to disable the HOP change when observed performance fluc-
tuations between a number of consecutive samples are not significant and thus
reduce signalling and increase system stability. This mechanism has been tested
in various scenarios and shows a clear minimization of the signalling load, which,
in turn, increases network stability. As a side effect, improved network perfor-
mance has also been observed. While performing the T-test on a large number of
samples ensures the best overall performance, a smaller number of samples reduce
signalling the most. This is to be expected, since using a smaller number of sam-
ples insures that the T-test function is called earlier and that the algorithm reacts
in a more timely fashion to changes in performance. As a result, we propose a
setting of mid-range value for the number samples per set (12-14 samples) and a
high level of significance (T-test alpha = 0.01) to insure optimum performance and
reduced signalling. Signalling minimization is of interest since, besides the obvi-
ous load reduction, it also determines system stability and reduces the interference
with other SON functions.
One further possible improvement that could be added is the introduction of
an absolute threshold to differentiate between high and low HP value regions
(HHPVR and LHPVR). In the current version, the algorithm cannot distinguish
between small fluctuations in a HHPVR or big fluctuations in a LHPVR, both
of which will have the opposite effect on the expected algorithm behaviour. In
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the former case, it will determine a HOP freeze although the system has not yet
reached the LHPVR (which is the aim). In the latter, the HOP will be change even
if performance did not vary that much (when referring to absolute values).
With the introduction of this absolute threshold, the HP space will be divided in
a high and low HP value regions (HHPVR and LHPVPR). This absolute threshold
value will be adjusted by the operator and may be subject to a learning mechanism.
Since the EWPHPO will not be turned off in either region, reactions to changing
network conditions will be ensured. Different parameter settings can be used for
these regions in order to improve convergence of the algorithm and reduced sig-
nalling. In the HHPVR the diagonal with a 20% PDP can be used to insure fast
convergence. A high number of samples for the T-test in this region will also elim-
inate needless HOP changes. In contrast, in the LHPVR , the zigzag approach
will offer more granularity. A lower PDP setting (0% or 10%) and smaller num-
ber of samples used for the T-test, will insure that the algorithm reacts timely to
performance variations.
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9
Initial settings independent
performance
“And I could be anywhere,
Anywhere under the moon”
– ’Anywhere under the moon’ - Dala
A limitation of the EWPHPO algorithm presented in the previous chapters is
that only a small subset of HOPs is available for the algorithm to choose from.
These are the points on the diagonal line where the initial HOP is situated and the
algorithm is not allowed to go outside this line. Choosing an optimal diagonal to
work on thus becomes a vital part of the algorithm as this will directly influence
HO performance. Since the investigated system is a dynamic one, picking the
right initial diagonal can be tricky since it is hard to know in advance which one
that might be. Thus the idea of working only on one diagonal is a drawback,
especially since the initial diagonal may be a very short one (initial HOP is close
to the edges of the HOP space) so very few settings are available. This, combined
with the possibility that the initial HOP is situated in an area of bad performance,
determines poor achievable HO performance. Also, the optimization algorithm
should work regardless of the initial HOP setting and try to find the settings that
provide the best possible performance, according to the current network state.
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9.1 Algorithm re-design
With the proposed extension [1], the Balanced Handover Parameter Optimization
(BHPO) algorithm, all the HOPs are reachable so the initial HOP becomes less
important. Even if all diagonals, including the initial diagonal (determined by the
position of the initial HOP) will contain a local minimum (in terms of HP values),
this does not mean better performance cannot be achieved. In other words, other
settings, outside the initial diagonal may provide better performance. It is these
points that now become available for the algorithm. The BHPO of the algorithm
is designed to give more freedom to the optimization decisions and will work as
depicted in Figure 9.1.
Given point A (the full circle) as an initial HOP (in this example corresponding
to 3.5dB and 480ms) and an initial optimization direction (here NE-SW), using
the previously described method, the HP will be calculated and stored for every
SON interval. Using the PDP, the HOP will move up and down diagonal 1 as
long as the necessary samples for performing the T-test are gathered or as long
as the null hypothesis is rejected, i.e. the T-test returns a 1. As soon as the null
hypothesis is accepted, i.e. the T-test returns a 0, the orientation of the diagonal can
be switched. In Figure 9.1, this switching point is represented by a hollow circle,
i.e. points B, C and D. The return of a 0 by the T-test means that the two sets of
HP samples have equal means, so no further improvement can be achieved on the
current diagonal and a new one may be picked in search of yet better performance.
After the diagonal has been changed, as long as the T-test returns a 1, the HOP
will move on diagonal 2 (oriented NW-SE). This until performance once more
stagnates, the T-test returns a 1 again and the diagonal is switched to NE-SW
orientation (diagonal 3) and so on.
Once the diagonal is changed, several HOPs on the new diagonal should be
picked as to determine if better performance can be achieved. Otherwise, there
is the risk that after 1 or 2 HOPs chosen on the new diagonal, the orientation is
changed again and the algorithm will be stuck in a small loop around a few points
and will possibly be unable to move towards better performance regions. In order
to ensure that every diagonal is traversed for a long enough time, the two samples
sets needed for performing the T-test will belong to both diagonals: one set will
contain samples from the previous diagonal and the second set contains samples
gathered on the current diagonal. The performance of the switch point is included
in the first set.
In parallel, a longer T-test is also running (referred to from here on as L-T-
test). This L-T-test will act as a stop condition for HOP changes for as long as it
determines that HO performance can no longer be improved significantly. This,
as was the case with the EWPHPO algorithm, will minimize the control signalling
load introduced by the algorithm. Of course, if performance will again begin to
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Figure 9.1 BHPO approach
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significantly fluctuate, the L-T-test will permit the HOP to be again modified.
If, after some time, the optimization process reaches a better area of perfor-
mance (see darker region in middle figure in Table 6.2), higher reactiveness to
changes in performance levels would be desired. This implies using a lower set-
ting for the PDP (0%) and fewer samples for the T-Test. This change in PDP
and T-test sample set size settings can be triggered for by reaching a certain per-
formance level or by a certain number of diagonal swaps being completed. The
former was chosen for the results below, in the form of two thresholds, 0.04 and
0.03, which we will refer to as Thchange from here on. These values have been
chosen based in results present in Chapter 7. They can also be obtained by setting
target values of 5% for the RLF ratio and 10% for the HPP ratio, or 2% for the
RLF ratio and 13% for the HPP ratio respectively, in the absence of any HOFs.
The resulting algorithm is described by the flowchart in Figure 9.2. Details on
values used for the (L-) T-test can be found in Table 5.3.
One important note is that the (L-)T-test is not designed to determine what the
best performance on all/each diagonal is. The T-test (by design) can only indicate
whether or not performance is still fluctuating. This will determine signalling mini-
mization (and consequently system stability) by eliminating useless HOP changes.
If it happens that the HOP, for which the algorithm decided no change is needed,
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Figure 9.2 BHPO algorithm flowchart
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is a minimum, then of course, the average performance will also be improved as
compared to neighbouring HOPs. More specifically let’s assume the current HOP
setting is located in a region where most HOPs provide similar performance. De-
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pending on the number of samples used for the T-test, the algorithm will most
probably choose to freeze the HOP in one of these points. If that HOP is the actual
minimum for that state of the cell and for that region, the average performance
will be better than if a neighbouring point will have been chosen instead. This
difference in average performance will increase with the number of SON intervals
for which the stop condition holds true (i.e. L-T-test returns a 0). But this is just a
side effect of the T-test , and not its main purpose. The concept of an overall static
minimum is in any case non-existing; because of the dynamic nature of the investi-
gated system, i.e. user movement from cell to cell and the load each of these users
generates at that time determines a shift in the position of this minimum (which
is also cell specific). A search for this ’absolute best HOP setting’ would take
considerable time and its result could only be applied if the users were static and
generating a constant load at all times. Since the position of such a minimum is
not known a priori in a dynamic system, the algorithm will not set out to find it but
rather respond to the current state of the cell.
9.2 Optimization techniques parallel
Reinforcement Learning (RL) and Genetic Algorithms (GA) are great candidates
for optimization problem solving. A parallel can be drawn between the proposed
BHPO approach and these well known optimization techniques.
However, GAs assume that the problem that problem itself and the environ-
ment associated with it are static. This is not the case for our system as the HP
associated with a HOP may vary over time. There is some research on dynamic
GAs that could deal with this problem.
RL is another option. In order to be able to use it in our system we should do
the following:
• We would need to build a history from which the system learns. This is
referred to as the exploration phase. In this phase we would test many dif-
ferent situations and see how the system reacts. This would constitute a
sort of sensitivity analysis. But building such a history (in a real network)
takes time and will result in suboptimal performance during this phase. In
this case the rewards will come later as the system manages to recognize
patterns and react accordingly to them.
• We would also have to take into account all parameters that can influence the
HP value over time : number of users in the cell, their speed and trajectory,
load, system parameters settings (HPP window, SINR filtering, etc) which
raises other questions:
– Can we make a complete list of these parameters?
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– Can we observe them all?
– Are they known in a real network or not? We may know the speed of
the user within the simulator but do you know it in the network?
Assuming we can do all these things, we could build a model and anticipate
what the best HOP setting would be for a given situation. In the exploita-
tion phase we could check our assumption against new results and adapt the
model accordingly.
The main benefit of the BHPO is that there is not time lost with building a
history and it starts optimization as soon as the first SON Interval is over. Also
because it claims no knowledge of what the optimal setting region is, it can work
under any conditions, whether they have been present in the network before or not.
However, the use of RL techniques may help to further fine tune and improve the
convergence time of the BHPO.
9.3 Results
In this section, the results of the BHPO algorithm are presented and compared
with those produced by the EWPHPO algorithm, which are used as reference. The
results include the handover performance (HP values), the number of signalling
messages and a combined Network Performance Indicator (NPI). The resulting
HP values are averaged over all the eNBs in the network (25 eNBs) and a certain
simulation time (as stated in tables below); the first 300s are excluded from the
results as at that time the system is still warming up. The Signalling messages
(Sig) are the actual number of messages generated by HOP changes by all the
eNBs in the networks during the entire simulation time.
The NPI will be calculated using equation 9.1:
NPI =
wHP ∗ HPBHPOHPreference + wSig ∗
SigBHPO
Sigreference
wHP + wSig
(9.1)
The HPreference and Sigreference are the HP and signalling values obtained
by running the considered reference algorithm. In this case, the EWPHPO algo-
rithm with a PDP of 20% was chosen with and without a T-test stop condition
using 12 samples per set. The BHPO was tested using a 20% PDP and a T-test
with 12 samples per set, the same setting used for the EWPHPO case. Then, the
L-T-test with 20 samples per set was added, to act as a stop condition for HOP
changes as long as performance does not significantly fluctuate anymore. The use
of the 0.04 and 0.03 thresholds for PDP and T-test set size change (Th ch) were
also tested, with and without the L-T-test being enabled.
The wHP and wSig are the weights given to the two components of the NPI
and follow a similar logic as those used for calculating the HP. The operator may
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choose to give a higher priority for example to the actual performance and a smaller
one to the signalling the optimization introduces. As such, for the results presented
below, a setting of 2 for the wHP and 1 for the wSig has been chosen. The normal-
ization to the reference (EWPHPO) values in equation 9.1 has been used in order
to make the impact of the two metrics on the NPI equal, since the HP is one or two
orders smaller compared to the signalling.
Two NPI values can be calculated, depending on which version of the EW-
PHPO is used as reference: NPI1 for the EWPHPO with no T-test and NPI2 for
the EWPHPO with T-test. If in the following the EWPHPO is referred to with no
mention of whether or not the T-test is used, this means that both versions of the
EWPHPO provide a similar result.
The resulting NPI will be equal to 1 for the EWPHPO case. For the other
possible combinations of settings, the value of the NPI will show whether overall
network performance is better or worse than the reference value. A value of the
NPI larger than 1 reflects worse network performance while a smaller value that 1
means better network performance.
First the impact of the simulation time will be shortly explained. This is of
importance since, depending on how long the algorithm runs for, convergence and
an optimal performance region can be reached or not. Table 9.1 illustrates how the
average performance varies with the simulation time for Scenario 1a. The table
includes results averaged over the first hour, the first 2 hours, the first 3 hours,
entire simulation time (4 hours) and last 15 minutes simulation time.
If results are compared along each line, it can be easily noticed that perfor-
mance benefits from a longer simulation time as more HOP settings can be in-
vestigated and convergence can be reached. In the first hour of simulation, the
BHPO (with and without the L-T-test) behaves exactly like the EWPHPO since
no (L-)T-test can be applied yet. This is due to the number of performance sam-
ples collected (20) which are not enough for performing either test. However, a
change in PDP setting and set size for the T-test (from 20% to 0% and from 12
samples to 6 samples once a certain performance threshold is reached), improves
performance. This trend is maintained during the second simulation hour as well.
If results were to be averaged over the first 3 hours or 4 hours of the simulation,
less versions of the BHPO will provide a better performance than the EWPHPO
(two and one respectively). This also holds for the last 15 minutes of the simu-
lation. This is due to the fact that given enough time the EWPHPO manages to
converge to a good HOP setting since the initial diagonal passes through the opti-
mal performance region. The BHPO also reaches this area, but instead of freezing
the HOP setting, it switched diagonal and starts looking for a better setting out-
side the optimal performance region. Of course, using a smaller SON interval can
ensure that more HOP changes are operated in the same amount of time.
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Tables 9.2 to 9.7 present the obtained results by using the BHPO for the six
investigated (sub-) scenarios. In terms of overall averaged performance, all sce-
narios (with the exception of one) produce better or at least similar results to the
EWPHPO. Scenario 3 is the only one that does not manage to surpass the EW-
PHPO performance value. This can be somewhat anticipated, since scenario 3
starts with an HOP that is both the optimum for the given situation (in terms of
user speed and load at the simulation start) and placed in the optimal performance
region. With the new algorithm approach, the settings of the HOP will be taken
out of this region, at least for some steps, which in turn will cause performance to
become worse than the EWPHPO seen in Table 9.7.
Scenario 3 also operated with different settings than the other scenarios: the
initial T-test is using 6 (and later 3) samples per set while the L-T-test is using 12
samples per set. The former is due to the initial HOP which is optimal. Thus the
reactiveness of the algorithm even to minor changes in performance is crucial. The
latter setting is due to the fact that the simulation time is only 2 hours. Using 20
samples per set (which is used for all the other scenarios) will require the accumu-
lation of 41 samples before the L-T-test can be used. 41 samples translate into 123
minutes (one sample is computed every 3 minutes, see Table 5.3), which clearly
surpasses the simulation time of this scenario.
On the other hand, scenario 1d performs better in terms of performance in all
its setting combinations for the BHPO than it does when the EWPHPO is used.
This is also due to its initial HOP and is one of the limitations that were previously
mentioned. The initial HOP (0.5dB and 1024ms) is, as opposed to scenario 3, both
placed in an area of worse performance and on a short initial diagonal. When the
EWPHPO algorithm is used, it can only choose one of the 7 HOP available on the
initial diagonal. The local minimum on this diagonal does not provide as good
a performance as other adjacent HOPs, outside the initial diagonal. When using
the BHPO, these points become available and performance improves because the
HOP is moved outside the initial region and towards a better one.
Scenario 1a, 1b and 1c present the same constant speed, constant generated
load situation with two extreme starting HOPs and a moderate one. The initial di-
agonals of these scenarios pass through the optimal performance region. In the
EWPHPO case however, none of them could reach the absolute minimum for
the presented situation. Using the BHPO, this point becomes available and it is
reached in some cases, providing better performance than the EWPHPO value.
Note that this point may shift with user distribution, speed and load generated, so
it cannot become a target value that needs to be reached or that can be anticipated
at the beginning of the optimization process. However, setting a target perfor-
mance value, based on previous experience, as a threshold for changing certain
settings (in this case PDP and samples for T-test values), and not for disabling the
optimization process, can be beneficial (see Tables 9.2 to 9.4).
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As mentioned before, the simulation time over which the performance is av-
eraged also has an impact. Note that Tables 9.2 to 9.7 present the overall aver-
aged performance (over the entire simulation time) and the averaged performance
obtained in the last 15 minutes of the simulation. For Scenarios 1a and 1d, the
performance of the last 15 minutes presents the same trend as the overall perfor-
mance. In the case of Scenarios 1b and 1c, the performance averaged over the last
15 minutes is better in comparison to the EWPHPO than the overall one. This is
because the algorithm manages towards the end of the simulation to converge to
a good region of performance after trying out several HOPs settings outside the
original diagonal. Scenarios 2 and 3 present the opposite effect (performance of
the last 15 minutes is worse than the overall performance and the reference), as
their initial HOP was already situated in the optimal performance region and the
algorithm has taken it (at least for some time) outside it.
Between the settings of the six considered scenarios, a good converge of the
HOP space in terms of initial HOPs is obtained. This is of importance since the op-
timization algorithm should work and achieve good performance no matter where
the initial HOP is situated. The BHPO is thus more valuable since, even if the
initial HOP is situated in less optimal performance region or on a short initial di-
agonal, it manages to offer more choice in terms of HOP that can be used; in fact,
the BHPO makes all 336 HOPs available, independently of the initial HOP. Some
extreme/inappropriate HOP settings may be caused by wrong default settings/con-
figuration, can be the direct result of an abnormal situation or the indirect result
of other algorithms that attempt to modify Hysteresis or TTT in order to achieve
different goals (such as load balancing for example).
When referring to the signalling load, the BHPO cannot match the signalling
reduction of the EWPHPO with T-test algorithm. This is determined by two fac-
tors. First, the BHPO uses more samples per set for its stop condition (L-T-test):
20 instead of just 12. This, on its own, delays the stop condition from even be-
coming an option by close to an hour: when using 12 samples per set, the T-test
can be first applied after 75 minutes, while the use of 20 samples per set adds up
to 123 minutes. Secondly, the EWPHPO algorithm keeps going up and down on
one diagonal, at some point just switching between a small subset of HOPs values
where performance does not vary that much anymore. This causes the optimiza-
tion to be stopped earlier than when using the BHPO, which has to look at each
new diagonal before freezing the HOP setting.
Most self-optimization algorithms are designed to look for a newer and better
control parameter setting with no stop condition. So, if we were to compare the
signalling produced by the BHPO with the EWPHPO with no T-test stop condition,
the signalling reduction is clear. This trend has been investigated in Chapter 8 and
is maintained and proved by comparing signalling results in Tables 9.2 to 9.7 two
by two lines (i.e. version without and with (L-)T-test enabled). The exception
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is again Scenario 3 where the HOP is taken out of the limited diagonal and this
accounts for more signalling messages being sent.
The diminished signalling reduction also has an impact on the NPI values. If
the EWPHPO with no T-test is taken as a reference, in Scenarios 1a, 1b and 1c
the instances in which the NPI1 values are better (lower) than the reference are
in line with the performance values. In Scenario 1d, all BHPO NPI1 value are
better than the reference mainly due to the performance improvement. Scenarios
2 and 3 however provide NPI2 values which are worse than the reference due to
the higher number of signalling messages generated which cannot be overweighed
by possibly improved performance.
When taking the EWPHPO with T-test as reference, Scenario 1d is the only
one where, due to significant performance improvement, the resulting NPI2 val-
ues are in two instances smaller (better) and in one instance very close to the
EWPHPO value. Of course, the situation will change (for the better) with differ-
ent values for wHP and wSig, as the operator may decide to give a much larger
weight to HO performance compared to the produces signalling. Still, although
currently signalling introduced by SON in general is neglected, it should factored
in when assessing the overall network performance. Reduced signalling also de-
termines network stability as more and more SON functions are added and their
coordination may become a complex issue. Having one algorithm produce less
changes in a given time frame, while still maintaining performance levels, ensures
less conflict with other algorithms that may be changing the same parameters but
with other criteria in mind.
One last remark about the quantification of the results would be that the only
true way to asses which algorithm (EWPHPO no T-test, EWPHPO with T-test,
BHPO) performs best, would be to run all scenarios, with optimization enabled
and having each of the 336 possible HOPs as initial HOP and average the results.
This is however unfeasible to do due to long simulation times needed.
9.4 Conclusions
The BHPO algorithm, an extension to the EWPHPO algorithm, offers maximum
freedom in choosing the best HOP for the current network situation, making all
336 possible HOP available. This is an important aspect since the algorithm should
work equally well no matter what the initial settings (HOP and initial diagonal) are.
Also, a new metric, the Network Performance Indicator (NPI), has been introduced
in order to quantify the balance that needs to be achieved between HO performance
and the amount of signalling that the optimization process introduces. While main-
taining good performance, signalling can be reduced and increased system stability
can be achieved.
The results of the BHPO have been compared in different setting versions with
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Table 9.2 Scenario 1a performance and signalling
PDP(%) T-
test
set
size
L-T-
test
set
size
Th -
ch
HP
last
15
min
HP Sig NPI1 NPI2
EWPHPO
20 - - - 0.021 0.045 1881 1 1.657
20 12 - - 0.015 0.042 679 0.734 1
BHPO
20 12 - - 0.018 0.043 1752 0.941 1.544
20 12 20 - 0.015 0.040 1035 0.779 1.155
20 to 0 12 to
6
- 0.04 0.025 0.063 1601 1.215 1.797
20 to 0 12 to
6
20 0.04 0.030 0.065 978 1.133 1.523
20 to 0 12 to
6
- 0.03 0.017 0.044 1722 0.953 1.548
20 to 0 12 to
6
20 0.03 0.016 0.042 973 0.793 1.152
Table 9.3 Scenario 1b performance and signalling
PDP(%) T-
test
set
size
L-T-
test
set
size
Th -
ch
HP
last
15
min
HP Sig NPI1 NPI2
EWPHPO
20 - - - 0.026 0.032 1972 1 1.515
20 12 - - 0.025 0.033 744 0.829 1
BHPO
20 12 - - 0.029 0.033 1841 1.011 1.488
20 12 20 - 0.024 0.034 1263 0.938 1.252
20 to 0 12 to
6
- 0.04 0.020 0.029 1699 0.893 1.335
20 to 0 12 to
6
20 0.04 0.021 0.029 1000 0.791 1.037
20 to 0 12 to
6
- 0.03 0.028 0.033 1765 1.001 1.457
20 to 0 12 to
6
20 0.03 0.030 0.034 1036 0.900 1.151
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Table 9.4 Scenario 1c performance and signalling
PDP(%) T-
test
set
size
L-T-
test
set
size
Th -
ch
HP
last
15
min
HP Sig NPI1 NPI2
EWPHPO
20 - - - 0.024 0.024 1975 1 1.722
20 12 - - 0.022 0.021 705 0.682 1
BHPO
20 12 - - 0.034 0.028 1825 1.074 1.767
20 12 20 - 0.026 0.026 1059 0.879 1.329
20 to 0 12 to
6
- 0.04 0.022 0.022 1748 0.903 1.543
20 to 0 12 to
6
20 0.04 0.016 0.020 975 0.706 1.102
20 to 0 12 to
6
- 0.03 0.019 0.019 1781 0.817 1.451
20 to 0 12 to
6
20 0.03 0.018 0.019 958 0.678 1.064
Table 9.5 Scenario 1d performance and signalling
PDP(%) T-
test
set
size
L-T-
test
set
size
Th -
ch
HP
last
15
min
HP Sig NPI1 NPI2
EWPHPO
20 - - - 0.066 0.065 1656 1 1.346
20 12 - - 0.107 0.081 675 0.976 1
BHPO
20 12 - - 0.032 0.050 1649 0.845 1.222
20 12 20 - 0.023 0.049 1176 0.748 0.986
20 to 0 12 to
6
- 0.04 0.030 0.045 1677 0.805 1.199
20 to 0 12 to
6
20 0.04 0.038 0.049 1111 0.733 0.953
20 to 0 12 to
6
- 0.03 0.026 0.045 1689 0.805 1.202
20 to 0 12 to
6
20 0.03 0.030 0.053 1230 0.795 1.042
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Table 9.6 Scenario 2 performance and signalling
PDP(%) T-
test
set
size
L-T-
test
set
size
Th -
ch
HP
last
15
min
HP Sig NPI1 NPI2
EWPHPO
20 - - - 0.002 0.008 935 1 1.187
20 12 - - 0.0004 0.007 641 0.861 1
BHPO
20 12 - - 0.005 0.007 1581 1.163 1.452
20 12 20 - 0.001 0.006 1010 0.951 1.146
20 to 0 12 to
6
- 0.04 0.000 0.006 1596 1.137 1.424
20 to 0 12 to
6
20 0.04 0.002 0.006 1097 0.968 1.174
20 to 0 12 to
6
- 0.03 0.001 0.007 1605 1.181 1.474
20 to 0 12 to
6
20 0.03 0.000 0.006 1083 0.938 1.139
Table 9.7 Scenario 3 performance and signalling
PDP(%) T-
test
set
size
L-T-
test
set
size
Th -
ch
HP
last
15
min
HP Sig NPI1 NPI2
EWPHPO
20 - - - 0.027 0.016 514 1 1.46
20 6 - - 0.027 0.017 200 0.865 1
BHPO
20 6 - - 0.047 0.031 606 1.716 2.207
20 6 12 - 0.048 0.028 576 1.575 2.048
20 to 0 6 to 3 - 0.04 0.042 0.030 524 1.598 2.014
20 to 0 6 to 3 12 0.04 0.044 0.030 538 1.61 2.040
20 to 0 6 to 3 - 0.03 0.036 0.027 527 1.473 1.902
20 to 0 6 to 3 12 0.03 0.046 0.030 528 1.605 2.025
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the EWPHPO algorithm. Most scenarios and setting combinations have deter-
mined better or similar performance to the EWPHPO case, while the signalling
is not as reduced as in the case of the EWPHPO. Thus the NPI1 values manage
in four scenarios to be lower than the reference case, while NPI2 values but in
one case improve from the reference case. Still, due to the HOP choice freedom
it offers, the BHPO is a better fit since it gives the optimization the chance to find
better HOP setting that is outside the limited space of the initial diagonal. This is
especially useful if the initial diagonal is a short one or situated in a less optimal
performance area. Due to the dynamic and cell specific nature of the investigated
system, a prior knowledge of the absolute minimum, i.e. ’best’ HOP setting can-
not be assumed. For each different situation this setting will most likely belong
to a different diagonal. Thus the algorithm can and should not be steered into the
’right’ direction but should solely react (possibly predict) to changes in observed
performance, investigating as many HOPs as possible. The BHPO can be used in
combination with a threshold for changing the PDP and T-test settings.
In light of the discussed aspects in this and previous chapters, we can construct
a final algorithmic approach that aims at self-optimizing also some of the parame-
ters of the self-optimization algorithm itself. The proposed algorithm will function
as depicted in Figure 9.3.
Figure 9.3 Algorithmic approach to self-optimization
BHPO
Bad  performance  PDP =20%
Large sample set for T‐test  
H
P
Th_1
Good performance 
BHPO
PDP =0%
Do nothing
Th_2
Great performance
Small sample set for T‐test  
Time
      
Based on operator history or imposed performance targets, two thresholds can
be defined (Th1 and Th2) that will delimitate three distinct areas of performance:
bad, good and great. While in the bad area of performance, the aim of the algorithm
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would be to bring performance into the good region. As such, we suggest the use
of the PDP and of a large number of samples for the T-test. Once performance
has reached the area of good performance, the algorithms should react quickly to
changes, by using a lower PDP value (e.g. 0%) and smaller number of samples for
the T-test. Once the second threshold is crossed, performance will be considered
to be even better so no further HOP changes will be permitted. In essence, this
final approach just added a second threshold to the BHPO algorithm. Th2 could
replace or work in combination with the L-T-test as a stop condition.
Further enhancements may include the use of the NPI as input for the opti-
mization decisions. So far, the NPI is calculated as part of post-processing; the
algorithm is not aware of the NPI value at the moment when it’s making optimiza-
tion decisions. Also, based on different learning techniques, a certain threshold
performance may be used to delimitate a region of good performance. When in
this region, since performance is already very good, no further optimization of
the HOP should be carried out; the algorithm remains monitoring the network as
performance may once more degrade and optimization will again be carried out.
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10
Conclusion
“Suddenly my eyes are open,
Everything comes into focus, oh,
We are all illuminated,
Lights are shining on our faces, blinding .”
– ’Illuminated’ - Hurts
The introduction of LTE (Long Term Evolution) as a 4G technology promises
to offer important advantages to users and operators alike. With peak data rates of
100 Mbps in downlink and 50 Mbps in uplink and supporting more than 400 users
per cell, LTE will manage to offer the always-on experience that users have become
accustomed to. The delivery of high quality services together with the very low
mobile wireless latency (under 10 ms) makes LTE the perfect match for the data
hungry user. The larger context of this research is more extensively described in
Chapter 1.The main capabilities and interworking of the LTE standard have been
presented in Chapter 2.
On the other hand, a new, simplified, flat, all-IP architecture will make LTE
more easy to plan and deploy by operators. Self-organization functions are in-
cluded as a part of the standard, as we have seen in Chapter 3. The goal of these
self-organizations functions is to maximize network performance while minimiz-
ing the human input needed for various tasks (OAM, configuration of a new site,
etc). In turn, this will reduce CAPEX and OPEX for the operator.
Self-organization functions are designed to aid operators throughout the entire
network life cycle. During initial roll-out, self-configuration functions will make
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network elements, such as eNB, easier to deploy and set up. The addition of a new
eNB will occur in a plug-and-play fashion, as the newly added eNB will be able
to self configure its parameters according to the network layout and align itself to
the eNBs around it. Later on, the same self-configuration functions will assist the
addition of a new service to an already deployed eNB. Once the network is fully
deployed and has entered its maturity stage, self-optimization functions will con-
stantly monitor the network retrieving measurements and collect statistics which
quantify the network’s performance. Based on this input, the self-optimization
function will tune the values of different control parameters as to improve perfor-
mance. The impact on the new control parameter values will then be observed and
new input information will be collected leading to new decisions. This permanent
cycle will replace the previously used maintenance windows where optimization
was done offline by manual human interaction. In the case of an incidental event of
a non-intentional nature, such as the failure of a cell or site, self-healing functions
are designed to diagnose the cause and trigger actions that will lead to the problem
being solved or compensated.
Different procedures and mechanisms have been identified by the 3GPP stan-
dard as candidates for self-optimization. Among these, a vital one is the handover
procedure. Within every mobile wireless technology, handover is the core proce-
dure which allows users to move freely within the network while maintaining their
connection. The success and seeminglessness of this procedure has a direct impact
on user satisfaction. As LTE only supports hard handover (i.e. the user can only
be connected to one eNB at a time), it is that much more important that it runs as
smooth as possible. This includes being triggered at the right moment and being
executed successfully. These aspects make handover a great candidate as a self-
optimization function. Details on the standard handover procedure and on events
that can occur during it were included in Chapter 4.
In order to investigate possible handover self-optimization algorithms, an OP-
NET based simulator was designed, implemented and tested. The simulator was
described in Chapter 5 and includes eNBs and the X2 interface between them and
users that move within the simulation area and perform calls. A series of simplifi-
cations were made as to model only the relevant aspects of LTE that would impact
the handover procedure.
A first version for an self-optimizing algorithm that tunes the handover control
parameters was presented in Chapter 6. As part of a thorough sensitivity analysis,
the impact of several parameter settings (e.g. optimization interval, weight mix,
user speed and load, etc) have on its performance has been investigated and ex-
plained. The proposed Weighted Performance Handover Parameter Optimization
(WPHPO) algorithm improved handover performance when compared to the ref-
erence case, where no optimization is applied, by 5 % to 50 %. The algorithm is
also flexible and can be adapted to the operator’s needs and preferences via the
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weights given to the different statistics. Its performance and convergence time
however were closely linked to the initial HOP and the way the HOP is changed in
each optimization step (zigzag or diagonal approach). Improved convergence time
was desired in both approaches, since, in a dynamic network, changes may occur
very fast and the WPHPO algorithm should promptly react to them.
In Chapter 7, an enhanced version of the WPHPO algorithm (EWPHPO) was
introduced; this version tolerated a percentage of worse performance (Performance
Degradation Percentage or PDP) before switching the direction in which the al-
gorithm is looking for the new HOP. This enhancement aimed at improving the
algorithm’s convergence time and has been tested in two different scenarios with
various initial HOPs. The addition of the PDP speeded up convergence of the
algorithm and thus improved system performance, in both diagonal and zigzag ap-
proaches. Overall performance is improved in three of the four investigated scenar-
ios by 30 % to 76 % when compared to the original WPHPO version. As expected,
the diagonal approach converged faster while the zigzag offers better granularity.
The EWPHPO worked well when the initial Handover Operating Point (HOP) is
an extreme value and managed to bring the HOP setting into a good performance
region in a short amount of time. Once in the good performance region however,
the EWPHPO performed less than optimal due to the constant change in HOP (ev-
ery SON interval). The EWPHPO attempted to find an even better HOP, assuming
that there is one. In this case the zigzagging approach performed better, since it
only changed one of the two parameters (Hysteresis or TTT) at a time. Thus, it
was determined that a freeze of the HOP once the variation in performance were
significantly lower would be beneficial.
Therefore, in Chapter 8, T-test based mechanism was added to the EWPHPO
algorithm, distinguishing between high and low fluctuations in performance. The
aim of T-test mechanism was to disable the HOP change when observed perfor-
mance fluctuations between a number of consecutive samples were not signifi-
cant and thus to reduce the signalling load and increase system stability. This
mechanism has been tested in various scenarios and showed a clear minimization
of the overall signalling load: up to 86.49 % in over the entire simulation time
and 99.83 % in the low HP value region (LHPVR) considered for each scenario.
In turn, increased network stability can be achieved as other SON functions and
neighbouring eNBs can benefit from stable HOP settings. As a side effect, im-
proved network performance has been also observed. While performing the T-test
on a large number of samples ensured the best overall performance, a smaller num-
ber of samples reduced signalling the most. This is to be expected, since using a
smaller number of samples ensured that the T-test function is called earlier and that
the algorithm reacted in a more timely fashion to changes in performance. As a re-
sult, we proposed a setting of mid-range value for the number samples per set (12-
14 samples) and a high level of significance (T-test alpha = 0.01) to ensure opti-
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mum performance and reduced signalling. One further possible improvement that
could be added is the introduction of an absolute threshold to differentiate between
high and low HP value regions (HHPVR and LHPVR). In the current version, the
algorithm cannot distinguish between small fluctuations in a HHPVR or big fluc-
tuations in a LHPVR, both of which will have the opposite effect on the expected
algorithm behaviour. In the former case, it will determine a HOP freeze although
the system has not yet reached the LHPVR (which is the aim). In the latter, the
HOP will be changed even if performance did not vary that much (when referring
to absolute values). With the introduction of this absolute threshold, the HP space
will be divided in a high and low HP value region (HHPVR and LHPVPR). This
absolute threshold value will be adjusted by the operator and may be subject to a
learning mechanism. Since the EWPHPO will not be turned off in either region,
reactions to changing network conditions will be ensured.
The Balanced Handover Performance Optimization (BHPO) algorithm pre-
sented in Chapter 9 is an extension to the EWPHPO algorithm, offering maxi-
mum freedom in choosing the best HOP for the current network situation, making
all 336 possible HOP available. This is an important aspect since the algorithm
should work equally well no matter what the initial settings (HOP and initial di-
agonal) are. Also, a new metric, the Network Performance Indicator (NPI), has
been introduced in order to quantify the balance that needs to be achieved between
handover performance and the amount of signalling that the optimization process
introduces. While maintaining good performance, signalling can be reduced and
increased system stability can be achieved. As a stop condition a long T-test is
used as to determine when further optimizations will not be needed anymore. A
static threshold can be added as to delimitate two different performance areas in
which different parameter settings can be used in order to ensure the algorithms
reactiveness. The results of the BHPO have been compared in different setting
versions with the EWPHPO algorithm. Most scenarios and setting combinations
have determined better or similar performance to the EWPHPO case, while the
signalling is not reduced as much as in the case of the EWPHPO. Thus the NPI
values improve from the EWPHPO case in only one scenario. Still, due to the HOP
choice freedom it offers, the BHPO is a better fit since it gives the optimization the
changes to find better HOP setting that is outside the limited space of the initial
diagonal. This is especially useful if the initial diagonal is a short one or situated
in a less optimal performance area. Due to the dynamic and cell specific nature
of the investigated system, a prior knowledge of the absolute minimum, i.e. ’best’
HOP setting cannot be assumed. For each different situation this setting will most
belong to a different diagonal. Thus the algorithm can and should not be steered
into the ’right’ direction but should solely react (possibly predict) to changes in
observed performance, investigating as many HOPs as possible. The BHPO can
be used in combination with a threshold for changing the PDP and T-test settings.
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Several further enhancements could be envisioned as part of future work. These
may include the use of the NPI as input for the optimization decisions. So far, the
NPI was calculated as part of post-processing; the algorithm was not aware of the
NPI value at the moment when it’s making optimization decisions. Also, based
on different learning techniques, a certain threshold performance may be used to
delimitate a region of good performance. When in this region, since performance
is already very good, no further optimization of the HOP should be carried out; the
algorithm would remain monitoring the network as performance may once more
degrade and optimization will again be carried out. This threshold again can be
based on the performance’s history or can be policy based. Coordination between
adjacent eNB may also benefit handover performance.
Enhancements can be added to the simulator tool as well. New SON func-
tions could be included (such as Load Balancing, Coverage hole Detection and
Compensation, etc) and then coordinated. Another idea would be to test the pre-
sented algorithms with OPNET’s own LTE models or in a different simulator tool
(e.g. Matlab based) in order to compare results and determine if the algorthms’
performance is simulator independent.
While all the handover self-optimization algorithms presented here (WPHPO,
EWPHPO, with and without the T-test mechanism and BHPO) were designed and
tested with a specific technology in mind (i.e. LTE), its principles are general
enough that it could be applied with only minor modifications to other wireless
technologies. This provided that these technologies also can support a distributed
implementation as the one chosen for this work. Also, due to its several parameters
that can be controlled by the operator (e.g. weights and thresholds), the algorithms
are very flexible and would be easy to adapt to each operators needs, preferences
and history.

A
LTE Channels
In this Appendix,details on the DL and UL LTE channels are presented in Figure
2.3 and 2.4 are included as follows:
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Table A.1 Downlink logical channels descrioption
Channel name Function
Paging Control Channel (PCCH) • transfers paging information and
system information change notifica-
tions
• used for paging when the network
does not know the location cell of the
UE
Broadcast Control Channel(BCCH) • used for broadcasting system con-
trol information
Common Control Channel (CCCH) • used for transmitting control infor-
mation between UEs and network
• used for UEs having no RRC con-
nection with the network
Dedicated Control Channel(DCCH) • point-to-point bi-directional channel
• transmits dedicated control informa-
tion between a UE and the network
• used by UEs having an RRC con-
nection
Dedicated Traffic Channel(DTCH) • point-to-point channel, dedicated to
one UE, for the transfer of user infor-
mation
• can exist in both uplink and down-
link
Multicast Control Channel (MCCH) • point-to-multipoint chanel used for
transmitting MBMS control informa-
tion from the network to the UE, for
one or several MTCHs
• only used by UEs that receive
MBMS
Multicast Traffic Channel (MTCH) • point-to-multipoint channel for
transmitting traffic data from the
network to the UE
• only used by UEs that receive
MBMS
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Table A.2 Downlink transport channels description
Channel name Function
Paging Channel (PCH) • supports UE discontinuous recep-
tion (DRX)
• used for broadcasts in the entire cov-
erage area of the cell
• mapped to physical resources which
can be used dynamically also for traf-
fic/other control channels
Broadcast Channel(BCH) • uses a fixed, pre-defined transport
format
• used for broadcasts in the entire cov-
erage area of the cell
Multicast Channel (MCH) • used for broadcasts in the entire cov-
erage area of the cell
• supports MBSFN combining of
MBMS transmission on multiple cells
• supports semi-static resource alloca-
tion
Downlink Shared Channel (DL-SCH) • Supports Hybrid ARQ
• Supports dynamic link adaptation
by varying the modulation, coding
and transmit power
• Optionally supports broadcast in the
entire cell
• Optionally supports beam forming
• Supports both dynamic and semi-
static resource allocation
• Supports UE DRX
• Supports MBMS transmission
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Table A.3 Downlink physical channels description
Channel name Function
Physical Downlink Shared Channel
(PDSCH)
•Carries the DL-SCH and PCH
• QPSK, 16-QAM, and 64-QAM
modulation
Physical Downlink Control Chan-
nel(PDCCH)
• informs the UE about the resource
allocation of PCH and DL-SCH, and
Hybrid ARQ information related to
DL-SCH
• carries the uplink scheduling grant
• QPSK modulation
Physical Hybrid ARQ Indicator Chan-
nel(PHICH)
• carries Hybrid ARQ ACK/NAKs in
response to uplink transmissions
• QPSK modulation
Physical Broadcast Channel(PBCH) • The coded BCH transport block is
mapped to four sub-frames within a
40 ms interval. 40 ms timing is blindly
detected, i.e. there is no explicit sig-
nalling indicating 40 ms timing
•Each sub-frame is assumed to be
self-decodable, i.e. the BCH can be
decoded from a single reception, as-
suming sufficiently good channel con-
ditions
• QPSK modulation
Physical Multicast Channel(PMCH) • carries the MCH
• QPSK, 16-QAM, and 64-QAM
modulation
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Table A.4 Uplink logical and transport channels description
Channel name Function
Logical Channels
Common ControlChannel (CCCH) • Channel for transmitting control in-
formation between UEsand network
• used for UEs having no RRC con-
nection with the network
Dedicated Control Channel (DCCH) • point-to-point bi-directional channel
that transmits dedicated control infor-
mation between a UE and the network
• Used by UEs having an RRC con-
nection
Dedicated Traffic Channel (DTCH) • point-to-point channel, dedicated to
one UE, for the transfer of user infor-
mation
• can exist in both uplink and down-
link
Transport Channels
Random Access Channel (RACH) • carries minimal information
• Transmissions on the channel may
be lost due to collisions
Uplink Shared Channel (UL-SCH) • Optional support for beam forming
• Supports dynamic link adaptation
by varying the transmit power and po-
tentially modulation and coding
• Supports Hybrid ARQ
• Supports dynamic and semi-static
resource allocation
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Table A.5 Uplink physical channels description
Channel name Function
Physical Radio Access Channel
(PRACH)
• Carries the random access preamble
Physical Uplink Shared Channel
(PUSCH)
• Carries the UL-SCH
• QPSK, 16-QAM, and 64-QAM
modulation
Packet Uplink Control Channel
(PUCCH)
• Carries Hybrid ARQ ACK/NAKs in
response to downlink transmission
• Carries Scheduling Request (SR)
• Carries CQI reports
• BPSK and QPSK modulation
B
EWPHPO with T-test extended results
In this Appendix,we include the results for the three investigated T-test α and
several set samples values for Scenarios 1a, 1b, 1c, 2 and 3.
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Table B.1 Critical values of Sudent’s t
Degrees of freedom α = 0.2 α = 0.05 α = 0.01
1 3.078 12.706 63.657
2 1.886 4.303 9.925
3 1.638 3.182 5.841
4 1.533 2.776 4.604
5 1.476 2.571 4.032
6 1.44 2.447 3.707
7 1.415 2.365 3.499
8 1.397 2.306 3.355
9 1.138 2.262 3.25
10 1.372 2.228 3.169
11 1.363 2.201 3.106
12 1.356 2.179 3.055
13 1.35 2.16 3.012
14 1.345 2.145 2.977
15 1.341 2.131 2.947
16 1.337 2.12 2.921
17 1.333 2.11 2.898
18 1.33 2.101 2.878
19 1.328 2.093 2.861
20 1.325 2.086 2.845
21 1.323 2.08 2.831
22 1.321 2.074 2.819
23 1.319 2.069 2.807
24 1.318 2.064 2.797
25 1.316 2.06 2.787
26 1.315 2.056 2.779
27 1.314 2.052 2.771
28 1.313 2.048 2.763
29 1.311 2.045 2.756
30 1.31 2.042 2.75
40 1.303 2.021 2.704
60 1.296 2 2.66
120 1.289 1.98 2.617
10000 1.282 1.96 2.576
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